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Page 87, line 7,
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Page 183, lines 3-4

Sample schedules are found in Appendix C

Pages 205-206

These pages are the introduction to
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Page 208
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pages205-206 which are the introduction
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INTRODUCTION

The paralegal movement has had a dramatic impact on
the delivery of legal services in the united States.
.41

/Many large private law firms now employ as many as 25
paraiegals to do work formerly done, by attorneys.

lawyers have systeMatized entire area

Some

of their practise,

such as personal injury, werkpen's. compensation, and

divorce, sothat most of the work is performed by paralegals.

American Bar Association (ABA) president James '

Fellers has asserted that paralegals are the most
promising available means for extending legal services
to millions of citizens

Within the Community Services Adhinistration (CSA,
formerly 0E0) Legal Services, the impact of paralegals
has been no less dramatic.

Between 1.972 and 1974 the

number of paralegals working in Legal Services has
doubled and their'range of responsibilities has
substantially, increased.

.

Some Legal Services project

directors estimate that paralegals handle,almost half
the ease-load.
A

The only rules governing the paralegal movement are

unauthorized practice laws which restrict paralegals

£0

,

f

ti

.

from peforming certain iunctioqs reserved for fawyers.
.

There are no educational requirements, certification, or
,

licensing rules.

Nor is there an agreed upon definition

of "paralegal,", although' within Legal Services projects

a definition emerges from an ainalysis of pvalegal functions.

/41%/

,

This report addresses the need for clear, information

and statistics on paralegals and analyzes their role in
Legal Services.

It reports the results of surveys and

studies performed by the-National Paralegal Institute.
(NPI), consolidates the findings of demopstrations. run

by NPI over 2 years, offers recommendations and models

!

for projects to follow, and presents recommendations to
CSA and the Legal Services Corporation.
The report is divlded into three sections, each with
subsections.
I.

Current Knowledge on Paralegals

A.

A summary6of the paralegal movement in public
and private law, including training programs,
organizations active in the tield, and current

I

.

issues.
B.

A statistical profile of'Legal Services
paralegals, summarizing the findings of two
national survey questionnaires sent by NPI to
project directors and to Legal Services
paralegals. Ittprovides a profile of paralegals'
age, education, background, work experience, and
othet, demographic characteristics.
It analyzes
the functions, working structures, funding, salaries,
amdunts and kinds of training received, and opinions
of paralegals.
0

11.
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C.

A survey of 14 Legal Services,projects
systematically utilize paralegals--the 14 pro.jects employ almost 20% of Legal Services'
paralegals. The survey. is based on direct
inquiries for information not available though'
written questionnaires.

D.

An outline of various sources of non-CSA funding
available and being used by Legal Services
pr2jects to pay paraleghls.

a

la

II.

A.

'Designing and Implementing a Paralegal
Utii0:zation Plan

Caseload analysis in pantigng for paralegal
utilization.

.

B.

Types of paralegal functions: an analysis of
the generalist, specialist, intake interviewer,
and outreach worker.

C.

How a project should plan for and structure
employment and utilization,of paraltgals.

D.

Recommended recruiting, screening, and testing
devices for hiring paralegals.

E.

Developing an orientation-apprenticeship period
ftenew paralegals.

III.
A.

Training and Supervision Options and Models
Current state of Legal Services paral.egal training.
1.
2.

The NPI program and experi ments in
disseminating training throughout the country.
The characteristics of, and resources'needed
for, effective training, and the c'os't of such
training.

3.

'

The distinction between those projects which
can and those which cannot provide effective
in-house training.

B.

Models for orientation and supervision

C.

Training options and models for larger prCOects
capable of providing substantial training.

0

iv

IV.

Recommendation

to CSA and the Legal

.Services Col-potation

This report is broad in scope.

We recogni.ze that

many readers, while interested in various aspects of the
report,_will not choose to read all of it.

Thus, we

have maintained aocertain independence among thereport':,
various sections so that each may be read independently
by those interested in a specific topic.

Nis a result,

certnin information and assertions are repeated through,

c.:t the report.

Aside from the creation of NPI in 1972 to develop
and dissemirate training, materials and techniques,

perform studies, and provide training, demonstrations,
and."*chnical assistance, CSA has not devel&ped policies
or guidelines for the Legal Services projects regarding
This has resulted in part from lack of

paralegals.
.

information on who paralegals are and Wiat they do,
Moreover, there has been insufficient analysts of
paralegal beeIls and capacities.

This report attempts to

provide sufficient information.for ,policy decisions.

The report substantiates the important role paralegals
`play in delfirering legal services and discusses the

training and utilization experiences which 2 years of
demonstration wprk by NPI has produced.

O
0
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V

The report does not analyze the nontraining functions
of NPI, such as technical assistance, surveys, studies,

dOSemination of materials, and liaison to other organizations.

The capacity of paralegals wbrking in conjunction
with lawyers to extend quality leg
be well established.

services appears to

The potential for dramatic expansion

has barely been tapped.

As demonstrated in the report,

it is important' that CSA and the Legal

Services

Corporation provide systematic and-ubstantial support
in order to make possible the expanded utilization of
paz.legals in Legal Services.

.1
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SECTION 1
CURRENT KNOWLEDGE ON 'PARALEGALS

a

A SHORT REVIEW
OF THE PARALEGAL MOVEMENT
i,

DEFINITION OF A PARALEGAL*
e is no precise definition of the term"paralegal."

Because the occupation is relatively new

and its potential remains unrealized, paralegal job
functions ame still being identified and described.
However, those in the field, including paralegals themselves,' tend to use the term in a certain way.

It

is

generally accepted, that a paralegal must be specifically

trained, either'on the'job or in a formal training
'program.

Paralegals 'perform work previously regarded

as within only an attorney's capabilities.

Paralegals

almost always work under the supervision of an attorney;
some work without an attorney's direct supervision where
authorized by statute or regulation or with special
court permission.

For example, paralegals may represent

clients in some adminiserative agency proceedings, such

.*The use of paralegal in this report is not meant to
indicate a praerence over the terms "legal assistant,"
"attorney's assistant," "legal paraprofessional,"
"advocate," or others.
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as Social Security or, welfare hearings.'

In addition,

paralegals are allowed to appear in some small claims
courts.

The paralegal concept' excludes some fairly well-,

defined legal support roles:

secretary, clerk, librarian,

social worker, community aido,, and office administrator.

Paralegals should be trained in basic legal knowledge,

-andoneo41more

What is done with

this training varies as the following picture of
paralegal diversity reveals.

The profile of paralegals

was obtained by classifying them as to where they work,
what they do, where they are trained, etc.

These

cl'assifications are purely for 'conveniencethey have
no formal significance.
WHERE' PARALEGALS WORK

Paralegals may be found almost anywhere legal work
is performed.

For convenience, this report divides

paralegals into two broad categories according to their
place of emptoyment:
paralegals.

private sector and public sector

Private sector paralegals work in private,

profitmaking law firms; public sector paralegals in
nonprofit lega'l services delivery systems or government
agencies.

The two categories are not exclUsive; paralegals

17

may move from one sector to the other just as lawyers
may apply their skills to many areas of law.
Private Sector

Large, urban law firms are the biggest private
sector employers.

However, as lawyers are becoming

,.,more familiar with the benefits of employing paralegals,

smaller firms are finding paralegals a practical solution
to meeting hoth_their_needs and those of their clients.
,

Businesses, especially large .corporations, also are

hiring paralegals to work in their in-house counsel
divisions.

Public Sector
1.

Community Services Administration Legal SerVices*

Approximately 50 percent of Community Services Administration (CSA, formerly 0E0) Legal'Services projects emple
paralegals.

A few projects employ as many as 30 paralegals

although Most employ only 1 or 2.

More than 85 percent

of the paralegals have'had some, college training; over 45

percent are college graduates.: Few have received any
formal paralegal training before entering a Legal Services
program.

*On October 13, 1975, all CSA Legal-Services activities
swbre turned over tothe Legal services Corporation.

1*
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A single paralegal may perform a wide range of
services.

Virtually all interview clients.

A large

percentage negotiate with government agencies on behalf
of clients in public entitlement cases, represent clients
at administrative hearings, and do investigative work.
'Many also do legal research and drafting.

CSA Legal Services project directors report substantial satisfaction with the work of par ledals; however,

lackof _funds_ptmtenta them_from hiring mo
2.

Government

Federal, state, and local governments

employ many paralegals and are explor4ng new ways in'which
to use them.

The Civil Service Commission (CSC) estimates

that the Federal Government employs 30,000 paralegals and
envisions an even larger role for them in the near future.

.-CSC has developed a new Paralegal Assistance Series that
includes the following functions:

(a) analyzing legal

material and preparing digests of points of law for
internal agency use; (b) maintaining legal reference
files and furnishing attorneys and others with citations
to pertinent decisions; (c) selectingft assembling,

summarizing, and compiling substantive information on
statutes, treaties, and specific legal subjects; (d)

collecting, analyzing, and evaluating evidence as to
activities under' specific Federal laws before an agency

hearing or decision; (e) analyzing facts and legal

19

Is_

questions presented by personnel administering specific
Federal laws; answering questions by collecting
interpretations of applicable legal provisions, regulations, precedent, and agency policy; and, occasionally,
preparing informational and instructional material for
general use; and (f) performing other paralegal duties
"requiring discretion and independent judgment" in
applying specialized knowledge of particular laws,
regulations, precedent, or agency practices based thereon.
Parftlegalsa-reemilloyesUbI.the National Labor
Relations Board; Federal Traae Commission'; Equal

EmpioymentOpportunity Commission; Deparrsynt of
Justice; and Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.
Other Paralegal Jobs

Group and prepaid legal services plans promise to
provide paralegal jobs as those delivery systems gain
porularity.

A number of law communes throughout the country
also employ paralegals, generally trained by commune
lawyers.

It

is a commune tenet that lawyers, paralegals,

and other staff are equal in resronsibility, salary, and
capacity. -

Some criminal justice agencies, for example, public
defender programs, prosecutors' offices, and bail prOjects,
(.3

ti

)

.6e

use trained laymen to assist lawyers, and there has been
talk of greatly expanding the paralegal role in criminal
law.

WHERE PARALEGALS ARE TRAINED a
On the Job
addition toJ..egal Services projects, mahy'law

firms and government agencies also employ paralegals
trained on the job.

The Chicago Association of Paralegal

Assistants found that 60 percent of their members who
responded to a recent survey had no formal paralegal
training.

Thiss-ituavion_will_probahly_change as para.,

legal training programs become more available and gear
their curricula to the needs of the job market.
Many lawyers and paralegalsIstress the necessity
and desirability of on-the-job instruction even for
paralegals who have completed formal training programs,
and most law firms and Legal Services projects provide
on-the-job training by individual lawyers.
course, varies considerably.

Training, of

In addition, some fegal

Services projects, law firms, and government agencies
have inauguarated regular in-house training orograms.

2i
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Community Colleges

About 70 community colleges offer paralegal training.
The curricula are almost entirely geared to private law
jobs.

The colleges generally take no responsibility for

placement of students, and the prpgrams are so new that
employment success has not been measured.

Common elements

of most community college curricula are law office
administration, legal writing, and legal research.

Beyond

that, most offer a potpourri of courses designed to produce a generalist:
family law.

corporations, tax, real estate,

With few exceptions, community colleges do

not provide courses relevant to either Legal Services or
other publit sector employment.

Colleges and Law Schools
Although most paralegal training programs are offered
at the community college level, some colleges and law
,schools alto offer them.

Most college programs prepare

students for work in the private sector.

Only a few law schools offer paralegal training.
The University of West Los Angeles Law School conducts a
continuing education paralegal program which, for the
academic year 1971-7-2, enrolled 195 students (184 Women;
138 former. or present legal secretaries; 56 high school
graduates).

The Utah College of Law Institute designs

systems for training paralegals in routinized areas of

-8-

private law 16actices.

At Antioch School of Law about

15 paralegals a year are trained to enter either the
public or private sector.

The University of Southern

California,Law Center regularly holds intensive training
programs, primarily on specialization subjects for
legal secretaries.

Proprietary Schools-

The number of proprietary schools offering paralegal
o

courses is still small.

This may change as job markets

for paralegals develop.

As there is no clearinghouse

for information on proprietary schools, it is difficult
to estimate their number.

The Institute for Paralegal

Training in Philadelphia, a subsidiary of Bell & Howell,
Inc., probabisoffers the best known training) program
4

qin thi's category.

Established 4 years ago,-it carefully

selects and screens college graduates, mainly women,

and provides 3 to 4 months of intensive training in one
specialty.

Job plhcement is guaranteed.

Other Proprietary schools tend to be general career/
vocational institutions offering short courses.
Short-Term Intensive Training Programs
Short-term intensive programs are useful for paralegals who cannot spend much time away from their jobs
and who need only to acquire specific skills and

2
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information.

The cost in time and money is tolerablp

for those who cannot afford college tuitions.

Such

programs permit training as the need arises for specific
--skills development.
The National Paralegal Institute (NPI) provides
4.

'such training:

Ap.few Legal Services projects have also

developed short, intensive training programs for their
own staffs.

In addition, some colleges and.law schools

occasionally- -offer -short sessions in such areas as civil

rights, probate, divorce, and legal research.

For

example, in 1969.Columbia Law School trained '20 paralegals,

slated for 0E0 Legal Services jobs, in a 6-week intensive
program.

WHAT PARALEGALS DO
Paralegal,s maybe divided into two broad categories.
according to the work they perform:

generalist and.

specialist.

Generalist

Paralegals in this category are expected to handle
a wide range of responsibilities, such as interviewing,
fact gatherihg, research, and document drafting.
Generalists are usually found in small law offices.,

1
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a

'

.

'SvechliSt
Most paralegals are specialists.

Their training,

usually focuses on one' area of the law, such as stills,

real estate, trusts, criminal law, public assistance,
N

or landlord-tenant.
.

di'

Specialization ,allows efficient program operation

and trainirig.

Many paralegals with adequate training

and supervision become,experts in one area and handle

-t

most of the work 'involved in processing.cases in that
area.
.

.

Federal and state regulations permit laymen to
0

,

represent clients at many different kinds of adminstrative hearings.

A group of paralegals has emerged that

represent clients at such hearings.
.

These paralegals--

,

administrative specialists - -a're fapad in Legal 'e,t;vicei
o

..

and also in non-profit organizations such as welfare
fights organizations, tenant's groups, and senior
t

citizen agencies.

J

!ORGANIZATIONS ACTIVE IN THE PARALEGAL. FIELD
In addition to Legal Services projects and law
'firms involved in the paralegal field, several national

organizations have taken an interest in how the
occupation develops.
F

-.
4
.4

0

Paraiegal Professional Associations
As the paralegal movement gained momentum and

recognitio, paralbgals began forming associations.'.
Some were started by students in Aralegal training
programs, others by 4Or.;kiiig paralegals.

The.first

groups were vrimarily composed of private sector para1,

.

- legals.

However, it soon became apparent that the

interests'; goals, and needs of all paralegals were

similar, and the organizations attempted to reflect the
diversity found,within ,the occupation.
'In May 1974' representatives of eight associations_
.

.met and founded the

Feeeration of Paralegal
.

.

As'soelations.

luring .its.fires!t year, the Federation

seryed_as a communications network to alert and inform
members of issues Ina qvrAitss that affect d paralegals.

At their 1975 meeting, representati e's resolved
1

that the Federaticncuid assume a new structure and
become a professional association for paralegals.

It

was further resolved that Federation members would take
an Active role in developing 111d regulating the occupation.

There are about 20 new organizations in the process of

forming and joining thrFaeration.
The legal assistant section of the Nationad
Associhtion of'Legal Secretaries has foymed a separate
*

.1
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organization, the National Association of Legal
Assistants (NALA).

Unlike the Federation, which consists

of organizations, membership in NALA is on an individual
basis.

,American Bar Association
-

4

In 1968 the American Bar Association'sk(ABA's)
;*

'Sp ecial Committee'on the Availability of Legal Services

reported to the House of Delegates that nevi services
would-be more fully available to the public" if thelegal profession were to recognize that "freeing a

'

lawyer from tedious and routine detail" would conserve
the lawyer's_time ancLenergy

or "truly legal prohlems."

Accordingl*, three recommendations were made:
1.

7
2.
'

3.
.

The legal profession should recognize that
there are many tasks in serving a client's
needs which can.be performed by a trained
non-lawyer assistant working under the
direction and supervision of a lawyer;
'the legal profession should encourage the
training and employment tf such assistants; and

A special committee of the ABA should be
created to consider the subject of lay assistants for lawyers.

These recommendations were adopted by the House of
Delegates and-the Special Committee on Lay Assistants
4

(now theoEtanding Committee on Legal Assistants) was

In 1969 the Special Committee sponsored
,

limited surveys of law firms around the country and
-

found thg.there was "a sign ificant" use of nonlawyers.

2I

a
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In 1971 the Special Committee published a set of
recommendations for paralegal training.

It suggested

that 1-, 2-, and 4-year college programs, be made
available for legal secretaries, legal assistants, and
legal administrators, respectively.

The proposed

'10

curricula were slanted entirely towards private practice
of law.

In 1973 the House of Delegates adopted "Guidelines"
of recommended standards for operating 2-year paralegal
programs in .colleges.

In 1974 the Special Committee received permission
from the House of Delegates to begin approving (i.e.,
accrediting) paralegal training'programs that met the
"Guideline" standards.
411111

There has been much opposition from lawyers,
paralegal educators, and paralegals to ABA control of
accreditation of paralegal training programs.

One

objection is that the paralegal occupation is new and
accreditation standards, based. on limited knowledge of
the field, are premature.

In addition, the ABA's

"Guidelines" are-aimed at meeting the needs of only one
.

-

',narrow sector of the law.

Institutions that structure

their paralegal programs in order to gain ABA approval

%risk not being able tongeet'4emands for paralegal

'1
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O

training in other areas.

For example, as government

agehcies continue to find new ways to use paralegals,
flexibility in training curricula will be crucial in
order to meet 'their needs.

Objections to the "GuidelineS" are directed not
only to the substance, but also to the length of the
proposed programs.

A 2-year course is inappropriate

for college graduates, working paralegals, and senior
citizens, among others.
Finally, there is the issue of ABAI control of the

parnipvl prafgssiam.

ParalegaLs_,_and_many_educAtoys

and lawyers, seek a broadly representative group to
accredit paralegal training, arguing that there is a
vital public interest in the' way the occupation evolves.

The National Paralegal Institute

W was formed in June 1972 under a 0E0 grant, to
support and promote the use of paralegals in the public
sector of the law, particularly in Legal Services.

NPI's

broad mandate includes acting as liaison with colleges,
law schools, bar tissociations, and paralegal associations;

developing strategies for the growth and development
of the paralegal movement; designing training materials
and conducting training for CSA paralegals; and doing

research on training, qilization, and other important
issues.

44
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NPI conducts, and helps other Legal Services trainers
conduct 1-week intensive training sessions for CSA
paralegals around the country.

The Association of American Law Schools

)

In 1970 the Association of American Law Schools
(AAL5) created a Committee on ParUprofessiohal Legal
,

Education.

That Committee recommended that AALS

a law review symposium
commission two studies:
on paralegals (24 Vanderbilt Law Review 10837
1971) and a study and evaluation of present
training programs;
consider commissioning a paralegal curriculum
development project;
instruct the Committee on Pre-Legal Education
and Admission to Law Schools to consider special admission standards for paralegals to law
schools;

,

instruct the Committee on Teaching Outside Law
Schools to consider the emerging need,for
paralegal teachers; and
.,7

S

offer to work with the ABA, CSA, and others on
certification, supervision, and similar issues
affecting the paralegal movement.

In November 1-974 the Committee released its report
..,

.presenting a broad overview of the paralegal movement
,

and the issues and organizations affecting its development.
Included were recommendations to the AALS Executive
Committee about the role law schools should play in
IS

1

,
t:

I
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developing the paralegal occupation.*

The report

recommended that, among other things, AALS work to
promote a broadly representative body of lawyers,
paralegals, educators, and citizens. to establish rules

of accreditation of training and certification of

,

paralegals.

National Consumer Center for Legal Services
In 1972 representatives of the Nation's major unions

held a conference on prepaid and group legal services
plans.

Those attending favored the creation of such

programs and emphasized the use of "closed" panels of
lawyers in which preselected groups of lawyers handle
all legal problems generated by group members. In contrast,
in the "open" panel approach, favored by most bar
associations, all" - lawyers in the community are eligible

to render services.

The conferees formed the National Consumer Center
for Legal Services, interested in efficiency techniques
to'reduce the cost of legal services to its members.

*Copies of the report may be obtained from the Association
of American Law Schools, One Dupont Circle, Washington,
D,C., 20036
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Substantial paralegal components will be built into its
plans.

The group has established a national technical

assistance, program to help unions establish prepaid
-

legal programs.

A 1973 amendment of the Taft-Hartley

Act,makes prepaid legal services, as a fringe benefit,
an item of collective bargaining.

This development

could dramatically increase the need for lawyers and
paralegals.

ISSUES AFFECTING THE PARALEGAL MOVEMENT

Accreditation
Accreditation is the process by which an agency or
organization evaluates and recognizes a program of study
or an institution as meeting certain predetermined
qualifications or standards.

Whether paralegal training

programs should'now be subject to accreditation; how
such an accrediting agency should be establqshed; and
who should control it are all pending issues.
A possible approach would be to Create a broadly
representative accrediting body, including not only
$

paralegals but also lawyers, legal and paralegal educators,
.and public representatives.

32
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Certification or Licensing
Certification is the voluntary process by which a
non-governmental agency or association recognizes an
individual who has met certain predetermined qualifications specified by that agency or association.

Licensing is the process by which an agency of
government grants permission to persons meeting
predetermined qualifications to engage in a given
occupation and/or use a particular title.

Only licensed

individuals may'engage in the given activity.
Licensing of paralegals has never been seriously

discussed; however, certification has been proposed by
several state bar associations.

Most authorities

believe that a valid certification program is not
feasible, at least until current paralegal job functions
have been more fully explored.

Even so, some bar

associations are pressing for certification of paralegals
in order to control the development of the paralegal
occupation.

Certification at this time, especially if controlled
by the organized bar, would have a chilling effect on
the development of the field.

Some paralegals, motivated

by a desire for status, higher salaries, and greater
recognition, support certification.

33
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,

overwhelming trend among paralegals, paralegal educators,

and others seems to favor deferring certification until
the occupation has been better defined.

Because .the

occupation is very new and for other reasons outlined
above, certification for paralegals has begun in only
one state.*

,.

(-

*The certification movement in Oregon was initiated by
the State Bar Association and hag been wholly organized
and controlled by the Bar. The first certification
examination is scheduled for Fall 1975.

c

.

STATISTICAL PROFILE OF PARALEGALS

In the Spring of 1974 NPI sent all Legal Services

project directors a questionnaire concerning their use
of paralegals.

The survey focused on paralegal job

functions, kinds of training they have received,

attitudes regarding the value of paralegals, and what
project directors and supervising attorneys considered
to be priorities for future training and other related
activities of NPI.

The study attempted to identify

areas of the country in which NPI's training programs
were most needed, which projects could supply trainers
to participate in NPI's training sessions, and the
number and location Of paralegals.

The questionnaire

is attached as appendix A.

The questionnaire was designed to be answered by
each branch office of a Legal Services project.

Main

and branch project offices number approximately 900;
and in some cases projects have 10 or more separate

35
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4

offices.

During the Spring and Summer of 1974; NPI

sent reminders and additional questionnaires and made
telephone, calls to solicit responses.

By November 1974

approximately 80 percent of all offices had returned
the questionnaire.

A telephone survey of the others

provided statistics on another 10 percent.
What:f011ows is a summary of the findings,

reflecting data from 90 percent of all projects on
numbers and functions of paralegals.

Information on

caseload and project opinions of paralegals comes from
a computer analysis done in September 1974 using data
from the approximately 50 percent of the project

which

had then responded.

Based on the 90 percent data (with several large
projects not reporting) there are 1,012 paralegals
working in Legal Services projects throughout the
country.

These paralegals constitute slightly less

than one-fifth of all personnel employed by both
back -up centers and neighborhood projects.

The
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,

ma;ority 'of these patalegdis work full time.

Statistics

for Legal Services personnel follow:

LEGAL SERVICES EMPLOYMENT
1974

Total
Staff

Paralegals
Attorneys
Secretaries and
°Receptionists
Social and
Community Workers
Investigators
Others.

Full Time
(Percent)

Part Time

17.51
39.41

69.86
94.30

30.14
5.70

29.56

91.70

8.30

2.47
1.51
9.54

64.34
68.97
39.74

35.66
31.03
60.26

°

160.00

There has been an increase of over 100 percent in
the number of paralegals and in the percentage they

constitute of Legal Services personnel since 1972 when
NPI addinistered a simil4r questionnaire.

At that time

there were 451 paralegals, 364 of whom were employed
full time.

The number of paralegals has risen dramatically
even though few Legal Services projects ,have been able

to increase their bUdgets to provide adequate salaries
for parale.gals.

The majority of Legal Serviices para-

legals receive a salary less than that paid to beginning
secretaries.

Nearly two-thirds (64.51 percent) of the
.

37
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.0

full-time paralegals are paid part-or all of their
1

salaries. from project funds; almost half (44 percent)

are paid entirely by project fubds.

Volunteers in

Service to America (VISTA) provides salaries for 19,35
.

percent of the full.time paralegals, and outsideonencies,
such as the Department of Health, Education, and,Welfarefi
off

(HEW), Community Action Programs, and state projects
provide 16.12 percent of the full time paralegSls'
salaries.

..,

Several larger projeCts have hired two or three
paralegals to replac.e one or two lawyers when lawyer
vacancies have occurred.

Whether hiring paralegals for

,ftew job slots or in place of lawyers, 83 percent of the
o,

projects employing par8legals reported an increased

office caseload which,proAct directors and supervising
attorneys attributed to the paralegals' presence.

Only

-13 percent reported no increase in caseload once para.

legals were hired, and 4 percent of the respondents
..-

_

were not sure whether the caseload had increased.
4.

3(3

I

Statistics 'from prbjects which gave specific perceitages
regarding their?caseloa'd incre ase areas .follows:
,

°'
ay

Resporidents Reporting These
Increases
(Percent)

Caseload Increase
11 to
21 to
31 to

41 to

20
30
40
SO

25
25..

25

.25

100

As the following statistics indicate, paralegals
also handle a significant portion of the project
t7

caseloads:

Caseload Handled
by Paralegals

Projects Reporting Specific
Caseload Handled by Paralegals
(Percent)

1

11
21

to
to
to
to

10
20
30

21
33

31
40.
41 to.. 50
51 to 80

15
6
4

Perhaps because of the increased caseload
attributed to paralegals as well as the substantial

3
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percentage of the caseload that paale als handle,' 82

'percent of the projects indicated that paralegals are
"of great value."

Tar-l-sen percent of the respondents

indicated that paralegals are of "some value," and 5
percent felt they could not answer because their
1

personyq had not worked with paralegals.

None of the

projects considered paralegals to be of "slight or
negligible value" or of "no value."

Th- need 4r and value of paralegals was further
emphasized in .a questian requesting projects to describe,
as

their needs regardingparalegais.. Only-6 percent felt

that they did not need paralegals and another
N./

percent said they did not need additional paralegals.
Seventy.four percent felt they needed more paralegals.
Project-directors and supervising attorneys,;,were

also asked which typesof paralegal they. most needed:
community legal workers, -knowledgeable in group legal

rights; technicians who specialize in handling volume

.

-cases in routine areas, such as divorce, eviction, and

application for pubA housing; or advocates who can

43
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.

prepare for administrative hearings in welfare, workmen's

4

compensation, Soci al Security, SSI, etc.

this question are as follows:

Resrnses to

.

PROJECTS' NEEDS"FOR PARALEGALS
'

Need Most

Need More

Have No Need

(Percent)
.,

nicians
Advocates
Community Legal
----Workers

42
40'

32
34

26
26

17

41

42

.,-..

,

.

,

.

't
(

Piiority needs of, Rrojects are'equally divided
between technician- specialists and administrative

hearing advocates, with a relatively low emphasis on
community and group workers.

Along with the need for more paralegals, the
projects indicated that the vast majority of their
paralegals needed more training.

Only 6.74 percent

indicated that no additional-training was necessary
for their paralegals; whereas 83.26 percent of the
.

respondents felt thit more paralegal training wa,s both
desirable and necessary.

Over 97 percent of the

..,

41

0
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respondents provide at feast some training opportunities
for their paralegals.
(

The type of training offeredlis

shown below:

PARALEGAL TRAINING
Percentage of Projects
Providing this Training

Type of Training Available
In-house:

Staff'lawyers only
Outside lawyers only
Staff and outside lawyers
Programs outside the project only
In-house by staff lawyers and in
outside programs '
Inrhouse"by outside lawyers and
in outside programs
In-house staff, outside staff,
and outside training programs

25
1

9
7

33i
1

24

Those. projects which provided little or no

training were asked to explain why.

Although fly

variety of answers made it impossible to computerize
replies,' lack of funds, staff, and time were the over-

whelming responses.

An indication of the projects'

need for funds for hiring paralegals and for training
paralegals was emphasised in the last section of'the
questionnaire.

Here project directors and supervising

attorneys were asked to assign priorities to services'
now provided by NPI.

Over'half (55.26 percent) of

42

0
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.

the project directors and supervising attorneys placed
0

a high priority on the task of locating funds for new
paralegal positions on the local level.
.

As the following chart shows, projects placed

a

high priOrity on NPI's training activities:

PROJECT PRIORITIES FOR NPI
Axtivity

High Priority

Low Priority
(Percent)

.

Offering training courses
at local level
Preparing training manuals
Offering training courses
oft the national or
regional level
Provid'ing office systems
and manuals
Supplying technical

,

assistance personnel
for training at the
local level
Supplying instructions
on recruiting, training,
and supervising
paralegals
Encouraging community
colleges and universities

.

-

58.06
52.53

41.94
47.47

42.39

57.61

41.01

58.99

40.19

59.81

29.03

70.97

t.

to offer pzi-ralegal

programs
Disseminating information
about paralegals
Recruiting paralegals

22.58

77.42.

16.58
5.66

83.42
94.34
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Orparticular significance is the finding that only
21 percent of those responding indicated that they have
personnel who could act as trainers at training sessions.
The "projects prefer local training to regional or
national training.

However, since so.few can provide

staff to assist with local training, it would be
inordinately expensive to offer NPI training to indivj,-

dual local projects.

Combining the expressed need Rh.

either local, regional, -or national training with the

indicated lack of local training staff suggests that
_regional or national training, rather than local

training with reliance on local trainers, is appropriate.
1975 SURVEY OF LEGAL SERVICES PARALEGALS
In early 1975 NPI, using the names of paralegals
listed on its 1974 project director questionnaire
responses, surveyed CSA Legal Services paralegals.

A

response rate of over 50 percent provided statistical
validity.

The questionnaire is attached as appendix B.

The responses provide a detailed profile of paralegals:
where they are and who they are; their baccgrounds,
e

ages, job experience; titles, salaries, and functions;

,-,
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training received and needed; and a series of
;

interrelations, such as training received compared with
time on the job-compared with function.*
The survey tends to rebut some common misconceptions
and confirm some presumptions.

It reveals that Legal

Services paralegals are highly educated;

almost half are

(-

.

males; they are undertrained, undersupervised, and low
paid; responsible for a substantial percentage of Legal

Services work; likely to stay on the job; and tend to
0-

specialize in'gt least one area of substantive legal
work.

More detailed data is available from NPI upon
request.
tv,

DEMOGRAPHIC VARIABLES
Geographic

Legal Services paralegals are utilized more
frequently in some areas of the country .than in others.
Paralegals who' responded to the 1975 questionnaire

were heavily concentrated in the four regions whose
headquarters are in Boston (I), Atlanta (IV), Chicago (V)
and San Francisco (IX).

With the' exception of three

regions, the percentage of respondents per region did.

*The terms "paralegal" and "paralegal population" as
used in this section of the report refer to those
responding to the questionnaire.

t
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not deviate more than 3 percent from the percentage of
paralegals per region as reported by the project
directors in 1974.

In Region V a higher propOrtion t}an

average responded, and in Regions VI and IN a lower
proportion responded.

A breakdown of respondents and the regions in which
they work follows:

Region

I

II

III
IV
V

VI
VII
VIII
IX

Absolute
Frequency)

(Boston)
(New York)
(Philadelphia)
(Ailanta)
(Chicago)
(Dallas/Forth Worth)
(Kansas City)
(Denver)
(San Francisco)

80
44
38
71

77
23
21

19
114'

X (Seattle.)

44
531

Relative
Frequency.
(Percent)2
15.0
8.3
7.2
13.4
14.5
4.3
3.9
3.6
21.5
8.3

TUU7

)Actual number of respondents answering (or not answering)
the question (i.e., 80 paralegals who returned the
questionnaire work in Region I).
2The ratio of numbers to the total number of returned
questionnaires in a particular category.
Paralegals are also heavily concentrated in certain
d,

states--Arizona, California, Florida, Georgia, Illinois,

4t)

Massachusetts, Michigan, 1!sq York, New Jersey,

Pennsylvania, and Washington.

This concentration seems

to result from one or more of the following factors:
.1.

The state contains one or more large city
projects;

2.

Large urban projects are usually better
financed than rural projects serving similar
populations;

3.

Urban areas attract more people in the 21 to 30
age group--the primary age group Of Legal
Services paralegals;

4.

The urban projects in these states saem to be,
more fortunate in finding alternative funding
for paralegal job'positions,.;

S.

Some projects within these states are .located
in areas which have high unemployment rates.
Therefore, they qualify for Comprehensive
Employment and Training Act (CETA) and other
manpower funds.

Twenty-three percent of the respondents work in
projects with only one office, while 49.9 percent work

in projects with four or more offices.

One-office

projects constitute 44.9 percent of all projects,
whereas projects Of four or more offices make up only
26.9 percent; obviously the paralegal population is
skewed toward larger projects.

.t4
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SeX and Age

Of'the 531 paralegals responding to the 19751
questionnaire, 43.7 percent (230) were male and 56.3
percelit (296) were female.*

These figures deviate

only 5 percent from the male-female population of the
United.States.

However, these percentages are in sharp

contrast to the overwhelmingly female paralegal population of the private sector.

All regions do not, however, have a representative
proportion of males and females.
.

Females represent

,

66.7 percent of the paralegal population in Region VII;
65.9 percent in Region II; and 63.2 percent in Region
VIII.

Only Region X has a substantially higher

'

percentage of male paralegals (56.8 percent).
Paralegals are young; 63.4 percent are 30 years of
age or younger and 85 percent 40 years of age or younger.
The following table, which breaks down the number as
well as percentage of paralegals according to age

*People were not requested to identify their sex on the
c
questionnaire; as a result, five people whose sex could
not be determined by their names were not included in
these percentages.

46
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group, shows that the largest single group of paralegals
is in the 21 to 30 age bracket.

Frequency,
Age

Absolute

Under 21,
.21-30

31-40
41-50
51-60
61 & up
No response

Relative

18

3.3

317
114
45
20

59.7
21.5
8.5
3.8
2.6
0.6

14
3

-gr

- 100.0

Cumulative
Adjustedl Adjustedl
(Percent)
13.4
60.0
21.6
8.5
3.8
2.7
--

3.4
63.4
85.0
93.6
97.3
100.0
--

100.0

lAdjusted frequency shows percentages excluding the "no
response" category. Cumulative adjusted frequency shows
the total percentages below each category; e.g., 85
percent are age 40 or below.
A few regions deviate substdntially from the above
percentages.

Regions IV and X have 70.5 percent and

68.1 percent, respectively, of the paralegals in the 21
to 30 age group.

Regions II, V, and VIII have a larger

proportion of paralegals in the 41 to 61 and over age
bracket.

It is interesting to compare the male and female
distributions to the age distribution.

Females are more

heavily represented in the under 21, 31 to 40, and
41 to 50 age groups than are male paralegals.

Male
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pararegals, on.the other hand, are more heavily
represented in the 51 to 60 and 61 and over age groups.
There are two possible reasons for this.

First, while

young people are willing to accept both the limited
salaries and the limited upward mobility which
characterize Legal Services paralegal jobs, males seem
less willing to accept these conditions once they reach
their thirties.

Females; on the other hand, especially

those over 30 years of age, may be reentering the job
market after marriage and children and thus may be more
willing to take lower salaries.
Although low salary and low upward mobility
characterize paralegal work in both the public and

private law sectors, the attitude that paralegal work
'

is "female" is almost non-existent.

Perhaps an important

element of job satisfaction for both male and female
paralegals in the public sector is the direct client
contact and responsibility for the work product.

Such

contact and responsibility is rare in private law firms.
Female paralegals seem to work for Legal, Services

projects longer than male paralegals with one exception.
'Male paralegals who have worked 5 years or longer slightly
outnumber female paralegals in that category, both as'
paralegals and in other capacities before being classified as paralegals.

J0
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Ethnic Background
Most of the paralegals responding to the 197'5

questionnaire were Caucasians, Blacks, and Chicanos.*
This is. not surprising, considering the general popula-

tion statistics, although Blacks, who constitute 9.0i
percent of the general population, represent 21.1
percent of the pa,-akgal population.
1

Ethnic Background

Absolute

Black
Spanish
Chicano
Caucasian
Indian
Oriental
Mexican
Other
No response

109
25
34

301
14
6

`Frequency
Relative
(percent)

Adjusted

20.5
4.7
6.4
56.7

21.1
4.8
6.6
58.3

2.6
1.1
1.0

-1.2

2.71

22
15

4.42

1.0
4.3

2.8

--

sIr

100.0

5

Ethnic group representation is not evenly
distributed across the regions.

Blacks represent 28.6

percent of the paralegal population in Region VII; 28.9

\
*"Chicanos" are Mexican- Americans whose background'is
part Mexican-Indian a
part Mexican-Spanish.
"Mexicans"
are Mexican-Americans ith no Indian background.
Both
Mexicans and Chicanos zonsider themselves to be of
different ethnic backgraunds than "Spanish" people who
are, in this survey, primarily Puerta Rican and
Argentihian Spanish-speaking people.

55 i
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percent of the paralegal population in Region III; 32.6
percent of the paralegal. population in Region II; and

42.9 percent of the paralegal'population in Region V.
Furthermore, 27.5 percent of the total Black paralegal
population is concentrated in Region IV.

White para-

.

legalsdare highly con'centrated in Region X, where they

constitute 85.7 percent of the paralegal population.
Paralegals who said they were of Spanish origin are
concentrated in Region II (New York, New Jersey, and
Puerto Ricu), where they represent 2-5.6 perCent of the

paralegal population.

Almost half (44 percent) of the

total number of Spanish-origin paralegals are emplOyed
in that region.

Chicanos and Mexicans are concentrated

in Regions VI, VIII, and IX, where they constitute 13___

percent, 61.2 percent, and 17 percent, respectively, of
those regions' paralegal populations.

Programs in Region

IX employ 47.i percent of the Chicano and 40 percent of
the Mexican paralegals.

Only 14 Indians responded to the questionnaire;
71.4 percent work in Region IX, where thpy constitute
9.4 percent of the paralegal population.

0
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In relating.ethnic groups to sex, it is interesting

to note that most ethnic groups are close to the normtv
that is, males constitute approximately 44 percent and
e

females approxim'ately 56 percent of the paralegals in
'each ethnic group.

Exceptions are the Chicanos, Where

females. constitute 69.7 percent of that group's paralegal
population, and the Indians,. where males constitutb 78.6
percen't of that group's iaralegal population., It is not

clear why this is so for the ChiCanos,

tothe Indiant,

it may be attributable re high unemployment on the Indian
reservations.

EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND
General Education
While a high level of formal education is not a pre.

requisite for paralegal employment in Legal Services
projects; paralegals are, nevertheless, highly educated':
As indicated below, 85.5 percent of the paralegal's have
had some college education; 48.1 percent, have completed
college; and 13 percent have either completed' graduate

school or had some graduate work.

5

.
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Adjinted
-Frequency Cumtlative Adjusted
Frequency (Percent)
Percent

.

Highest Level
AchievedGrade School
Some High School
High School
:;ome College
Jorc.or College

College
Postgraduate
Studies
Masters Degree
Masters'Degree+
Unknown

Absolute
Frequency
.1

13

'

11.9
30.0
7.3
34.4

6,2

157
38

im,

0.2.
2.7

0.2
2.5

14.5
44.6
51.8
86.2

.

)`.4, \',.

54
12'

10.3

,

',

6

2.3
1.1
__

8

NT

.

96.6
.98.9
100.0
--

1.00.0

Some interesting observations can be made. concerning
the educational statistics.

'In general, niale paralegals

are somewhat more educated than female partalegals.

Females, who constitute 56.3 percent of the paralegal

population, constitute 61.5 percent of those who only
completed some high school and 67.7 percent of /those who
completed high school.

Males comprise only 38.5 percent

of those having less than, a high school diploma.

On the

other hand, maleq, who constitute 43.7 percent of the
total paralegal population, constitute 51.7 percent of
those who finished college.. For those with more'than a
college education, the propc.rtion of males and females
4

is about the same as in the overall papiegal population.
Certain age and ethnic groups tend to have completed
'higher levels of formal' education. 'College-educated
people, including those with graduate degrees,. constitute

-40-

74,2 percent of the 21 to 30 age. group and 37.9 percent

of-the entire paralegal population.

16 othee-words,

over one-third of, the, paralegal workforce are college,

educated people between the ages of 21 and 30.

The

level of formal education drops sharply after the age
of 30, perhaps a reflection of the increased accessibility
4

to college in the past decade;
White.paralegals have had more formal education
(38.7 percent have completed college or gone beyond) than
pari'legals,belonging to Minority groups, although a
large portion of each minority group has completed high -,

school, has had some college, or has completed junior
college.

Perhaps this reflects the fact that college-

educated minority'group members have more employment.
options than white college graduates.
Formal Paralegal Education

Although few educational programs offer courses,
directly related'to Legal Services work, i2.3 percent of
the paralegal respondents have been or are ilow attending

a college-based paralegal program.

Of these, 5.5 percent

have completed such a program.
Law School

Thirty-five paralegals, or 6.6 percent of the
paralegals employed by thp projects, are attending, have

55
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I

attended, or have completed law school.

Eight people

who are attending or who have attended law school and
two who have completed law school are labeled "legal
interns."

The remainder, including seven who have

completed law school, have been hired as 'paralegals."
OCCUPATIONAL STATUS OF PARALEGALS
Job Titles:

A Mode of Self-Perception

Paralegals were asked to give their job titles.
The job titles they listed were so numerous that, for
statistical purposes, they were fitted into the job
categories listed below.

Job Title

Absolute
Frequency

Relative
Frequency

4
6

0.8
2.1
1.1

0.8
2.1
1.1

8

1.5

1.5,

1

0.2
0.9
1.5

0.2
1.0
1.5

2.8
82.8

2.a
83.5
5.3
0.2

4

5.3
0.2
0.8

31T

100.0

100.0

Administrator
Community Worker
Counselor
Indian/Tribal
Advocate
Intake Interviewer/

11

. Clerk

Interviewer
Investigator
Legal Intern/Law
Student
Paralegal
Secretary/Clerk/
Office Manager
Other
No Response

5
8

15

440

Adjusted
Frequency
(Percent)

.

28
1

I

c
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The job title and concept of "paralegal" is by no
means either universally understood or accepted.
titles for persons clearly fitting

Job

`the category of

"paralegal" or "legal assistant" were often written as
"specialist" with a specific specialty area listed in
front such as "welfare specialist."

I

While the job title

for 83.5 peicent of the respondents was somewhat related
to their job activities, 17.1 percent perceived themselves,

/

or their project directors perceived them, to be something other than paralegals.

The classification of

"secretary" was most frequent for this group.

However,

all those who classified themselves as "clerical" were
performing paralegal functions..

Previous Experience with the Project
Before becoming paralegals, 22.7 percent of the
respondents were employed at the project in another
capacity.

Most, 68percent, were secretaries.or clerks.

Former clerical employees constitute 15.4 percent of the
paralegal population.

Althouch they make up only a small proportion of
the paralegal population, 3.7 percent of those who
listed their previous job title as "secretary," also
listed their current job title as "secretary."

5 -7I

I

This
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could indicate that they are still considered secretaries

because many of their job duties are heavily secretarial_
and clerical.

These paralegal/secretaries might also

be- in "secretarial" job slots in the project budget.

Former Job Title

Community Worker
Counselor
Intake Interviewer/
Clerk
Interviewer
Investigator
Legal Intern/Law
Student
Secretary/Clerk/
Office Manager
Social Worker
Other
No Response (not
.employed in any
other capacity)-

Absolute
Frequency

8
2

2

Adjusted
Relative
Frequency
Frequency
(Percent)
1.5
0.4
0.4

6.6
1.7
7.7
4.1s.

7

'0.9
1.3

1

0.2

0.8

82

15.4

1

'0.2

13

2.4

67.7
0.8
10.7

5

410

77.3

531

100.6

5.8

Length of Time in Paralegal Position
While 51 percent of paralegals have -been working

either as paralegals or in some other capacity for less

than a year, 68.6 percent of those who have worked
exclusively as paralegals have been employed for less
than a year.

The table below illustrates that the vast

5,i
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majority of paralegals have been employed in Legal
Services projects for a relatively short time.

This is

not to imply that paralegals have a rapid turnover rate.
Since the total number of paralegals has doubled in 2
years, it follows that many are holding newly created
positions.

Length of Time with Project

Length of Time Employed as Parolee'

unuative
Period of Time

Absolute
frj4:ency

Adjusted

Adjusted

ame(rizc

Fr uency

Lumalattve

Absolute
Frequency

(Percent)

1 to 6 months
7 to 12 months
13 to 18 months
19 to 24 months
25 to 30 months
31 to 36 months
37 to 48 months
49 to 60 months
Over 60 months
NO response

142
123
46
38
21
36
48
12
S4

--11

sr

27.3

23.7
S1.0
S9.8
67.1
71.1
78.1
87.3
89.6
100.0

23.7
8.8
7.3

4.0
7.0
9.2
2.3.
10.4
--

--

itnr:o

Adjusted , Adjusted
Fr uenc
Fr uenc
rercen

167
14S
46
42

IS
39
33
6

32.0
27.8
8.8
8.0
2.9
7.5
6.3

9

1.1
5.6
--

sTr

lutur

29

\

32.0
59.8
68.6
76.6
79.5
87.0
93.3
94.4
100.0

There are significant age variations in connection
with length of employment.

Of those who have worked for

less than a year, 57.1 percent are within the 21 to 30
age group.

Only 28.2 percent of this age group has

worked in a Legal Services project for more, than 2 years.

On the other hand, 63.3 percent of the 31 to 40 age group,
31.9 percent of the 41 to 50 age group, 45 percent of
the 51 to 60 age group, and 42.8 percent of the 61 years

5 i)
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and older age group have been with a Legal Services
project for over 2 years.

It is not clear whether this

represents a shift in project hiring practices or
/--

greater job stability on the part of older paralegals.
The other major deviation is in the ethnic background statistics.

4hereas only 15.7 percent of the

Caucasian paralegals have been on the job longer than
2 years, 37.4 percent of the Blacks, 38.4 percent of the
Spanish origin, 35.2 percent of the Chicano, 60 percent
of the Mexican, and 34.3 percent of the Indian paralegals
have been with a project fd'r over 2 years.

Againait is

impossible to say whether this reflects hiring patterns
or ethnic differences in job stability.

Work Status and Source of Funds
The 1975 questionnaire asked paralegals if they
were full time ,or parttime employees and if they were
paid, exactly how much of a salary they received.

These

questions, particularly the one concerning salaries,
provoked the greatest number of "no responses."

Thus

while the information obtained may not be representative
of the entire group, it still is thought-provoking.
Over 80 percent of the paralegals responding to the
question concerning work stxtus and salary are employed

i

I
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.
full time.

This suggests that, within the last year,

projects have tended to rely more heavily on full-time,

C

salaried personnel for paralegal employees than in
previous years.

The chart below indicates the work status of those
paralegals who returned the questionnaire, regardless of
whether they answered the salary related question's.

Work Status

Frequency
Relative

Absolute

5.

Adjusted

(ercent)
I

Full-time:
salaried
nonsalaried
salary status
unknown
Part-time:
salaried
nonsalaried
salary status
unknown
Work and salary
status unknown

,,

446

84.0

85.9

4

.8

.8

5.6

5.8

14
22

2.6
4.1

2.7
4.2

3

.6

.6

12

2.3
140.0

30

T3T

%

__. /

1057

Most. projects appear to rely heavily on outside

.

funding sources to support their full time paralegal
staff.
.

Of those paralegals who identified the funding

source for and actual amount of their salary, a large

6

1
..
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percentage are paid in whole or in part bY sources other
than CSA Legal Services funds.

These no-.-Legal Services

funding sources do not tend to be permanent.

Thus,

paralegals being paid out of VISTA, University Year in
Action (UYA), and CETA funds will probably have a high
turnover rate.

(Secs chart on following page.)

Several other observatiqns can be made regarding
funds for salaries in relation to sex, age, race, and
ethnic origin.

Most people paid out of project funds.are in the
21 to 30 age bracket (53.3 percent).

Also members.of

minority groups represent 51.2 percent of those paid out
of project funds.

Cakasian paralegals represent 58.3

percent of the paralegal population, but only 48.8

percentaro paid out of project funds.
VISTA volunteers are generally (72.7 percent) in
the 21

to 30 age group and Caucasian.

Only 18.9 percent

of VISTA volunteers are minority group members`, half of
whom ate Black.

Individuals paid out of senior citizen funds are

mainly female (75 perLmt), Caucasian (75 percent), 4nd
young (62.5 percent are in the 21 to 30 age group).
On1' 12.5 percent of paralegals paid by senior citizen
funds are 51 years of age or older.

60
52
21
26
27
531

1

a

77
13

246

Absolute

100.0

4.0
4.9
5.1

'9.8

0.2
11.3

2.4
1.5

46.3
14.5

100.0

51.5
16.1
2.7
1.7
0.2
12.6
10.9
4.4

Frequency
Adjusted,
Relative
(Percent)

..

26

23

58
54

1

14
11

79

233
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,

1.

S 6,313.73(Average Salary)

2,196.71
3,796.46
10,000.00
6,870.78
6,396.33
7;610.70

2,762.4,3

$ 6,853.48

Average Salary from
Frequency* Each Salary Source

Absolute

/ *A total absolute frequency in this column is not relevant for two reasons., First, many people
who identified the source of their salary did not give their salaries. For example, 60 people
indicate& that they were paid with CETA funds but-only 38 of these gave the dollar amount of
their salaries. Mny people are paid through more than one funding source. For example,
although only 8 people -reported.that senior citizen funding was the major source of their
salaries, 11 are receiving at least part of their salaries from senior citizen funds, Thus,
three people paid out of senior citizen money are also being paid through another source.

Othcr Soa:ces (City, State)
Source Unknown
No Response
Non-Salaried

(7T.\ funJs

UYA funds
Senior citizen funds
CAP funds

'VISTA funds

Project (CSA) funds

-

Source of Funds for
Major Portion of Salary

e.
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Individual's paid out of CETA funds are under-

represented in the 41 and over age groups; only 5.1

percent of this group re paid with CETA money.

By

contrast, 66.1 percent of CETA paralegals are in the
21 to 30 age group.

Racial distribution of CETA

paralegals is proportionate to the distribution in the

paralegalpopulation as a whole.
Job Functions and Specialties
Paralegals perform many functions.

An examination

of the number and percentages of paralegals who perform

thel13specific job functions listed on the chart or(
the following page illustrates a somewhat troubling
pattern of utilization.

Paralegals were asked whether they performed
certain functions regularly or frequently, sometimds,
.r

seldom, very rarely, or never.

Their responses revealed that paralegals are heavily
used in conducting intake eligibility interviews;
interviewing clients; counseling and referral work; and
performing basic counseling, secretarial, clerical, and
communication functions.

This is not a surprising

combination of functions since paralegals who conduct
eligibility and general intake interviews (a large
percentage of the paralegal population) are in a position

6'

.

-
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N:;:c:la:::.:.: with ;overrnent agencies or

I

1

i

1

!

.

Adju...cd

.....-

.16

2

46

3.0

63

7.9

0.4

6.7

11.9

11.3

2.6
IS

60

7.5

6.6
,

10.5'

8.7

8.7

12.6

17.7

1.3

5.3

40

36

56

46

46

67

9.A

7

28

11.9
s

Adju.i.cd

Frequency
Frequency _percent)

42

17.7

13.4

----Xbsolute

63

94

71

11.5

21,5,

114,
61

26.6

33.3

26.7

20.7

33.3

13.0

16.4

141

177

142

110

177

69

67.,

Absolute Frequency
Frequency percent)

-

column.

--50-

-1

-.
.A.1777cce

.

3

1

2

3

6

3

3

5

2

4

3

4

7

4

.

52.4

73.0
14.4

377
443
0.6

32.2

2.9,_,/

43.0

"25.0

26.3

14.4

15.2'

47.!

276
0.4

6.0

3:.3

.0.2

171

'52

1.1

0.5

233

154

0.6'

0.6

:40
'0.9

76

122

0.8
0.4

25;

:69

32

10.0

Poreentl
58

Fre4,zer.4y
Fren...arcv

,-:..;:....:

Absolute

-- .

Very Rarely

C.6

0.8

1.3

0.5

frequency
Frenuency (Percent)
Abscilute

*Since some Paralegals just placed a check beside the.functions
they performed, the respdnsos that were only checked, and
thus the frequency not specified, are listed in a separate

11.7

62

Orler (i.e. cc -= im!..ty education.

:ezis:Lt:ve rasezrcb, etc.)

12.2

23.5

65

125

33.2

72.9

36.5

42.2

35.6

43.3

44.6

17.3

16.4

75.3

61.0

Xaintainin; the law library

Ciflac =IL:this:ration 8 record keeping

ditrce cases. Velct:0C C.I$Ca. etC.)

Ccr,plazin; s,....1...d forms (c.:,.., for

203

387

Sas:c wr:::ns and conlwnication

(1.1..t.7. .cro. e:C)

104

Represent:1n; clients at _fair hearings

ilk

other pcnies to a gr:cvancc

189

230

237

92

Investigat:ons for fac:s, witnesses, etc.

con:tunity services

Referrinz clients to other

referra:s to otter comunizy services

Ceur.se::nz c1:ents. other than

Leta: draftinz

67

416

:nterviewin; clients

Leal researca

324

::en=act initicl intake interview
t,o eelernine e1i;ibility

[

.

1b.olute Fr.',nency
1reauency (Percent)

...1)u.ted

....

Regularly 6

.
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to perform such counseling tasks as referring clients
,!'

to other community resources, teaching them how to deal
with minor or nonlegal probLeins, or telephoning the
welfare department or a landlord.

However, the finding

that 61 percent of the paralegals conduct eligibility
4interviews on a regular basis (even though 51 percent

of them have been working in the project's 1 year or less)
indicates a general pattern of underltiliiation of
paralegal 'talent.

,,owever,may be overutilized as client

Paralegals,

4
interviewer's- -78.3 percent of them feequently do such

interviews--when one considers that intake interviewers
need a broad background in substantive law in
t%

ork!,:r to

Only slightly more than 40

recognize legal issues.

percent of the paralegals responding to the survey have
been employed in projects as paralegals for more than 1
year and a great majority are untrained in interviewing
skills or in substantive areas of the law.

Generally,

paralegals without training in several areas of
substantive law are ill-equipped to identify the nature
of a legal problem an

the legal issues involved.

Furthermore, many low-income clients cannot articulate
the exact nature of their problem and often have multiple
legal problems.

An undertrained pLralegal interviewing

60
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such a client risks overlooking potentially serious
problems or misperceiving the nature of these probler
Utilizing untraigL d or inexperienced paralegals for

intake interviewing can have serious effects on the
quality of legal services.

(See section II for a

discussion of models of paralegal functions.)
As the chart, on the following page indicates,

paralegals "specialize" primarily in the following
areas:

public benefit programs (32.3 percent), general

law (29.4 percent), divorce l'aw (17.1 percent),

interviewing (17.1 percent), and housing/landlordteflant law (...5.1 percent).

NPI recognizes that inter-

viewing clients, investigation work, legal research,
and general law are not legal specialties.

However,

Since many prorecV'directors listed th-esereas as
paralegal "specialties" on the Auestionnaires returned

in 1974,they were also listed on the 1975 questionnaire
sent to paralegal's.

Of the 509 paralegals who indicated a specialty,

3'.6 percent could not be considered specialistsbecause,
they either indicated as their specialty a skill, e.g.,
"community education," secretarial duties, or indicated
that they were generalists.

However, 58.1 percent

reported that their primary specialty was in an area of
e.
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7

2.2

39

,2
15

3.4

0.1
2.1

18
4

0.6
1.5

3
6

7+

26.7

142

1.3

.

7

11

1.9

10

7

12

.29

'3.I

1

0.2
21.3

11

0.6

20

1

9

1.1

0.9

113

1

3

6

5

23

3

5.3

21

5.6

31

1.9

30

1

12

1.1

6

10

.

'

2S

0.4

1.1

6
1.3

4.0
1.5

0.2

.2

1

6

0.4

0.2

1.7
1.1

21

156

pit.

172
46

3

21

0.8

2

-

0.4

91

1.7

4

1.3

,

1.7

9

10

9

2

9

.

0.6

1.7

5.5

0.2

7

3i

3.4

.

SO

CRS

01,2

32
0.0

4

31

9

1.1

0.9
0.2
0.6

0.&

3

1

5

73

9

'1.3

0.0 t

3;1

9

-

'-.

,

"

3.4

25.4

4:0

0.6
32.3
S...

4.5

1 ' 9

,4.7

1."

. 1.1

6.0
15.1 .

.0.1
1.7 .

13.7
1.5

:'.1

W..

1.1

1.7

'

3.2

1C.0

:.5

.
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2.5

.

.

..

.

Percentsze of
2aralecals

e

0.4,

0.2

.

of tartlet:41s

Total \ti.mber

21
6

2

1

Fre Ilene., (Perce.tt,

Sfecialty
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Absolute Frequency
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1'..-9

0.4

1.3

.

3.2

0.6

2.3

1

21

9

5.5
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.

3.

9

29

1

19

16

6

0.2

2.1

0.;

1.7

4.3

0.6

2.3
5.9

2

1.7

0.2

2

10

0.6

'

1

0.4

14

11.7

62

1

11

7.3

9

0.9

5

'

9

2.6

3

0.6

3

17

4.1

-
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2.3

3

12

1.1

6

1.3

7
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Absolute
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substantive law.

Of those, 36.6 percent specialize in

public benefit programs or administrative law.
other maj

The

areas of substantive law specialization are

divorce law and landlord-tenant law.
Only 10.3 percent of the entire paralegal population
specializes in a single area of law.

Some of the reasons

for-the small number of genuine specialists are discussee.
below.
1.

Only the large projects with many offices
normally set up specialty units.
Paralegals
generally work in projects with one to four
offices; these smaller projects do not have
the personnel, finances, resources, or caseload
to justify setting up specialty units.
Personnel
in smaller projects (paralegals and lawyers)
tend to be generalists.

2.

Because of a severe shortage,of clerical staff,
paralegals often have to perform the basic
clerical duties nec'ssary for an office to
function properly.

3.

Lawyers do not have the time to adequately train
paralegals so that they can function effectively
in a specialty.

In the area of public benefit law, Federal regular-

tions permit paralegals to represent clients at
I

administrative hea-i).gs.

The table below indicates the

number of paralegals who represent clients at specific
types of administrative hearings.

6 .)
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Type of Hearing

Absolute*

Frequency
Relative
Adjusted
(Percent)
,

Social Security
Public Housing
Divorce
Domestic Relations
AFDC
Food Stamps
Medicare/Medicaid
Unemployment
Compensation
SSI
Immigration
Indian/Tribal Court
Health
DMV
Preconviction
Postconviction
Other
1

68

12.7

14

2.7

25

4.7
1.2
27.3
13.4
1.0

6

145
77
5

30.4
6.3
11.2
2.7

65.0
34.5
2.2

23.3
27.8

,9.8

52

62

t

3

11.7
0.6

1.3
1.8
Q.04
2.2
0.01

0.8
0.2
1.0
0.4
0.2
5.1

4

1
S

2
1

27

0.04,

.12.1
I

/

The table shows that paralegals are used heavily/to
represent clients in Aid to/Families with Dependent
Children (AFDC) hearings; 27.3 percent of the entir
paralegal population and 65 percent of the paralegals
who represent clients at administrative hearings de so

*Only the paralegals wh?ii indicated the types of hearings
at which they regularly represent clients are counted on
the chart in column
The percentage of the whole
paralegal population wile represent clients at eaelh type
of hearing is listed in column 2. The percentages in
column 3 indicate the ratio of paralegals who represent
clients at each type' oft hearing to paralegals who
represent clients at all types of hearings.

I0

,
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at AFDC hearings.

,Paralegals also regularly represent

clients at social security, food stamp, and Anemployment
compensation hearings.

hhile only 36.5 perceht of the

entire paralegal population represent clients at hearings,'

those who do handle an average 6.3 hearings a month.
Thus the paralegals who returned the questionnaire appear
at over 14,000 hearings a year.

Two conclusions can be drawn regarding the use of
paralegals at administrative hearings.

First, at least

14,000 people a year obtain representatf;r1 which might
otherwise have been difficult to receive.

Second,

lawyers can divert their energies from these cases to
cases requiring their special attention.

(Because only

half of Legal Services paralegals responded to the
questionnaire, a projection of the data indicates that
paralegals might conduct as many as 28,000 hearings a
year.)

TRAINING

Sources of Training

NPI's questionnaire inquired about all forms of
training, including on-the-job training by project staff.

It also asked paralegals to distinguish between such
training and mere supervision.

This information should

be combined with data from the project directors' survey

7

J.

r
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in which 80 percent of the projects reported that they
did not have qualified trainers on their staff.

This

suggests that "in-house" training is not of high quality.
A disturbing proportion of paralegals--29.4 percent- have had no training.

Adding those whose only training

is "in-house," there are 52.6 percent who have had
either no training or no training provided by outside
trainers.

Of those who received in-house training, the average
amount was 62 hours, or about 8 days.

Frequency
Absolute

Types of Training.

No struct. ed training
In-house by staff
personnel only
In-house by outside
personnel only
Elsewhere only
No training(except
case supervision
In-house by staff
and outside personnel
In-house by staff and
elsewhere
In-house by outside
pergonnel and
elsewhere
In-house by staff and
outside personnel and
elsewhere

Relative
(Percent)

53

10.0

123

23.2

12
81

2.2
15.2

103

19.4

28

5.3

93

17.5

1.7

5.5

100.0

/
7)41
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Outside training, at intensive training conferences

1

such as tnose offered by NPI, as well as formal
institutional paralegal and legal training, has been
received by only 40 percent of.the respondents.

Outside

training was the sole form, apart from case --tu,ervision
and review, fol is.Z percent of the responding paralegals.
Paralegals receiving outside training received an average
of 64 hours of such training

roughly the equivalent of

2 college courses of 1 semester or 1 NPI training
program).

In-house training by outside traillers is unusual,

having been received by only 9.2 percent (49) of the
paralegals and by only 2.2 percent as their sole form
of training.

The average number of hours for this form

or training is 44.

Multiple forms of structured training have been
received by 29.9 percent of the paralegals.

The most

freAuent combination was staff training and outside forms
of training, received by 17.5 percent of the paralegals.
Case supervision which may optimistically be viewed
as unstructured training, was the, sole mode of training

73
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for 19.4 percen.t of the responding paralegals.

Paralegals

in this category received about 14 hours of supervision
weekly.*
(1

0

Of the 10 percent of the paralegals receiving no
training, not even structured case supervision, 44.2
percent have been employed by their projects as para-

111

legals for 6 months or lesS.

On the other hand, 28.9

percent of-this group have been working at their projects
for more than a year.

Of the 103 (19.4 percent)

paralegals who have received only case supervision, 35
percent have been at their projects as paralegals for
31 percent of them have been

6 months or less; however,

working for more than a year.

Thus, there are a

substantial number of paralegals who have been on the
job with no training for a considerable time.

Since the need for training was almost universally
recognized by project Directors (see pp. 20-28), it is
probable that this deficiency results from the inability'
of many projects'to deli:or any form of training

N

*This figure seems extremely high, since few attorneys
have time for almost 2 days of supervision each week.
Perhaps the paralegals have an expanded view of
"supervision."

7
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Areas of Training Available to Parai "gals

Paralegals need a great deal of training in skills,
legal concepts, and substantive law in order to provide
quality legal services to their clients.

However,

paralegal training seems to be geared primarily toward
the areas of.skills and office administration.

As

report,ed above, most paralegals must rely on their

projects as their primary source of training.

However,

to supplement training received during their employment,

an increasing number of paralegals are receiving
training from other sources:

short-term training

seminars, lasting 1 or 2 days, offered through community
education programs, colleges, and universities;

intensive

training conferences, such as those once offered by
Dixwell Legal Rights and now by NPI; courses in paralegal
studies offered by colleges, universities, or proprietary
paralegal training schools, and classes offered by law
schools.

Following is a description of the training

paralegals receive in skills, office administration and
function, legal concepts, and substantive law.
Skills Training

Paralegals receive more training in skills,
especially interviewing techniques, than in any other

7,i
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area.

Timis is largely, because most paralegals conduct

intake eligibility and general intake interviews (84
and 94 percent, respectively).

Although 68 percent of the paralegals have
received some training in interviewing, 32 percent
have received no such training and another 35.6 percent
must rely on outside forms of training to obtain or
supplement their interviewing skills.

As the following

chart indicates, this is also true for every other area
of skills training and development.

In other words, a

greater percentage of paralegals must rely on these
outside sources, instead of on their project's resources,
either,to obtain any skills training or to supplement
skill:, training obtained through project training
sessions.

The exceptions are basic writing and

communication, where 22.6 percent of the paralegals are
trained solely by their projects.

However, it should

be noted that, although 72.9 percent of the paralegals
perform basic writing and communication tasks, only 41.6
percent of them have been trained in even this fundamental
area.

The survey reveals that 56.1 percent of the

paralegals represent clients at least sometimes at
administrative hearings and that 36.5 percent of them

7
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do so regularly.

Of- those paralegals who have2had

training in administrative representation, 38 percent
were trained in-house and nowhere else; another 38 percent
were trained only outside.

Since administrative

representation (the largest of all paralegal specialists)

is a complex and difficult job, paralegals who do it
should have both outside, formal training and in-house
?1.aining and supervision.

It is troubling to learn that

the majority are not receiving such combined training.
Assuming that, by the projects' own admission,
in-house training is not of high calibre, it appears'
that most paralegals have received no substantial
training in any of the skills listed.

In every case,

close to or more than SO percent list "no training."
Adding those who have had only in-house training raises
the total well above SO perceAt.

NPI has found that paralegals are quick to report
that they have been trained when there is any basis
for them to do so.

These statistics indicating that

there has been no training make it clear that there is
a serious lack of skills training.

Office Administration and Function
A certain amount of training, about the operation

of a Legal Services office is necessary in order for

7
fl
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the office to function efficiently.
on the following page indicates

However, the chart

that over 65 percent of

,

the paralegals have received no training in the following
areas:

law office administration,

functioning with

attorneys, recordkeeping, using "systems," and basic
office psychology.
It

is widely believed that paralegals need

orientation and training in working with attorneys.

The.

t

)

survey revealed that 65.7 p'ercent of the paralegals are

receiving no training di all in this area.

11

This situation

could result'in the ineffective utilization of paralegals
t

.'.

by lahyers who are either,unable or unwilling to address
the existence of paralegals or to offer training on how
they expect paralegals to work with them.

The mere

-

presence of paralegals within the projects will not
result in increased efficiency of legal services delivery.

Efficient utilization of paralegals,requi
,

_.

careful

.

planning and often a rearrangement of duties within an
office.

Unless paralegals arc effectively educated as

.

D

to their job functions, both lawyers and paralegals may
end up di'satisfied.

fn addition, not enough paralegals arc being taught

to effectively use systems, that is, breaking down
legal task into a series of components:

7 i)

a
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paralegals are generalists or specialists,

a project

can more efficiently allocate its personnel through use
of systems.

This is especially true for smaller projects

in which the paralegals are usually generalists.
4,-

These

generalists could be utilized far more effectively if
.they were instructed in using systems to guide them
t

through each case, thereby assuring that all necessary

questions were asked and tasks relating to a particular
...

case were performed.

The system itself, properly used,

can also help identify the skills and training necessary
for the paralegal who is utilizing a particular system.

More than two-thirds of the paralegals have had no
training in systems.

Legal Concepts
Unless a paralegal

is only doing eligibility inter-

viewing or doing limited, closely supervised chores for
a lawyer, some understanding of legal concepts is needed.
It is difficult for a paralegal to work with attorneys

and deal with leases, divorces, and the basic categories
of l'il,/ without some grasp of the subjects listed in the

chart on the next page.

Depending on the subject, from

half to three-quarters of the paralegals have had no
exposure to legal concepts.
Projects having the time to develop a program in

office administration Ad recordkeepini, though even

8i
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they are in the minority, should perhaps sp(nd an equal
amount of time developing conceptual training programs
so that their paralegals will be better able to handle
legal, rather than administrative, tasks.

Furthermore,

training in substantive law without corresponding
training in legal concepts can result in a mental

collection of legal rules without an understanding of
underlying principles.
Substantive Law
The areas of substantive, law in which paralegals

have received training are as diverse as the paralegals'
range of specialties.

The chart on the.next page

indicates that, many paralegals receive training in
three areas:

/

1.

Divorce law and domestic relations; 41.4
percent and 36.6 percent. respectively, of the
paralegals have received training in these
subjects;
.

2.

(louring and landlord-tenant law; 59.1 percent
of the paialegals having had training.
(It is
in this area that the largest number of paralegals received their training solely from
project resources);

3.

Public benefit programs; 51.9 percent of the,
paralegals have had training in AFDC law,
42.9 percent in food stamp raw, 41.6 percent
in Social Security law, 40.1 percent in
Supplemental Security Income (SSI) law, and
14.6 percent in Medicare/Medicaid law.

.
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In these and other areas, however, most training
comes from within the projects.

The highest percentage

of outside training is in AFDC, where 30.2 percent,of
the paralegals have

some form of outside training.

'Although the total amount of outside training is
small, it represents a substafitial amount of the training

paralegals receiv.

For example, 50.4 'percent of ale

paralegals trained in landlord-tenant law received their
training frum outside sources.

Even though 51.9 percent

(276 paralegals) of the paralegal population

have

received training in AFDC law, 58.4 percent of the;e
trained paralegals obtained part of their training from
outside sources and 38.4 'percent have had to rely solely

on outside sources for their AFDC training.
It appears that both the paralegals and the
projects rely on outside training resources for those
areas of law in which the greatest numbers of paralegals
specialize.

Ou the other hand, very few paralegals

specialize in bankruptcy law, consumer law, Department
of Motor Vehicle law, and juvenile law.

In these areas,

a greater percentage of paralegals receiving substantive
training receive it from their projects, rather than from
outside sources.

When one con.iders that 26.7 percent

of the paralegals indicated that their primary specialty

o
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the 31 to 40 group, and 44 percent in the 41 to' S0 age

groups have been provided with outside training
opportunities, 70 percent of the paralegals in the 50
#

to 60 age group and 64.2 percent in the 61 and overage
group have had such training opportunities.

These statistics, as well as others, indicate that
the trend has been to provide fairly substantial

opportunities for the younger, more recently

hired

paiiilegalwhileattliesametimeneglectingtoi.ovide
proportionate training opportunities for the older
paralegal.

While the experience level of older paralegals

may indicate that this group has less tf a need for
training than the younger paralegals, 27.6 percent of
the paralegals over 40 have received either no training
pr only case-by-case supervision, a situation which
should not exist in any age group.
;There is also evidence that Chicano and Spanishorigin paralegals have received insufficient training.
Members of these group.s have not been given the training
that }Iasi been distributed proportionately among the

other ethnic group! in relation to the percentage they
represent among the paralegal population.

,'92

Thus, although
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Only .25.4 percent of the paralegals report that

their work is reviewed either after each assignmeneor
on a daily or weekly basis.

It is probable that systematic

review has moreof a training nature than does review
9
"as-needed."

Of the S3 paralegals who indicated that they had
received no training, 7.5 percent also reported having

had no review of their work and 60.4 percent reported
that thedir work was only reviewed on an "as-needed"
basis.

Furthermlbre, among the 103 paryegals whose

only training has been case-by-case supervision, 3.9
percent ,reported no review of their work and 57.3

percent reported that their work was reviewed only on
an "as-needed" basis.
It is interesting to relate the statistics on
frequency of work review to paralegals' perceptions to.f

81
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-their need for further training.

An overwhelming

majority (90.5 Percent) of the paralegals indicated that
they needed further training, with 55.8 percent,having
such needs in more tharrone of the major three areas of
skills, legal concepts, and substantive law specialties.
Among the 4.1 percent of paralegals reporting no review
of their'work, 90.5 percent reported ,a need for further

training either in skills, legal concepts, or substantive
specialties while 61.9 percent of SiiCh Oaralegals
reported training needs in all three area's.

Furthermore,

among the 29.1 percent of the paralegals reporting
training needs in all three areas, 3,4 percent reported
no review of their work and 58.5 percent reported that
their work was reviewed on an "as-needed" basis.
In general,

it appears tha

too many paralegals

with major training needs.are getting either an
unsystematic review of their work or no review at all.
While all paralegals' work should be reviewed, systematic
review is essential' for those paralegals who have had'
Iim'ited or no training as well as for the majority,of

paralegals who feel they have major'training needs.
Need for Further Training
As previously noted, an overwhelming majority of
the paralegals asserted that they needed further

8' 3
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training.

Most expressed a need for further training

in the following areas:

skills training, 57.2 percent;

legal concepts, 54 percent; and substantive law'in
specialty areas, 64.2 percent.

While strong needs are

expressed for training in each area, the chart on the
next page indicates that training in subStantive law
specialties is perceived- as the greatest need.

The ranking of training needs is as follqws:
(1) training in substantive law specialties; (2), skills
training; and (3)

training in legal- concepts.

The,high

percentage of paralegals who feel they need farther
training is not surprising considering the number of
paralegals who have received no training either in skills
or in concepts as well as the number of paralegals who
have received their training in substantive\law outside
the project.

These factors. coupled with the small

percentage of paralegals whose work is systematically
reviewed only emphasizes the paralegals'; own feelings
that they are not, as a, rule, receiving adequate

training in a consistent, structured manner.

t1
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The need'for more paralegal training is also
evidenced from the percentage of paralegals who have not
received any training, except case supervision, despite
'being employed as paralegals for a substantial period
of time.

Of the 122 paralegals who indicated that they

had been Tmployed with the projects as paralegals for
25 months or longer, 9 percent indicated that they had
received no structured'training whatsoever, not even

case supervision, and 13.9 percent had been trained
only through case supervision.

This contrasts sharply

b

with the fact,that 65 percent of the paralegals who have
been employed with projects for 12 months or less (a
group representing 51 percent of the paralegal population)
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have received at least some structured in-hou%-e training.

Furthermore, 25 percent of this jatter group have
received multiple forms of structured training'

While

it might not seem unusual that 35 percent of the
1

paralegals who have been employed for less than a year

have notreceived any structured training,

not providing

training to paralegals who have been employed fo"r at

least 2 years is hard to justify.
WI/
I

In addition, paralegals in the 21 to 30 age group

have had more opportunities for structured training than
their older counterparts.

However, the percentage of

paralegals in the 61 and older age group (of whom.42.2
percent have been employed less than a year) who have
received structured training is greater than in the
remaining age groups.

While 42 percent of the 61 and

over age group (and 50.7 percento'f the 21 to 30 age
group) have received some structured training, only
28.1 percent' of the 31 to 40 age group, 28.9 percent
of the 41 to 5Q group, and 31 percent of the' 51 to 60

age groups have received such training.

Outside training has been a popular method for
training older paralegals.
of the paralegal

Sot while only 39.5 percent

in, the 21 to 30 group, 34 percent-in

9
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the 31 to 40 group, and 44 percent in the 41 to' S0 age

groups have been provided with outside training
opportunities, 70 percent of the paralegals in the SO
to 60 age group and 64.2 percent in the 61 and over age
group have had such training opportunities.

These statistics, as well as others, indicate that
the trend has been to provide fairly substantial
opportunities for the younger, more recently

hired

paralegal while at the same time neglecting to provide
proportionate training opportunities for the older
paralegal.

While the experience level of older paralegals

may indicate that this group has less (..f a need for

training than the younger paralegals, 27.6 percent of
the paralegals over 40 have received either no training
or only case-by-case supervision, a situation which
should not exist in any age group.
'_;There is also evidence that Chicano and Spanish.

origin paralegals have received insufficient training.
Members of these group's have not been given the training

that has been distributed proportionately among the
other ethnic group: in relation to the percentaVe they
represent among the paralegal population.

y2
S.

Thus, although
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only 5 percent of the Spanish-origin population

re1 ported

having received no training, 32 percent of the Chicano
and Spanish - origin population have only been given case

supervision.

This sharply contrasts with the general

paralegal population, of which only 19.4 percent is
trained solely by case supervision.

Perhaps an

veruse

of Spanish-speaking paralegals for translation and intake
eligibility work accounts for their greater general Lack
of structured training..

.
1

PARALEGAL.TIMOVER
Although many varalegals are undertrained and

underpaid, of those paralegap who are not in VISTA and
not attending law school, 68 percent i/iicated that
they are planning to stay at the project indefinitely.

Another 19.5 percent indicated that they plan to remain
with the project for at least a year; 51.1 percent said
they plan to stagy for less than 1 year;` and only 4.9
percent announce] -t-hat they would soon be leaving.

The turnover rate among VISTA volunteers, however,
41/4 substantially higher than for non-VISTAs; 71 percent

of VISTA persAnnel who responded to the questionnaire
are planning to leave the project when their VISTA
assignment is over.' Whether the 29 percent of the.

1

0
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VISTA personnel who expressed a-4-61re to remain with
t%e projects will in fact remain, will be determined largely
by financial considerations.
a

Law school seems to hold an attraction"for both
VISTA and. non-VISTA paralegals; 17 percent of the,

0

paralegals who returned the questitnnaire indicated they
were planning to attend law'school Within the next 2
years, and 3.4 perceni indicated thae'they would soon
be leaving the project to attend law school.% Three
paralegals who are completing law school are planning
to leive the project, although another three are .planning
to remain..

finally, 23 paralegals are planning to leave

'projoct-w-i-thin_a.4eax to return to school.

AW

he

j

The table on ths next page lists the plans of those
paralegals 'who indicated that they would be leaving the
.project.

While it is difficult to ascertain whether the

2.A percent turnover ratecharacterizing the above
group also characterizes the entire paralegal population,
the, turnover rate Floes point to one significant fact:

projects rely on large numbers of transient personnel;

i.e., law students and-USTA_yolunteers.

This practice

will result in a high turnover rate until steps are
tak4n'to insure that paralegals are hired on a more
permanent bas

9

9 .;
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AS-solute

Leaving the project to
return to school
23
Leaving the project soon
26
Leaving in less than 1 year
18
In UYA or VISTA and will
leave upon completing
assignment
50
Accepted into law: school
and will leave
18
Completing law 'school
and will leave
3
Completing law school and '
will remain as an attorney
3
.No response (remaining with
project)
390
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I.

Frequency
Re'ative Adjusted
----(Percent)
4.3
4.9
3.4

16.3
18.4
12.8

35.5
3.4

12.8

0.5

2.1

0.5

2.1

73.6
100.D

100.0

There are virtually no available figures on lawyer
turnover, thus comparisons with paralegals are difficult.

One study, for the period February 1974 through March
1975; found 867 attorneys leaving Legal Services programs.

Thatistudy, however, had no data from Community Action
%for pegal Service's (New York City') and California Rural

Legal Assistance, two of the country's biggest projects.
TheSe figures suggest that the attorney turnover rate
is high, approaching 40 percent.

Legal Services project directors inform NPI that
there

-

a wide disparity between lawyer and paralegal

turnover, with most attorneys ;often moving on to other !

jobs after 1 1/2 to 2 years.

9 :5

r.A
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SURVEY OF 14,LEGAL SERVICES PROJECTS

INTRODUCTION

In addition to the:Lega Services project
questionnaires, NPI performed aptelephone survey in
Januaxy 1D75 of a selected sample of 14 Legal Services
projects employing 202 paralegals.

The 14 geographically

diver.se projects were a mixture of urban/rural and large/
small projects.*

The (purpose of the survey was to

obtain a direct sampleof 'information on paralegal
utilization 1pattern4 atcl the structure of different

programs employing paralegals.

The number of paralegals

in the projects surveyed ranged from 2 to 32.

*Eastern Washington Legal Paraprofessional Unit,
Spokane, Washington
Legal Assistance FoundAtion of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois
Older Adult Impact Program, South Bend, Indiana
Legal Assistance of Ramsey County,.St. Paul, Minnesota
Legal Aid Society of Wichita, Wichita, Kansas
Pine Tree Legal Assistance, Maine
New Hampshire Legal Assistance, Manchester, New 11,mpshire
Legal Aid Servico, Portland, Oregon
Legal Aid Society, Harlem Neighborhood Office, NIL York,
New York
Mobilization for Youth Legal Services, New YorkiNew York
Community Legal Services, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Clark County Legal Services, Las Vegas, Nevada
Georgia Legal Services Program, A'lanta, Georgia
Legal Aid Society of San Diego, Sin Diego, California
1
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Projects selected for"the study, had systematically

employed and utilized paralegals in ways which could
reveal.useful information for other projects.
Dtities

In,the projects surveyed, 105 paralegals were
specialists and 97 were generalist's.

Areas of specializa-

tion included food And nutrition programs, community
education, welfare, criminal*, administrative hearings,
domestic relatiOns, landlord- tena..1. and housing,

immigration, unemployment, automobile accident defense,
and mental health.

The most common specialty_ areas were

domestic relations (20 paralegals) and welfare or
administrative law (29 paralegals).

Specialist paralegals were generally responsible
t

for all aspects of the cases they handled.

After

financial "creening by a receptionist or a paralegal
and an intake interview conducted by an attorney or
paralegal, the case would be assigned to the specialist
who handled the :investigation, negotiatj.on, research,

and preparation,af the cat,1 up tota court appearance

or to whatever point the paralegal could handle the case
independently.

*Those paralegals specializing in criminal law matters
were employed in separate units financed by non-Legal
Services fbnds.

9/
1
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Ofie large project with 19 paralegal spedialists was
divided entirely into specialty, units.

Their Family Law

Section had one attorney and seven paraleggls,
the paralegals was the section supervisor.

One of

The section

handled about 1,00 divorces a month with the functions

of the paralegals divided according.to thesteps of the
divorce actions.

In the landlord-tenant section of the same project
the paralegals are.mainly investigators and witnesses.

In the welfare and unemployment areas the paralegals
handle the entire case, including representation at
administrative hearings.

For automobile accidents (tort

Clefenses), criminal, and immigration cases the paralegal

does all the interviewing and preparing of the case up
to the court appearance or hearing.,

Another large project covers 154 counties with 9
branch offices and 32 paralegal specialists.

Both para-

legals and attorneys "ride circuit" to interview clients.

There was a spread of opinion regarding the
desirability of specialization.

When one project

presented the idea of specialty areas to its' paralegals,

they "were not turned on by it."

In another project

that has five specialists and one generalist, the feeling_

is that being a generalist is "not as satisfactory'! as
414

being a specialist..
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Aloost all the paralegal generalists did intake

.

-

and-whatever subsequent work on the case that they were
able to handle.

This might include writing letters,

making phone calls, conducting negotiations with an
administrative agency or creditor, and legal research.
These activities might lead to "low-level" -specialization
.as,exPertiSe develops.

In a program that had 10 older

"senior advocates" each was assigned to a specific
,geographic area to do general 'outreach in those aspects
of the law affecting the elderly CSSI, food stamps.,
)probate, Social security, etc.).

None of the paralegals in these projects did their
own clerical work on a regular basis.

'However, the

distinction between paralegals and secretaries sometimes
becomes fuzzy, particularly in the area of dbmestic
relations.

A project might say that a secretary handles

the divorces, but there would be a mixture of paralegal
and secretarial skills involved.
'Case'Assignments

The 14 projects had 3 different ways of assigning
cases.

In eight projects, intake was done by a

secretary or by a paralegal who either kept the case or
assigned it to another paralegal or to an attorney.

in

four projects, intake was done by an attorney, the
rationale being that an attorney can better recognize

-

,o
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and sort out legal problems and make decisions on the
initial course of action.

The remaining two projects'

made assignments communally in weekly meetings. with
both attorneys and paralegals taking ,cases according

*to'their interests.

Supervision
Half the programs. contacted had paralegal coordinators,

either VISTA supervisors or someone in the project who
had, primary responsibility for the paralegals other than
on a case-by-case basis.

Case supervision ranged from "direct" and "close"
to "vague" and "poor".

Three projects had regularly '

scheduled attorney-paralegal meetings, which served both
.

as supqrvision and on -going training.

One project, in

addition to meetings, had paralegals submit weekly
written reports.
-

Most .often, however, attorneys super-

vised paralegals by specialty area or on a case-by-case
basis._
Salary

There is a wide range of salaries paid to Legal'

Services paralegals.

Of the 202 paralegals, only 49

were making more than $B4O00 annually.

Within the 14

1

Programs NPI 'surveyed, salaries paid to full-time,

non-VISTA paralegals ranged.from $4,800 to $11,000.
programs relied on oueside.funds (ACTION, Manpower,

10:0

.

The .

-
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state and local agencies, etc.) pa pay almost half the
paralegals; 102 were paid directly by their programs,
98 by other sources.*
The projects had three different ways of determining
paralegal salaries.

Five projects had set salary

structures, two being part of union contracts.

.46,

project with part-time "senior advocates" paid the
maximum amount allowed under Social Security regulations.
The remaining projects set salaries on a seniority basis,
Overlapping the secretarial salary range.

While most projects had paralegals working at varying
shinty levels, only one indicated that it had a hierarchy
of functions among the paralegals.. One project was
considering making some of its paralegals supervisiors
on.a rotating basis.

The feeling was that all the

paralegals would want to do it.

No project had what

might he considered a "career ladder" or a systematic,
changing of duties that might be considered advancement.

a,

*Salary source for two paralegals was not reported.
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SOURCES OF FUNDING
FOR PARALEGAL POSITIONS

Various.sources of funding exist for paralegal
positions within Legal Services programs.

What follows

is a review of some of the more, common funding sources

outside of Community Services Administration (CSA) grants
and the limitations placed on either individual paralegals
or projects whpn such funds are used.
.

A statistical

bieakdown oT salaries can be found on page
It should not be assumed that these funds provide
a stable resource for employing paralegals.

They are

often difficult to obtain, subject to peculiar
restrictions, and epheieral. They are viewed4by most
0.
proje(Aik as stopgap measures in lieu of CSA funding.
;.

%

ACTION,

ACTION isthe agency responsible for coordinating
The following

federally, funded volunteer programs.

ACTION prograwarejpotential_seurces,of_paralegal
Personnel for Legal .Services projects:

VISTA (Volunteers in Service to-America) supplies
either locally or nationally recruited volunteers fo'r

1 year of full-time service

VISTA pays°a small cost-

a

.
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of-living stipend,($2,000 to $2,400 a 'year) directly
to the volunteers.

Volunteers may normally renew their

commitments for up to 1 additional year.

After that,

if .a project wishes to retain a.VISTA paralegal, the

Activities of

project must find alternative funding.
,

VISTA personnil are politically restricted (they are
subject to the klatch Act which limits partisan political

activities of Federal employers).

VISTA volunteers are

also prohibited from engaging in.activities such as
union organizing.

For training, the VISTA program

provides a general orien4tion only.

Training on Legal

Services and paralegal functions must be provided by the
,projects.'

UYA (University Year in Action) provides some Legal.
Services programs with full-time college student
volUnteers from local sponsor schools.

0

The students

receive academic credit for a year of service.

They

work under the same constraints, with the same stipend

-

.

and training possibilitiei, as VISTA volunteers.
RSVP (Retired'Seniar Volunteer Program) makes
available part-time volunteers over 60 years of age to
various service providers in their own communities.
National Student Volunteer Program provides technical
assistance to help projects develop their own sources of
-part-time volunteers.

103
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COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM
The Community Action Program (of CSA) has proxided.
.

some finandial assistance to Legal, Services. ,However,

CAP
money is virtually nonexistent.
.

Wheneavailab-le,

CAP money provided general funds to projects under
stringent matching requirements.

\

No CAP funds, ere

paia directly torindividual peralegq1s; however,

some

Paralegals were on CAP payrolls under the supervision
4

ofLegal Services staff.
, COMPREHENSIVE EMPLOYMENT

AND-TRAININTACT (CETA)
The Comprehensive Employment and Training Act of
6

1973 (Publi Law 93-203) consolidates the Department of
Labor's manpower prograths.

These pregrams were forMerly

funded under'the Manpower Development-and Training Act,
Title I of. the Etonomic Opportunity 'Axe and the Emergency.

Employment Act.

CETA, a revenue shaiing program,
v

decentralizes authority for these manpower pr%4/4ms to
designated agencies within each state.

Applications'

for grants are made to thesj local agencies.

There azeeertain limitations on CETA-funded jobs.
for paralegals.

First, there is, a limit of $10,000 on

.salaries that can be paid under CETA.

Second, for

Title LI money a person must be unemployed for 30 days
before being hired with CETA funds.

Title VI requires

, 1-

4.
-9'0-

PI
7

a

.

.

a 15 -aay dnempllaiment period for certain designated high

unemployment areas.
O

In addition,*there is also a

-

'

requirement that the affected individual's entire family
unit,fali withiE"certainPoverty'giiidtlineg. A family
unit
may consist of
.
g

a' single

Lndivictual.

Finally, CETA

grants are made for 1-year peritidt and dare not-

automatically renewable.

.

4

ACT

SOCIAL .S,1

SOCI4 SEgV GUS -(TIT LE0XX),
/
.

4'

.

Legal Seivice4 piOgitams in at least eight states

were recek:ing $21.5 million pettiN, funding in social
services mopey,under Titles IV-A and Vi of the Social
Security Act es of Marchq973110.TItles I,V -A and VI were.

supersede& bs7 l'it1XX*.
4.1

October 1, 1975.

'1%

title XX takes effect on

4
A

-

.

'is' also based on revenue sharing;. the funds,

`therefore, are not available directly frOm th..e. Department
of Health, Educatio,/n, and, Welfare (HEW), which administers

the Social' Security Act, but rather from state, county

and local agencies that are giveh broad autonomy to phoo
the 'kinds of social services they wish to provide.

,.

First,,,

local agendiesmakt recommendations to the state

*Social Security Act Social Services AMendments of 1.974,
signed.intd law January 4-, 1975 (H.R. 1.7045, Public Law
93-64).
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gove'rnment on allocating social services funds.

states draw up a comprehensive plan.

Then

,

After the plan

'.

'receives HEW approval, the agencies arrange for purchase
4

of services contracts.

Under these contracts recipient

programs must meet either 50tgO,or 75-25 matching
requirements.dependrng on the type of program.

For

example, 'informaiien,and referral programs receive

only 50-50 matching funds, ,whil attorney or paralegal
Olt

Dirett services nay receive 75-25 matching funds

.

t.

The complexity of the requirements that programs
must meet varies for, each locality.

Some agencies fund

an entire pTogramatic approach: for example. hitinpa
full-time lawyer and two full-time paralegals to provide
legal services to welfare recipients.

Most agencies,

however, purchase legal services on an hourly, voucher
basis,swhich is a massive bookkeeping as welL as
delivery headache.
.

Section Ab2(a)(1) designates categories of pe'rSons
(e.g., the aged) who are'to receive special attention
T tese categories also limit program

under the' act.

flexibility'in using social services funds.

OLDER AMERICANS ACT OF 1965, AS AMENDED
Legal Services programs can receive'grants under the
Older Americans Act specifically to provide legal services

1

ti

- -

$,
.40
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7

to the elderly.

is the primary. section

a

related to funding legal 'services untlerothis act. Under
...
-TitICIII, each state' is divided into
number of
.,
planning. and service 'areas, (ilos'tlheade'd by, an Arca
.

6%.

,

.

1

-.,

.

..,

Y

Agenci on Aging (AAA). -Each:AAA is responsible for
.

.

.preparing a pla.n.contaitiing its own decisions on social,
,

'service Priorities for the' elderly wlthin its area.
.

A.,,..

a'.1

.4'4

Some areas still have neither'an AAA nor a plan.
iit

Sectioh 304(C)(4).(c).of the Older Americans Act
,.

authorizes AAAs where necess4y andg easible
(to)'enter info arrangements, consistent with the

provisionsa the area gall, under which funds,
under this title may, be .used to 'provide legal

;\

services to cider persons in the planning and.
service `'area carfied out through federally.as41sted
Programs or other public or non - profit agencies;...._ ,:-----

Relying on Title III money for paralegal. lobs

Presents several problems.
.

ftrstt'area plans are

collections of components of different

ervicOs.

By

'Federal regulation, no single_cbmpopent may be funded
.

-

t.

for more'than 3 years.

While there is an elabordte

mechanism enabling AAAs to TecOimend that a,component
be extended* such recommendations must go first to. the*

state agdncy and theIto the Federal.Commissipner on
Aging for approval.

Because this provision is less,

than 3 years old, it has yet to be tried.

In addition,

even if exceptions to the 3-yearrule are permitted,
4

-

1

4
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.

the amount of support may be severely limited.

.

For

example, it 0 May be restrictedtoless than 50 percent
of total project costs.'

Beyond time limitations, there are restrictions on
.

.

the percentage artotal project costs that can be borne
out of state or area money.

In an area .without an AAA
1111

or an are& plan, states can pay a, maximum of 75.percent

of project costs.*

In an area with an AAA and an:area
.

-

,plan, a maximum of 90 percent of total project costs can
be paid:**

Salaries paid from TitleiIII grants tend to.be
.extremely low.

Finally

Older Americans Act funds can

only be-used to serve senior citizens.

When a project

receives.such funding, it must generally set up 'an,
independent elderly component..

I

b

*Older Americans Act of 196S,,as amended, Section 306(a),
0
.

A

**Ibid., Section 303(e) (21::

.'

4

",'' '
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.
;
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SECTION II

DESIGNING AND IMPLEMENTING A
PARALEGAL UTILI2ATIONTLAN

10J

INTRODUCTION

This section of the report explains how.a project
can plan for, employ, and utilize paralegals.

It is

intended to prbvide guidance for projects which now
employ, 'or soon will be employing paralegals.

Half the

projects now employ paralegals; the plan may nonetheless
-a

be useful to them since portions of it can be implemented
for paralegals already wofking.
o

The subsectionsof this part are:
SURVEY OF COMMUNITY NEEDS'
BASIC, ROLES AND FUNCTION CATEGORIES OF
PARALEGALS

THE PARALEGAL COORDINATOR
RECRUITING, TESTING, AND SCREENING
IHE,FliisT 6 MONTHS ON THE JOB

SUPERVISION

:

:DEVELOPING AN EDUCATIONAL PLAN

a

DEVft.FING-Ah ORIENTATION PROGRAM
ThiS analysis 'is 'offelid for .projects of all sizes,

touse from the planning stage up to the tine the
paralegal is properly big:tailed and functioning.

t

110.
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Part III of this report addresses training.

It

first discusses the history of the National Paralegal
.

Institute (NPI), its training experiences, the results
of various training experiment's; -and its present

capacity to assist with .training paralegals.

It also

discusses--the training abilities of projects and

proposes a distinction between those prOjects which
cannot provide substantial training and those few large
-

and well-futided. ones which can.

The section then describes the development ot.a

-L

competent iodiiilegal and suggests a model for the

orientation-apprenticeship stage of.a paralegal's
development.

It then discusses what follows this stage

,

and what training and outside" resources are available.

Up. to this point, part III applies to projedts,of
4

all sizes.

The subsequent section, however, is 'for thoie

major projects with resources to provide their own.
training.

It offers a model for such training, with

techriical assistance from NPI.

a

a

SURVEY OF COMMUNT1Y NEEDS

As a first step in planning for paralegals., a

prbject should make a comprehensive survey of the
service needs of its client community.
can be undertaken, in three phases..

Such a survey

.

The first phase- is to assess the project's caseload.
activity over the last 5,..to 6 months. .'14,n evaluation

should be made of the number and-kind of cases the
projedt handles; staff allocitioni in relation to each
type of case;- frequency of such cases; and amount of

superviSion and skill needed to handle each type of

Vkp

4
case.
.

,

The second phase would be to assess the inquiries

Made of the Legal Services project. - This means recording

each inquiry or nonopened case problem.

Information

obtained from these inquiries should include the type nf
_

r.

problem; how theproblem-was solved; and if the case

a

was not handled by the project, why it was`not handled.

tiethird,phasei, done with community outreach

works or witli'the assistance of a lodal Comtmnity
Action Program (CAP) agency or othercommunity'group;
would be an inquiry-of the client community.

0
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The

.

purpose of the inquiry is to find under what
circumstances people are using, or npt using, the Legal
-

ServiCes program.' If they have used the services, a
further inquiry regarding the type and scope of their

problem and the quality of the service provided should
*,

be made. 'If they have not used the project, an inquiry
should be made to determine why.

This inqpiry:should give the project an idea ofthe
,service needs ofjls community, thUs enabling it to
define specific.roles for potential paralegals.

Once ,the

decision has been made to employ paralegals, and the
project,has_ an, idea of how theY,will be utilized, it is

ready to move to the next step deciding which model of
'paralegal' utilization to f6116r."
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BASIC ROLES AND.FUNCTION
CATEGORIES OF PARALEGALS ."

.

What follows is a description of how paralegals
are being or-might be utilized,in Legal Services projects

and theprqs-and cons of each model.

NPI has frequently,

found that Legal Services projects believe paralegals
are of potential utility but are uncertain as to exactly
what ,they can do.

In fact, a project may employ paralegals.

but not.know how to utilize them most effectively.
Ultimately, the decision.on whether and how to\utilize
paralegals rests with individual projects.

Var'C ais

factors, such as budgets-personnel, physical to ation,
and nature:of the caseload, must be'examined.. This
Section is intended to be used by projects as background,

against which to view their individnalmeedsand,
alternatives andalso as a_ general _technical assislance
document to be used-in strengthening- utilrzation.df
I

paralegals.

,"

Depending on the-size ofLaLegal Services project,.
its. caseload, training and supervisory capacity, and

0

n4

.
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other variables, it may utilize pardlegals in different

VP

ways.

Some alternatives are listed below.
1.- Intake Interviewer
An office may-be- structured
so that the first person the client sees after
the recepti'onis't is a paralegal who gathers, the
basic facts of the.case. In such an office,
paralegals Conduct most, or ail, of the initial
interviews. The client's case may then bereferred oUtside the office if it is a nonlegal
matter, retainedby the paralegal for further
work, or transferred to an attorney or another
paralegal,
0

2.

Lawyer's .Assistant
A paralegal may assist a
lawyer, taking-neither, majbr,,responsibility for

conducting client interviews nor maintaining-a
separate caseload of matters 19 be handled but
responding instead to 'the attorheyJs_needs
regarding his caseload. Such a paralegal' would
typitally conduct investigations, check courf-records,-do research, deal with witnesses,
draft letters, and handle routine communicationswith the client.
3.

Paralegal Pool
This structure is a variant of
item, 2.
ifire,paralegals do not,work with 4
single attorney_ but are available for assignments
from any attorney. Such a structure requires
a-paralegal coordinator to direct work assign -,
Ments and set priorities.
.

Generalist
A paralegal limi,,handle diverse
problems rather 'than specialize in one area.
The generalist may, do intake interviewing but
also devote substantial time to.a.variety of
-cases, either working as a lawyer's aide or On
administ-rative.-tasesinwhich-llonlawyersnre
permitted to represent clients.. The diStinction
between the generalist and' the lawyer's aide is
that the generalist is responsible for.handIing
some cases from beginning to end..

-4.

5.

,

.

Specialist
Legal.Services may assign paralegals
to particular specialties, such as domestic
relations, landlord-tenant,-consumer, or welfare.
In this,structure, cases are screened at intake
and assigned to a particular specialist or

1 1.

A

We,

-101specialty unit.'.If the spedialty is
administrative law, paralegals ,handle cases
from the outset to their conclusion unless
there sa particular problem that rpquires an
attorney''S attention.

-

Outreach and Community Education
An-outreach
worker's principal function is dealing outside

6.

the project with - groups .andorganiiations of.
potential clients. Since many elderly, infirm,
and poor potential' clients are unable or
unwilling to come to a law office,.,tbe outreach
-worker extends legal services to those,who need:-.
it.
Part of this function is community education,
which involves informing groups (e.g.,:zenior
citizen's organizations and tenant associations}.
of their legal rights and of the availability Oflegal services Wograms, for their particular
needs.
The paralegal mavor may not fpllew-up
011 the cases which result-from his outreach and
community education activities.
.

-

.

,

7.

This function rarely "occurs
Modular"Processing.
in Legal Services projects but is popular in some
private law firmi.
In the model cases occurring
in large numbers, (e.g., personal injury) are
broken into. their component ,parts. so that a
paralegal becOmes an expert on one"component of
the process, such-as deposition, medical infOr-:
,mation, or preparing a litigation file: Divorce
is one area in Legal Services where modular
procesging may be used.

SPECIALISTS

Many prOject-sparticularly the larger ones, are
-organized-into. specialty_unit-sL_Co.mmon specialty units
include domestic relations, Administrative raW,-andL____
landlord-tenant.

The number of attorneys and other personnel assigned
to each unit varies according to the program's-resources
and the vorume of each type of case.
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aspect of specialization is that it,allows attorneys
and other members. ofthe unit to develop expertise in a
,particular area of law.

The result is higher quality

/. and more efficient legal services.

It also presents
/

paralegals with a more manageable body of ,Material to.be

mastered andlalldws more concentrated efforts.
Use of the specialty unit model depends on many
factors.

First, there must be enough cases in each

'area, both substantively and geographioally, to makespecialization worthwhile.

For many smaj,ler projects

4

creation ofwhole units is neither feasible nor
efficient.

Nevertheless, paralegals should be allowed

to narrow their focus as much as possible:

In some

offices, this might mean that one parafegal specializes
in administrative law and domestic relations while the
other specializds in consumer, landlord- tenant, and
.

bankruptcy.
Depending on thb area .involved,. speciaLizaiion is

facilitated-by theuse of systems.

By breaking down a

legal task into a series of components and identifying
the skills and training necessary for each one, a
". project can more efficiently allocate its personnel.

Thus, for example, many divorce units are setup so that
a paralegal conducts the interview and prepares the.

:117
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documents_andY,lawyer simply makes the court appearance.
Systemization is particularly,useful in smaller projects
where paralegals may have multiple specialties.- The
system helps to guide the user through the area ()flaw
involved and helps insure that all essential points are
'covered.

,Systemization, however, is no substitute for thorough
To perform effectively, paralegals

.paralegal training.
.

,must be well-versed in their specialty.

This will enable

them to handle cases competently and to spot cases which,
should be' referred to au attorney, such as those contain-

ingpoIential law reform issues.

Certain areas.of law

are more easily,ma:tered than others.

Pros and cons of

the various Siecialties will be discussed below.
.

.

The success of the specialty unit depends not only
on the. training og paralegals but alsoon the training
of-the lawyeri involved.

Lawyers must understand and

accept the paralegal. concept andthe respective roles of
paralegals and lawyers within the specialty unit.
Guidelines, §should be established to determine when a
Guidelines
paralegal handles _a case- an'd when a case-should'be

,

referred!to a lawyer.

Further, a lawyer should regulafly.

review Upafalegal's work.-

For an inexperienced

paralegal, Ithis may involve consultations with the lawyer

thfoughout the.0ay and perhaps a daily review of the

4
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paralegal's work.

For a more experienced paralegal,

a weekly discussion of his cases may be sufficient.
What is important is that both pdralegal and lawyer have
a common understanding of-the supervisory process.
It i

also desirable-to have one paralegal relate

to one particular lawyer.in the' unit.

That lawyer shoul

be wilbing to. devote whatever time_iS necessary' to consult'

with the paralegal,

Finally, lawyers should realize that

training is not a one-way,process flowing from them to

paraleOls.

Attorneys can ,also learn from pnralegals.,,-

An experienced paralegal sometiMes_knows more substantive'
law in a given area than an inexperienced lawyer%

The

relationship between a trained paralegal specialist and
an.attorney in a speciaLty unit should be characterized
.by the give and take of colleagues each with _particular

skills and not by a hierarchical superior-subordinatZ
structure.

In summary, one of the most effective ways to
utilize paralegals is as specialists, either with
t.

specialty,units or without.

However, this model

presupposes several conditions:
"--

--

There is'a sufficient volume of cases to
warrant specialization of project attorneys
and/or paralegals.
Intake workers are sufficiently.familiar'with
substantive law to correctly identify the
,nature of the client's problem.

.

0

ns.
--' 'Paralegal specialists are thoroughly trained' in
both skills. and their substantive "specialty.

Attorneys supportthe idea of paralegals and
are willing to.restructure the'division of labor
to effectively utilize'them.

--

Th'e roles and responsibilities of paralegals.,
and attorneys are. clearly delineated and
understood'.

INTAKE INTERVIEWERS
.

..

_ Paraligalsfin Legal Services projects are frequently

used as intake interviewers., When a client phogis or
visits the office, his eligibility for services is
usually determined by a re ceptionist.

At this points

the receptionist'sometimes makes a preliminary inquiry as
to the nature of the problem to screen out those which
are clearly no nlegal.

The client is then sent to the

.paralegal intake interviewer who identifies the issues

and gets the pertinent facts.
4

Sometimes the paralegal can take immediate action
to solve-the problem, such as tele honing the-welfare
"

department or referrinpthe client to another organization..

Or the paralegal might seek on-the-spot advice

from an attorney on how to handle the case.

If the

-problelp cant be dealth'witb at this level, the client
is re,ferresi_to a specialtjr. unit or to an individual
.

attorney.

-

The intake -interviewer must identity the

120
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nature of the problem and get enough information to
t

allow'the attorney 'or other paralegal to begin work on
the case.
Y

It is extremely importaAt that the intake inter=
,viewer have a bro4d background in many areas of law ih
addition to interpersonal skills.

Substantive legal

knoWledge is necessary to recognize isuesandto knoW
.
what facts are relevant to these issues.

t,

Without such

knowledge; the interviewer can overlook potentially
serious problems.

Also,, an incomplete intake interview_

results, in the client being reinterviewed by the

attorney or paralegal handling the case,
,

'Thus, in ordereo be effective, a paralegal intake
interviewer should haye some substantive law training.
Much of this training must be on the job, under close
supervision of an attorney.

Developing checklrsts,1

systems, and interview sheets can'acilitate the process
although they do not substitute for a good base in
substantive law.

.Capable paralegals frequentlylin4, intake
interviewing fiustrating since they are seldom able to
folrow a' case to its 'conclusion. .They.naturally begin

to specialize 'and be ome more knowledgeable in certain

-41

areas, of law.

If thisitenderiey is thwarted,' they feel

they are in a deadend job:
o

I

ip

1.21.

.

*Some projects no longer use paralegals as, intake
Instead, the iqitial interviews. are

interviewers,.

conducted by attorneys with paralegals%used excil,usiv=qy
as :specialists.' fills model theoretically insures that

the intake interviewer will not overlook issues.

it

-.also avoids having to train paralegals in seven or

eight different areas of law, and allows them to
specialize.

Theft are also projects which divide intake
interviewing between lawyers dud pernlegals..d
In summary, an intake, interviewer can play.en
N

V

0

.important role both in interviewing and handling wies,
; particularly in smaller projects where extensive
speciafizatiorA s not possible.

There are, however,

major training and supervisory responsibilities ehicn
must be met in order to insure efficient, (lualiiy legal
ser vices.
lb

OUTREACH AND COMMUNITY EDUCATION
.The outreach and community education function is
.

subject to the same problems as the intake interviewer
function.

The outreach and

uiity educatibn para-

legal meets'clients, or groups ok clients, away f;*om
the office.

To conduct effective outreach, paralegals

must have a broad background in law; in other words%)
,

.E2

-

a

A]

.-.

they need training.

there must also be a structure for

consultation between attorneys in the project and
Paralegarls in the field so that

an emergency" situation

arises, an attorney is available whom the paralegal can
Phone..

L--

The community outreach model has,been effective
within Legal Services.- Outreacli paralegals can be-an

important link between the project and the neighborhood.
Also, people are - helped who, because Of fear or lack of

knowledge, wouldLnever come into a Legal Services
office.

However, training and supervision is necessary

to maintain a high level of services.
RECONMENHATIONS

There is a groWing tendency in Legal Services
projects to utilize paralegald as specialists.

.

This

signifies a recognition, based on several years of
experience, that paralegals are not particularly well
equipped to be intake interviewers or generalists, both
of which require comprehensive legal knoOledge.

,Intake

interviewing should probably be Alone by the most

.

.

-

experienced personnel, since effective interviewing
(beyond merely determining the type of problem such as
':divorce" or "consumer") requires a solid knowledge

.

4.4
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of the law:

Similarly; a generalist can fundtion

effectively on a wide variety of cases only with.a good
understanding of basic legal principles and the.capacity

to do.quicklegal research.
Specialization present the paralegal with a more
manageable body of material to be mastered and-allows
more concentrated efforts.

The specialty helps define

the training needs of the paralegal.

It also helps

paralegals delineate their scope of responS'ibilities

within an office.

.

.NPr end increasing numbers of Legal Services' projects
believe the most satisfactory, role for a paralegal 1.5- as

a specialist.

Whether the specialty is broad-(e.g.,

"administrative representation) or narrow

SSI

disability) depends on,the size of the caseload and the
number of paralegals within the 13rdject. Paralegal
, specialization can relieve lawyers of entire segments

of project easeloads,thus freeing them for cases which
must be handled by an attorney.

1 :44.

APPOINTMENT OF A PARALE6ALCOORDINATOR

For a project to utilize paralegals effectively and
for paralegals to perforfn well, certain structural sup-

ports are necessary.

The first such support a project

should provide is a paralegal coordinator, responsible

for representing the interests of the project's paralegals
at the adMinistrative level.

The coordinator need not function full time;,,

however,.

-a substantial amount of one person's time will have to be

spent fulfilling that responsibility.

The coordinator

should not have to do everything alone, but should see
that certain tasks get done, such as developing an in-house
'training program;

expanding paralegal, roles;

ways to upgrade paralegal performance;
scales and a career ladder;

determining

designing salary

and insuring that an effective

evaluation process is installed.

The coordinator will provide a formal channel of
commudication between the paralegals and the project
director and mediate problems between individual paralegals
and attorneys.

When properly performed, the coordinator's job will be
a demandingf,one.

Are the paralegals' offices adequate?
.4

1 2. 5

.
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Do they have the necessary books, forms, .and supplies?

Are they confused by initrucipns from attorneys?
someone available to answer 'their questions?

understand office procedures?
terferring with performance?

IS

Do they

Are personal problems inIn busy projects, where

there is no paralegal coordinator, these questions often
go unanswered.

,

1

0

,
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RECRUITING, TESTING, AND SCREENING

The number of patalggals in Legal Services projects..
has doubled in the past 2 l/2"years.
cruited from

Paralegals are re-

numerous.sources, ranging from VISTA to

community groups to college graduates.

.

This section will

provide ideas for.selecting new paralegals.

Large-scale
outside recruitment and formalized testing and screening

are unusual in Legal Services projects.

However,

recruiting suitable employees is an important step in
developing a paralegal program and careful consideration
should be given. to the recruitment.

RECRUITING
.

.

Before hiring a4aralegef, there 'should be a ,clear
undexstanding through6ut the project of.the role the
paralegal is to play.

The type of person to be recruited

and the skills he will need should be determined
by what
the project expects of the paralegal.
Once tht paralegal's
role has been defined, the necessary skills and acceptable
level's of Competence and education can be_decided.

Regardless Of specific skills and education desired,
there are four important qualities that a paralegal
should
have.

127

The, first is maturity and a.sense of responsibility.

Maturity affects a paralegal's capacity to deal with
peopie and their problems, to sympathize with them, and
to adopt a professional view toward solving their
problems.

A sense of responsibility affects such matters

as reliability, stability on the job, and willingness to
work patiently And for the good of the client.
Second, a paralegal should be able to relate to the
.kind of clients the office serves.

This quality is often

termed "community-based," but that may be an over
simplification.

Legal Services clients are of diverse

racial and cultural backgrounds, come from many different
6

age groups, and have widely varied problems.

A para-

,

legal coming from the office's target community may have
an immedidte understanding and sympathy for a client's
problem.

While community roots may indicate an ability

./

to relate to clients, it should not be the sole
consideration. 0Also important ig tact, patience, and an
overall orientation to the concept and goals of Legal'
Services.

Third, the person hired should want to be a
paralegal and not something else.

He should want to learn

how to use the law and not merely to do investigations,
.

community organization, educational or other work that may
be of zreat service but is not paralegal work.

a
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A paralegal attempts to solve legal problems by applying
legal rules and remedies.

Even lawyers do many things

foX clients which db.not involvethe direct application
of law--they negotiate, argue, manipulate, and use
"non-legal" means to help the client.

Nevertheless, clients

come to a law office because they havdegal problems and
they can best be helped by those Wo understand and use

the-law effectively:
,

.

Finally, a paralegal should have solid reading and
writing skills.,.

Law offices operatelon the written word

and while a paralegal need not have academic credentials,
reading comprehension and the ability to communicate in
writing are essential.

In addition, a paralegal should
Vt.+

be able to understand simple statements of law.

Statutes

and case law are sometimes difficult to comprehend, even
'fox attorneys.

In fact:part of the work of the paralegal

movement is to reduce legal concepts into straightforward
langdage and simplified manuals.' A paralegal-Will be
severely handicapped if he cannot read, understand, and
apply such manuals.

The same As true of writing.

Paralegals should be able to write letters, fill out
application forms, record events and facts in cases, make
reports, and help prepare legal documents.
These basic skills are-prerequisites/unless the project is willing and able to offer substantial remedial
tutoring.
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Methods .of Recruiting
Where to r'ec'ruit will, of course; depend on the,level

of experience and skills that:havebeen deemed necessary.
Recruitment might begin inside the office with the clerica 14.,
and other support staff.

Employees often take on added

tasks similar to those per,formed by paralegals and these

tasks can easily be.xpanded.

A person recruited "in-house"

has known abilities and potential.

SuCh a person also has

a basic understanding of the goals, functions, and
operations of the project.

Howevero

is important to

note that a secretary who becomes a paralegal cannot do
I

both jobs and that preplacement will be needed for the
vacated position.

Recruitini by word-of-mouth and personal contact may
produce candidates of known competence and reliability.
Rowever, the person making the recommendation must also
be reliable and have, a thorough understanding of the
position to be filled.

One problem involved in this type

of recruitment is that it generally limits the range of
applicants teb people already known by the staff.
'

The media can be used in two ways to recruiepara-.

legals.

First, by simply advertising a specific position,

and second, through general public education.

A Legal

Services project might release articles on paralegals as
a new career in law or on how paralegals are used in a

'2
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particular community or area of law.

Public interests

radio and television time are sometimes available;
possibly in conjunction with other law offices or .ega1
programs.,

This .type of education could lead to inquiries

from qualified people.

vAn advertisement in the classified section of a city
newspaper will probably bring a deluge of applicants with
diverse backgrounds.

Such mass recruiting is probably

not suitable for finding the special talents needed for
paralegal work,

When media is used, it should be

narrowed in scope to reacha specific population.
CoMmunity newspapers, senior citizen newsletters, indevendent, Black-owned, or Spanish radio 7stations; and

neighborhood circulars are good potential sources.

HA local school or university offers a paralegal
training program, the project could register at the
placement office.

In this way, the project can be

assured of a certain educational level and some'basic
paralegal skills.

Very few schools, however, offer

paralegal training oriented toward poverty law.
.

Recruifment'in.the local target area may produce

good, community-based paralegals.

Such recruitment may

go hand in hand with community education and public
relations.

Approaching, community actioh and anti-

.
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pOerty groups and vocational training and rehabilitation
centers are possible methods of communty/recruiting.
Regardlessl of which method i5 used, some general
considerations should be lept in minc14.

One is the

project staff and clignt community make up and sensi-tivity to race, age, and sex. ,Another is the recruiter
and. hisbackground, training, and possible biases.
TESTING

If there is a large pool of applicants of unknown
quality, it may be necessary to use some form of testing
in the selection piocess.

Decisions must be made about

which applicants to test and When they, should be'tested.

It would probably be difficult to arbitrarily test sone
applicants but not others simply on the basis of initial
impressions.

If testing is necessary, it should be

uniformly applied, possibly as part of the first
interview.

The applicant must know what the tests are

intended to show and how the results will be used.

Some

objectives Of testing may be measurement of reading or
listening comprehension, ability to handle legal terms,
and writing skills.

Testing might also be diagnostic

-1

for the purpose of planning training programs.
Most .-standardized tests rate app'icants against

.

each other rather than test their ability to perform a
specific task. 'Such tests should not be_used.--

13.2
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NPtI

has approached the Educational Testing Service

and othei testinfexPerts to 'determine whether any.
suitable tests exist to measu ) e potential paralegal

C4acity.

There are _none.

F1 r that reason NPI is

,._

suggesting a few simple exercises which might be used to

r.

measure.an 'applicant's ability to handle the written.
part of paralegal_ work.
.

.
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SAMPLE TESTS
.

On the following pages you will find three sections
of a statute whichrdeal with landldrd-tenant,,
.domestic relations, and welfare law. After each
Readeach
section are questions to be answered.
section of the law carefully befofe answering tle
questions, and. use the law, as you prepareyour

I.

answers.'

LANDLORD-TFNANT

A.

Real Property Code.
,,,,

S10-102.

Service, of Summons

.

.

The. summons provided for by Section 10-10T shall be
served seven days, exclusive of Sundays and legal.
0

holidays; before the day fixed for he trial df the

4

tr,

action.

If the defendant has left the State of Indepen.-

dence, or cannot:be_found, the summons may be served by=.,

delivering A copy thereof to the tenant, or,by leaving
a copy. with some person above the age of siteen years*
residing on or in possession of the premises sought to
he recovered,'and if no one is in actual possession of
'the premises, or residing thereon, by postiqg a-copy of
the summons on the premises where it;may be conveniently
read.

-.Ms. Skithii being evicted from her apartment. She
brought_a_summons to your office which was left with
her 12 year old son yesterday. It ,says she has to
go ,to cqurt tomorrow.
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Deyou think the summons was properly served?
No

.

2.

Give_ your reasons.

3.

Write a-one-paragraph bp to your supervising
attorney about the facts.of the case and your

.

. opinion.
.B,

.

.g"

DOMESTIC RECATIONS

14' Dotestc Relations Code
.--

516-903,

,I.

Residence Requirements

No action for divorcillohalle maintainable unless:
0

.

.

:,,,,

r

,,

one of the parties to the darriage has bee

residen'of
the State'of Independence
.

for.

a bona fide
'
:41.ehst one

'

.

'Year next pieceding the commencement of the action.` NO
action for annulment Of a marriage performed outside the
Stdte.of IndependenCe,shall be maintainable unless one
of the ,parties is a bona fide resident of 'the State.of

Independence at the time of the commencement of the

,

action,.

S16-904.

'(a)

Grounds for Divorce, Legal Separation and
Annulment

A divorce from the'bond of marriage.or a legal

separation from bed and Hoard may be granted for

adulteryactualdesertionTor one year, constructive
"desertion for one year due to cruelty.resulting in a

bona fidefear'for life:etor limb, voluntary separation

from bed and board for one year without cohabitati9n,
or final conviction of a felony and sentence for not less

135
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than two years to a penal ilutiturion whirh is served in
whole or in part.

A legal separation from bed and hoard

also may be granted for cruelty.

(b)

Judgment of legal

sepIration from bed and beard maybe enlarged into.a
jUdgment of divorce.from the bond of marriage upon
4

.

1

application'of the Innocent patty, a copk, of which shall

be6duly served upon the adverse party, after the
separation of the parties has been continuous foi one

year next before the making of the application
.

vg\g

1.

Which of the following 'is not grounds
(Circle one)
A.

Delertion

4.,

Mental .cruelty

:C.
D.

2.

or divorce.

Adultery

Voluntary separation

Mr.1,Thomas has lived in Independence for 10 months.
He moved to Independence when he separated from
his wife.
Give-two reasons why you cannot proceed
'with a divorce for him now

.
3
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'C. WELFARE'
41-400,

'417400

STATE

LFARE REGULATIONS

' 0..1

41-400

DEPRIVATION OF PARENTAL SUPPORT OR CARE
Deprivation of.parental support or care is a
separate and .specific eligibility, factor for
AFDC. A child's deprivation is 'based on the
snafus of Cle parent or parents*or gn his relin-.
quishment for adoption.

41 -401

BASIS OF DEPRIVATION

.1

A child is considered deprived of parental
support or care'ff:

0.

.

a.

The.child has been relinquished for adoption;

b.

Either parent is deceased;:

c.

Either parent is physically -or mentally
inCapacitated;

.11

..2

0

d.

Either parent is 'unemployed;

e.

Either parent is continually absent from the
home in which the child is living.

All bases for deprivation shall be considered at
the Itime of application and at the time of
redetermination of. eligibility.
When the child is depriVed of parental support
or care for more than one reason,
is established on the basis of deprivation that
appears first in Section 41-401.1 above.

41-401

STATE WELFARE REGULATIONS

1i 37

41-401

7

a
.

1.

What are the five bases of.deprivation?
A.
,

T.
C.

D.
E;

.2,,

If a child lives with jiis incapacitated mother, what
is the basis for deprivation oh which eligibility,is
establiShed when

his father ig absent

iA.

,

2

.

his father is deceased

B:

%

I
.1

his father is not married to his mother

:138
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Such a test, designed by and for an individual office,
can also acquaint the applicant with what he can expect
to encounter as a paralegal,
The examples given would' be hard to grade on an

absolute scale.< They are designed to give a recruiter
or trainer a basic understanding of the. applicant's
ability.

They obviously are not, meant to be the sole
4)

criterion for selection.

In

fact, testing of this sort

for screeninglmliabses should rarely be necessary in.4

Legal Sexaces_groj_ect_as_paral-egaIsareno
recruited on a large scale.

generally

However, testing as a

-training tool may be useful.
SCREENING

If a large number of people are going.to be considered, it may be useful to, have each fill out a

questionnaire before the'first interview.

The

questionnaire should enable the project to determine who
does 'not meet,the basic requirements, if any, of
education and experience..

The first interview should be limited to a basic
exchange of information.

The interviewer should coyer

the following areas:
1.

Describe the office--what it does, how a
paralegal is expected, to fit in., and paralegal
duties and responsibilities.

13
vc"
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2.

Ask7if the aiplicght has had any previous
experience A a paralegal or in any other lawrelated job.

3.

If he has had no previous experience, ask what
his interest in the legal area is and what kinds
of things he would,like to do.

4.

Find out basics about education, work, arid
activity background.

5.

Ask for referehce's.
e

If a test is to be used in the selection process, it
probably should be administered as part of the first
interview so that the applicant and interviewer can discuss
,it.

If, after the first interview, it is evident that the

applicant is unsuitable for the job, he should be told
immediately.

If theapplicant is worth further

consideration a definite time should be agreed upon for
a second contact.''.

In the second interview, the interviewer should
elicit the applicant's ideas regarding the legal process

,

in general and his personal experiences with the law.
seeing ark applicant twice, the interviewer can get a
broader sense crd the Candidate.

Also,, the applicant

will have, a bettei- idea of what the position involves.

During the second,interview, the following items might
be discussed:
1.

\

How personal experience with the law has
affected the applicant's attitude toward
the law or legal process.
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What he thinks a lawyer does.
3.

What hethinks a paralegal does.

Following this discussion. the'applicant should take
charge Of the interview in some way, possibly by

t

discussing a legal problem and how he would try to
resolve it.

The problem of over qualification should

be kept in mind.

Unemployed lawyers or law students may

notbecont-entwIthbeingparalegals;
Another important consideration in the selection
process is the choice of the individual or committee to

do the recruiting andscreening.

The training, background,

and biases of an interviewer can, substantially effect the
choice of a paralegal.

Whether the person is an attorney

or nonattorney may also make a difference.
.Before final selection is made, at least one of the
applicant's references should be checked.

At the time

,of hiring, the mutual obligations of the project and the

new paralegal regarding duties, responsibilities, salary,
and training should be made absolutely clear.

r

ca
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THE FIRST 6:MONTHS pN THE JOB

r

After a paralegal has been hired, aplan should be
developed for integrating him into the project.

The

first 3 months should be an Orientation or apprenticeship
period during which the paralegal gets an overview of the
project's work.

During this period a paralegal should

learn. about the project, the community and, of course,

how to handle his job.

A few cases should be assigned

to the paralegal, priiarily as a learning device, with
full respongibility lodged in the supervisor.

Case

assignment is important because it gives the paralegal
a sense of involvement, which is helpful in offsetting
the somewhat abstract orientation and4study program.
However, initially the paralegal should not be given a
routine case-load, regardless of client pressures.

Paralegals should observe intake interviewing
during this period and the supervising attorney should
allow the paralegal to conchict some intake interviews

under supervision.

Near the end of this periodi,each

paralegal should be given an area of specialization,
with the paralegal taking part in the deciSion making
process.

J.42
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,Finally,_at the -end of the first 3 months, the paralegal
should be sent to a 1-week training pro gram for new
paralegals offered by NPI.

Effective use of supervision as an evaluative and
dducational tool and successful development of an
educational, plan and an orientation program are important

elements in a paralegal'' first 3 months with a project.
These subjects are discussed below.
After the first 3 months some changes should Occur.

The paralegal should now be allowed to take on'hiS own
caseload.

lie should receive information, materials, and

assistance in studying his selected specialty, 'and Once

specialties are determined, the paralegal should be
given paid time off to attend selected conferences and
training sessions in his subject areas,

NPI offers

J

1-week training programs in administrative representation

and inSSI/Social Security Disability, which are given
regularly around the country.

Other programs are

provided by government agencies, colleges, law schools,
and public service agencies.
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SUPERVISION AS AN EVALUATIVE AND EDUCATIONAL TOOL

Supervision can be an effective educational, evaluative,
and adMinistrative tool.

First, the duties mf a supervisor

and some qualities to look for in selecting one will be
discussed.

The section will then focus oh. issues in

supervision, the apprenticeship or orientation stage,
developing learning experiences, and supervision after
the apprenticeship or orientation stage ends.
ASSIGNING A SUPERVISOR

An attorney should be assigned to provide regular
case supervision for each paralegal.

If a Legal Services

program is to use paralegals to deliver legal services, it
must ensure.that attorneys supervise and assume ultimate
responsibility for the paralegals' work.

Th4.-protects

the project and the paralegals from charges of unauthorized practice of law.

Even in the authorized

administrative representation area, each paralegal should
have an assigned supervisor.

In addition to case supervision, a supervisor should
evaluate the paralegal's performance and help the
paralegal coordinator develop an overall educational

114
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plan., In carrying out these responsibilities, a
supervising attorney should be sensitive and supportive,
ISSUES IN SUPERVISION

Many paralegals come to the job with considerable
work and.life experiences but without an attorney's
i.,

education.

The paraleghl often reacts by feeling ignorant,

even though he might have had experience as a client, as
an advocate for himielf or others, or as a community
activist.

The supervisor can either reinforce that know-

nothing feeling or encourage the paralegal to discuss
previous experiences and relate those experiences to
iN

his present work.

In essence, the supervisor should

build on the existing knowledge, attitudes, and skills of
the paralegal, instead of behaving. as if the paralegal
must leirn everything from scratch.
Supervision can be seen as a threat to a, paralegal,
a view the supervisor can eith6r reinforce or minimize.
The supervisor should carefully explain the basic reason
for supervision, i.e., protection Sor the paralegal and

the cliept, and should elaborate on the educational
.

component;
Supervision can breed either dependence or
independence.

A paralegal can come to view the supervisor

?
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as someone who supplies all the answers and, therefore,
never develop the capacity to think or act independently.
Dependence can be avoided by emphasizing the development
df analytical skills and by showing the paralegal how to
secure needed information.

Often it takes less time to

.give a quick answer than to help a paralegal find his own
answer.

ihoWever, this short-term savings in time is more

than offset by avoiding permanent dependence, impaired
analytical skills, and lack of confidence.

.

A sharp distinction must be made bet%een supervision
during the apprenticeship or orientation stage and
afterward.

A paralegal should understand that close

,supdrvision'and lack of his own case responsibility will

end with the close of that stage and that he will
gradually.assume responsibility for his own case
decisions, with review by the supervisor.

1

DEVELOPING AN'EDUCATIONAL PLAN

. An educational plan should be developed with full

participation of both lawyer and paralegal staffs,
although the paralegal coordinator should have ultimate
responsibility for it.

Such a plan should ideally build on the attitudes,
skills, and knowledge paralegals bring to the program.
Thus, as much information as possible should be learned
about each paralegal in order to develop the most useful,
plans.

The plan must be flexible, since first impressions

are sometimes altered on the basis of continuing performance.

New job assignments also bring new training

requirements.' In addition, an experienced paralegal
might want training in new areas in order to move into
another area of work.
The suliervisor is extremely important in the entire

educational process.
and skills are integrf,
'performance.

He can evaluate how information
.

d and translated into job

In addition, he can assist in the

educational process-'by providing tutorial services and

\\by

helping to develop further braining programs for

ach paralegal.

9
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The initial training program, likely 'to contain a

minimum of paralegal Input, will be based on staff
consensus as to what is needed for the paralegal-to
,function.

However, each paralegal should be fully-

informed about the training,program and the rationale
for the various components.

After the initial training

period, each paralegal should be:involved in further
educational planning.

An educatienA plan should make creative use of both
project and outside resources.

For example, an'prientation

program is essential fo initial`functiening qn the job.
The major responsibility for this phase rests with the
project.

l

In contrast, after 3 months on the job,

'

ideally each paralegal, should be sent to NPI's New

Paralegal Training Program.

When the paralegal returns

to the project, there should be folloWup training to

reinforce and interpret the learning that took place at
the NPI training..

This adain would be the project's

responsibility',' either to providefellowup through

project or outside resources.
o

.Finakly, outside resources should be investigated
for purposes of long-range training.

These resources

might include community college programs. and advanced
,,training given by NPI.
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If resistance to training develops at any stage, thee
-reason should be determined immediately.

If it' is

because of poor training, changes should be made.
resistance to an

If it is

kind of training, it should be reem-

phasized that participation in training is mandatory,.
r
-These problems can be prevented, or at least .diminished,

by specifying at the ti me of hiring that ongoing training
Lis a job requirement.

4

0

.,Regardless of the type of- training, it is crucial

that training be.made available and that paralegals' be
given time off from their regular *duties to partidipate
in such training.

a

,
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1E140PIk AN IMENTMON,POGRAM

A good pro'gr m-should includb orientition,o both
the project And th

The first two parts of

community,
\

this 'section discups\tHe reasons for such a program and
4 e last part describes ways to make.

suggested content.

.such a7progranrinteresing.
%.

ORI6MATION TO THE'P/IOACT

.

'

It n necessary for\\paralegalS

to

undlerstand how the

,

-projectfunctions and how the project structure can
.
3

l'

k.

support their efforts to serve clients.

As paralegals are taught about their own projects
they can be encouraged to use the sable techniques to
.-

analyze other agencies with'which they will be dealing.
Thus, there'is,a two:fdrd benefit of rearning essentials
information about outside agencies and developing an
analytic tool for their

Obs.

4

In order tb understand overall functions, paralegals
.

.

.

.must be aware of the project's pur4 pose, governance,

structure, operations, and program.'

L9

,
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Purposv

..

,

:."
i

'

,,,,

The purpose of the Legal Services program isnot
,'always clear to new employees,

1;50
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THE CURRENT STATE OF LEGAL SERVICES
PARALEGAL TRAINING

\

BACKGROUND
This section provides background on paralegal
4

training in the Legal Servides program.

It discusses the

need for-training and describes the histor

and status of
0

paralegal training in curriculum development, training
methodologies, training Tormats, material
.

6'

personnel, and logistics.

i)\

eparatioh,

It then explores 'ptional ways

to deliver paralegal training and to expand

elivery of
$

4

that training.
1

There are a number of parallels between the history
and development of paralegal training in Legal\ Services
''.

and the history of lawyer, training in Legal Services.

At

the inception of the Legal Services program, it became
clear that the young lawyers, who at that time comprised
the bulk of the program's personnel, lacked knowledge of
law pertaining to poor people.

stemmed from a serious underlying problem:

This situation
law schools

simply did not teach relevant subject .1:?ttcrs.

They did

not even have generic courses in poverty law, let alone indepth courses in welfare, housing, and consumer law.

It

was also clear that young lawyers lacked the legal 'skills

15
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general community:. Although functions may vary, some
common elements are hiring and/or firing the project
Director;

approving policy;

setting priorities;

serving as a buffer to hbstile elements in the community;
and providing support for project activities.:

Paralegals should see the 'board as an asset, rather
thanol hindrance, in getting the job done.

The :board end

staff should be viewed as partners in setting policy and
in goveimance generally.

Structure

The structure of a Legal Services program is, of
course, related to and flows from the way the Program
is governed.

_

It is useful to show how paralegals fit

into the overall picture.

It is especially important

that a paralegal know to whom he is accountrble, since
he has no legal sanction to work independently.

Equ'ally

important, a paralegal should know what support staff is
available, such as secretarial help, and should understand how he fits into the overall staff structure.

Operations

The mechanics of the project's day-to-day operation
are of crucial importance.

The way a case-record is set

up, the kind of tickler system used, the type of filing
system, the forms to be filled out--all of these details
must be learned if a paralegal is to function effectively.

(
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Program
The services offered are the reason for the project's
existence.

It should be emphasized from the outset that

the project is structured the way it is so that it can
deliver high quality service.

Paralegals should be informed about the total program,
not just_the part in which they will be inVolved..

Too

111

often a paralegal is plunged immediately into work in a
narrow specialty.

He never learns about the project's

other activities, such as work in other legal specialties,
community work, law reform, and legislative'activity.

Information should not only include the types and number
of cases handled and the nature of the client population,
but also the rationale for client selection and caseload
determinations.

ORIENTATION TO THE COMMUNITY
Each paralegal should understand the community
which the Legal Services program operates.

in

This includes

an understanding of (1) political forces and the way
decisions are made in the community;

(2) the client

community or communities the project serves;

and (3)

how the Legal Services program is only one of a network

of agencies set up under private and public auspices to
serve low-income people.

Throughout the orientation program, the unique role
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of Legal Services should be stressed, as well as the
problems and conflicts which arise because of that role.
As part of this total exploration of the community,
a paralegal should learn about the policies and programs
of other agencies and how to get services from them, as
many clients Will require those services.
There might be other reasons for contacting outside
agencies.

If a client is having difficulty with an agency,

the contact might be as an advocate or adversary.

'k

-client, unaware of a particular service or agency, might
need an effective referral.

Or an'agency might be a

potential source of referrals to Legal Services;

hence

the need to publicize the project in order to get
appropriate referrals.
In ad4TtTon to learning about progfallsand-bur-ei-tsl-

paralegals should learn the value of having contacts
within those agencies, who can supply information and/
or expedite getting help for a client.

TIPS ON SETTING UP AND ORIENTATION PROGRAM
The risk of an'orientation program is that it will
be boring.

Such programs are often poorly structured and

rely on written material and rambling talks.

A.good

orientation program requires careful planning, with
attention given to havin(g diverse activities.

The focus

should be on an analytiC approach direCtly involving the
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paralegals instead of straight information-giving.

What

is written and/or stated should constantly be assessed
against reality or perceived reality,

Equally important,

an orientation program should be integrated into the
assignment of tasks by' the supervisor.

A typical day during the orientation period might
include study, lectures, observation, visits to outside

agencies, and an opportunity for group discussion about
the experiences. -The discussion might include constructiv&
criticism of the program.

From the beginning of the orientation, paralegalS
should understand clearly how and why the program is
structured as it is.

Orientation to the project might include:
1.

having -lhe project DirectUr give"an" overview of
the project, including how he views the roles ol
various personnel.

2.

Having the person who knows most about and/or who
is closest to each project activity discuss that
activity;
e.g., a receptionist should explain
his role and not have someone do it for him.
Having the paralegals observe the person who has
explained his role in action;
e.g., sitting in
the waiting room observing the receptionist
handle clients.

4.

Providing written materials on'the project, such
as annual reports, statistics on caseload, reports
on special projects, the personnel manual, and
material on governance.
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1*
5.

Inviting representatives from client groups to
share their perceptions of the project and/or
visiting the headquarters of client groups.

6.

Inviting a board representative to explain how
he views his role and finding out what he knows
about the agendy.

7.

Observing a board meeting,

8.

Stressing that gathering of inforbation about the
project should be a model for how to gather information about other community agencies.

9.

Introducing the paralegals to the library and to
available resource materials.

10.

Having the paralegals go through some exercises
in setting up records for hypothetical clients.

11.

Having the paralegals observe interviews and
accompany staff on field trips.

Orientation to the community might include:

1. Inviting speakers from the major agencies with
which the paralegals will be dealing.
2.

Visiting agencies, not :only to meet personnel
but to determine if what the agency says about
its services coincides with reality,

3. .Visiting neighborhoods in which clients live to
get a feeling for the environment.
4.

Providing handbooks on major community resources.

5.

Inviting local government officials to talk about
their policies toward the client population.

6.

Attending public hearings on major issues to get
an idea of holy the general public thinks.

i53
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SECTION III

TRAINING AND SUPERVISION OPTIONS AND MODELS

\t
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THE CURRENT STATE OF LEGAL SERVICES
PARALEGAL TRAINING

BACKGROUND
This section provides background oh paralegal
training in the Legal ServiCes program.

It discusses the

need for-training and describes the history and status of
paralegal training in curriculum development, training
methodologies, training' formats, material preparation,

personnel, and logistics.

It then explores Optional ways

to deliver paralegal training and to expand delivery of
that training.

There are a number of parallels between the history

and development of paralegal training in LegalServices
and the history of lawyer. training in Legal Services.

At

the inception of the Legal Services program, it became
clear that the young lawyers, who at that time comprised
the bulk of the program's personnel, lacked knowledge of
substantive law pertaining to poor people.

This situation

stemmed from a serious underlying problem:

law schools

simply did not teach relevant subject .::!attcrs.

They did

not even have generic courses in poverty law, let alone indepth courses in welfare, housing, and consumer law.

It

was also clear that young lawyers lacked the legal skins

15,s
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of interviewing, discovery, negotiation, and trial
presentation necessary to properly represent a client.
Again, the primary reason for this was'the failure of law
schools to provide appropriate training.

Teaching of these skills has traditionally been left
to experienced lawyers who theoretically adopted,a master/
apprentice relationship with young lawyers.

Those lawyers

fortunate enough to work under a skilled lawyer willing
0

and able to impart his skills,_ developed similar skills.

However, many were left to their own devices, often with
unsatisfactory results.

Generally, on-the-job training

was insufficient for developing adequate skills in most
lawyers, including young Legal Services lawyers.

Partly as a result of these law schoolAefiencies,
the Ford Foundation funded the Council on Legal Education
and Professional Responsibility (CLEPR) to stimulate
cliniccl law programs in law schools.

While meritorious

in concept, CLEPR did not have sufficient impact on law
schools to alter the inabilityrof young Legal Services
lawyers to handle cases effectively.

Despite the work of various substantive law backup
centers in designing materials and giving technical
assistance to litigating attorneys, Legal Services
lawyers still lacked the experience and skills to be
effective advocates.

15J
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To meet this problem, the Office of Legal Services
con'idered dispersing its training funds to individual
projects.

This notio^ was rejected as inefficient and

duplicative.

Projects lacked the necessary expertise,

materials, and concepts.

In addition, training money

could nbt-be effectively utilized because the projects
Usually hired small numbers of lawyers at different
times of the year.

It would not be feasible to hold a'

structured training program for one. or two attorneys.

return.to on-the-job training (master/apprentice) was
also rejected.

Projects lacked experienced lawyers to

train new lawyers and caseloads prevented spending time
on formal training.

To fill the critical training vacuum, OEO's Office
of Legal Services issued an "RFP" solititing proposals
for lawyer training and awarded the contract to the Legal
Services Traini-g Program at Catholic Univeriiity for a

program for teaching skills and substance to Legal Services
lawyers.

The Legal Services Training Program (LSTP) adopted a
3 to 4 day-retreat format for between 60 and 100 lawyers,
usually drawn from a single region.

LSTP employed ex-

perienced Legal Services lawyers, first as designers of
t.

training programs and materials and then as trainers.
logistics of retreat training (travel, lodging, food,
1

material reproduction, distribution, scheduling, site

A.

i .)
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selection, selection and.training of actors for, role --

play, selection and training of trairie s, and arrangements
for video equipment), were arranged, and paid for by LSTP.

LSTP has found that some of the larger Legal Services
projects can conduct their own lawyer training, althOugh
these projects usually require additional funding.

Some

medium-sized projects can develop a consortium to serve
the training needs within an area or-s-tate,--TheSe--

consortia, however, had trouble staying organized, were

urwieldy:and usually needed both outside money and expertise.

Efforts of projects to depart from the training

retreat format were unsuccessful.

The trainee lawyers

were distracted by being near their homes and offices and
often tried to handle their office work while receiving
training.

Despite efforts to disseminate training in the

field, LSTP continues to provide 80-90 percent of the

organied skills training to lawyers.
The evolution of paralegal training in Legal Services
has confirmed many CSA perceptions regarding lawyer training:
1.

The educational system in the United States
provides no, training in the skills, required
for handling legal problems.

2.

The Legal Services backup centers, which offer
substantive law conferences and written materials
do not fulfill the need for training.

3.

Most projects are incapable of conducting
effective training, and on-the-job apprenticeship
training is inadequate to meet the needs.
/

1
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4.

Dispersing training funds to individual projects
wourd.be inefficient, cause duplication, and
probably result in low-quality training.

5.

The optimum format for staff .training is through
short, intensive training in a retreat setting.

6.

A'few larger. projects can, with Added resources
and outside assistance, do.their own training.

7.

Abandonment of the retreat setting substantially
reduces training effectiveness.

Following is a summary of the evolutian,of paraslegl
training in Legal Services and the training work of NPI.
Only about half of NPI's work is devoted to training and
'training materials.

For a complete description of its

workNpaper entitled "Goals and Functions of tht NationalParalegal Institute" is available from NPI on request.
Paralegal utilization began in Legal Services with the
need to involve memebers of the client community in the
delivery of legal services.

Unfortunately, many early

paralegals were hired for .,the political-cover they could

provide Lind not for their potential as paralegals.

Para-

legal roles were confused; community organization,

outreach work, and inoffice work were not clearly
distinguished.

NO training was provided.

Many project

directors felt that laymen had no significant role in
Legal Services, and as laymen departed, directors replaced
them with lawyers or simply used the salary savings to
meet rising costs.
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In the late 1940'.s a few innovative projects

recognized the potential for carefully selected and trained
paraprbfessional personnel to meet overwhelming caseload
increases, particularly in the areas of divorce and
.welfare.

These projects restructured their offices and

found that, when taught to handle routine cases, paralegals

could do the work of lawyers and were willing to accept
lower'salaries.

These experiments led to &rapid increase

in the use of'paralegals.

By 1971 there were between 300

and 400 Legal Services paralegals,
was developing chaotically.

However, the field

While projects recognized the

importance of training, they lacked the necessary
competence and resources to provide it.

To help structure

.t"

the development of the paralegal field and to meet the
training needs of prOjectg, 0E0 created NPI.
Initially, NPI ,supplied technical assistance and
developed materials.

However, it was soon apparent that,

even with NPI materials, the same lack of expertise,
personnel, time, money, and other resources that prevented
project/ frbm.offering lawyer training, also prevented them
from conducting effective paralegal training.

When such

training did occur, it was usually inefficient because,

like lawye', paralegals were hired one ot.two at a time
and therefore had to be trained in small groups.

Thus,

the problems of.paralegal trai-ning were alinost identical
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to those of lawyer training.

NPI.then assumed the task

of, developing, testing, and delivxring training with a

carefully developed curriculum.,

Q$,

Of the 704 or more paralegal schools in the country,

no more than half a dozen provide even a general background
relevant to Legal Services paralegal work.

These schools

generally present an overvdew bflthe legal system and
may teach some domestic yelations and offic9 administration

as part of a program aimeeat jobs in private law firms.
...

Only the University of Massachusetts in Boston and Antioch
Law School are known to offer training appropriate to a
paralegal working in the public sect'or;

hoWever, even

tllese schools focus on a wide range of legal Tnstilutions

and areas of substantive law to give thvir graduates
reasonable opportunities for employment.

In short, no

educational institution prepares paralegals to work
effectively, without intensive further-traIning, as
Legal,Services paralegals.

There nre,no indications

that this situation is about to change.

Thus, Legal

Services must supply its own parglegd1 training for the
indefinite future.

Because of their dissimilar educational backgrounds
and frequently different functions, paralegals'need
different training from lawyers.

Unlike young'lawyers_ .

who primarily need to learn lawyering skills,
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paralegals need to be introduced to the legal system,

understan the paralegal's role (i.e., a functional and
professional identity), and be taught specific fields of
substantive law.

They also need to know how to relate

facts to law, and to be trained in skills such as interviewing and administrative representation.

Another fact to consider in reviewing paralegal
training for Legal Services is that paralegals can be
trained only after they have been hired.

Any other

approach risks training those wholwill not find Legal
Services jobs and hence is wasteful of limited resources.

This usually means that the paralegal must be taken off
the job to be trained and must be paid during training.

By necessity, therefore, training must be brief and
condensed--another reason why college-based training has
been inappropriate for Legal Services paralegals.
THE ,NEED FOR PARiLEGAL TRAINING

NPI's questioLnaire to projects indicates that the
number of paralegals in Legal Services projects rose
from 451 in 1972 to over 1,000 in 1974.

If it is assumed

that this was a steady increase, these figures indicate
that, during the 2 year interval, 280 new paralegals
entered Legal Services annually.

__

Virtually none of these

paralegals had received prior relevant training.

While
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all indications point' to increasing utilization of

\

paralegals in Legal Services, it is difficult to project
a rate of increase over the next few years.
depends on funding levels;
other outside funding;
sonnel;

Much

availability of VISTAs and

utilization of volunteer per-

Sophistication of project directors in organizi

delivery structures that utilize paralegals effectively;,

and availability of training to convert novices into
qualified personnel.
expansion.

/

Recent trends indicate continued/

There is no sign that projects have reach /d

a saturation point.

The

atio of paralegals to lawyers

is 1:2.

'However, many th'nk the ratio will reach 1%1 and

beyond.

Even, now, many directors convert lawyer s ots

into paralegal slots as an efficiency measure.
Turnover must also be considered in determining
training needs.

Statistics indicate that the paTalegal

turnover rate is 20 percent annually.

If this /figure is

applied to those currently employed, we see thlt
approximately 200 neW, paralegals will enter service next
year, without any increase in the total number' of

paralegals in the Legal Services program.
The exact number of paralegals requiring training
in any given year is impos ible to determin.

However,

i

statistics suggest that

etween 200 and 500inew

paralegals will be employed annually over yhe next several

l +JU
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years to fill existing or new slots.

In addition, each

year between 100 and 200 paralegals will begin advancedlevel work in a specialty that requires additional
training.

Finally, many employed paralegals never have

received training.

Almost all of the needed training

will have to come frop within Legal Services.
Currently, NPI trains approximately 150 paralegals
yearly and assists others in training about 125 more.
This includes beginner paralegals and those receiving
1

specialty training.

The need for more training is

obviously significant.

THE TRAINING CURRICULUM
In 1972 NP1 staff visited and gave technical
assistance to more than 20 projects nationwide.
Course of these visits,

In the

it was learned how paralegals

were being utilized and what training would be of
maximum benefit.

It was consistently found that project

directors and paralegals were eager for training and
that projects had inadequate facilities and competence
for training.

Paraldgals sought training in many subjects:

general legal background, case-handling skills, and
specific substantive areas of law.

Project d:-ectors

and lawyers were inclined to be interested in narrower

16/

1

-ICItraining so that paralegals could handle specialty areas
more effectively.

Project directors, while enthusiastic

about the potential of paralegals, had few specific
N.,

.. suggestions regarding curriculum or training methodology.

Experience subsequently showed that paralegals
needed substantial training in the roles of paralegals.
Most paralegals have not received a clear, affirmative
[

definition of their functions and have had little
opportunity to cons ider th, concept of paralegal work

as reflected in Legal Services projects,

It has proved

essential that paralegals be able to develop a clear
concept o,

their work,

After NPI concluded its initial research, it
designed a curriculum.

Time and funding constraints,

however, have prevented presentation of the original
curriculum, which encompassed 2 weeks of 8 hour a day
:raining.

It was felt that such intensity would over-

whelm paralegals and that they would have difficulty
taking that much time away from their jObs.

Travel

costs precluded breaking the training into two sessions.
Therefore, the most critical features. o' the basic

curriculum were selected and shaped into a 1-week
intensive retreat program.

The first program focused

on administrative representation in welfare hearings,
which at that time was ti

subjecit in greatest demand

16 a
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by paralegals and project directors.

(Appendix C,

a

training schedule for an administrative representation
session, illustrates the'scope and scheduling of a
typical session.)

The initial curriculum, as well as the training
program developed from it, has been modified as NPI
gained experience by training over 300 paralegals and
by giving technical assistance to many projects.
Additional training programs, for beginner paralegals
(those on the job less than 6 months) and for those
handling Social Security and Supplemental Security
Income, have been added.
,TRAINING METHODOLOGY

After reviewing.traditional and more progressive
forms of legal training, NPI decided to use a variety
of methods to train Legal Services paralegals:
reading, lectures, panels, discussions, individual
tutoring, video tape demonstrations, live demonstrations,
and simulations. The spectium of methods moves from
those that focus on the traditional acquisition of legal
knowledge to those that focus on the application of legal
knowledge in everyday situations.

Since the training

goal is the application of knowledge to serve a client,
heavy emphasis should be placed on preparing the trainee
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to exercise skills.
1.

Traditional teaching methods alone

fail to prepare the trainee to handle the fluid relationship between legal knowledge;
inte.rmediate conclusions;

decisions;

a developing set of facts;

the need to make concrete

and the conversion of those decisions into

action.

Thus, NPI decided that the best use of the various
methods was in a problem situation closely resembling
real.life.

Handling such a problem requires using the

same skills in the same sequence as in an equivalent
real-life situation.

The, problem hinges on a series of

role-plays that simulate the events in a case and
establish a model of conduct through direct experiente.

The problem is broken into parts that are prepared for
and illuminated,by reading, research, discussion, and
live demonstration.

Each role-play is followed' by a

confidential discussion of a trainee's performance with
a trainer/observer and then by a videotape demonstration
of the same role-play conducted by an experienced
paralegal.

The videotape is then critiqued by the

trainees to encourage further analysis of skills and to
help them solidify their grasp of those skills.
Paialegals and evaluators of the training programs
feel that the problem approaCii has been- highly

successful for teaching, both skills and 'substantive law.
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This approach engages the paralegals fully, demands
their personal commitment, challenges them, and compels
them to learn both the skills and the law underlying
the problem.

Materials

For each training program, NPI has developed an
integrated set of written, and videotape materials.

Normally it takes 3 to 4 months to design and package
*the materials for a particular program.

These materials

then require testing in a training session and additional
Zims for revision.

The written materials for the

administrative represeatation-proptim-cons-ist-of

approximately SOO pages (including instructions for
trainers).

in

These materials can he provided to trainers

the field (at a cost of $25 for materials and $75

for three video tapes). although few projects have the

staff or resources to use the materials in the intensive
forum for which they were designed.

In addition, NPI has developed written pamphlets
for use by paralegals who cannot attend the training
programs and to supplement the training received by
those who do attend.c While these materials are no
substitute for a formal training program, they offer
discussion and exercises in basic concepts in both
skills and substantive law.

17

Substantive law manuals
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;

for paralegals,are available in SSI, disability and
AFDC.

Training Format
1

The training programs normally begin with a
discussion of paralegals' roles4and other ''generic" courses,

.

such as advocacy and professional responsibility, unauthorized practice of law, legal research- introduction to the-

legal system and legal terminology,.and-an overview of
During the third day, the

public benefit programs.

trainee is introduced to a'hypothetical problem by
0
1

conducting an interview with an actor playing a'client.
Thereafter, the problem becomeS a vehicle for imparting
basic concepts and skills in interviewing, investigation,
negotiation, evidence and fact-law analysis, and hearing.
representation.
.

1

Because training requires uninterrupted concentration
from trainers and trainees, it takes place at an overnight
retreat at a comparatively isolated location.

A

departure from this practice, when training was done at a
site adjacent to the Legal Services office, confirmed the
I

deleterious effect that office distractions and inability
-

.

to meet after formal sessions have on both trainees and
trainers.

Isolation also helps establish valuable
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rapport between paralegals and trainers and provides a
greater opportunity for study and preparatipn.1
Personnel and Logistics

Before discussing training options and alternatives,
there are certain essentials for any ef'..ective training

which should be discussed.
Trainers

One of the,most crucial qualities in a'trainer is
interest,

Those who participate as trainers must do

so because they are committed to the use of paralegals.

A training program can be seriously damaged if people
are assigned to be trainers without regard to their
interest.

Paralegal trainers should be part of any paralegal

training team in order to provide role models and to
overcome the awkwardness many paralegals feel in
relating to lawyers.

All trainers should be freed from regular duties
to minimize conflicts between demands Of training and
demands of office work.

This is particularly true

where short-term, intensive training is involved,.

In

the case of long-term training, the trainer should have his

normal workload reduced so'that he can invest the
necessary time in his training responsibilities.
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Trainers Should,be experienced teachers who can
relate to the needs of paralegals.

They should have the

ability and confidence to motivate trainees and conduct
. lively,

stimulating sessions.

Young, inexperienced lawyers seldom make the best
1

teachers.

Many projects have difficulty freeing the more

mature, seasoned lawyers who may make good trainers.
Often such people are too interested in their caseload
or law reform work to'be attracted to paralegal training.
Trainees
.

NPI prefers totrain paralegals who have had at

least some contact with clients.

This helps assure

that the trainee will appreciate the value of the

training and haveat least 3)-udimentary understanding
of how a Legal Services project functions.

NPI is

also careful to ascertain that the training is relevant
to the paralegal's present or prospective job.

It is

dangerous to train a paralegal for a position he.will
not be allowed to assume.

For example, if a paralegal's

sole function is drafting divorce papers, providing
administrative representation training is
tparticularly productive.

ot

If sucha person takes the

training,he can becOme disillusioned and disappointed.
Logistics

While this subject would seem to merit little

17

3

attention, NPI has found,
that strict attention must be
0
paid-tOcountless details tol'ensure a/ssmooth-funning
'

program.

)

4; I

-In particular, the traihiAg,programy_coordinator
`

Must.ca'refully selectl,the training site,-.providt an
-

.

acturate.scheduleforboeitrainees and trainers, select
and train actors and actresses for role-plays,rovide
audio-visual equipillent and, when necessary, arrange for

travel, room, and board and reproduction and packaging
of materials.

If yany of these details are ignored or

mishandled, a training program can fall into disarray.
Delivery Alternatives
Before creation of NPI, most Legal Services
1

paralegal training occurred'en the job.

Project training

formats have varied from practically no training in most
projects to training of considerable s
several projects.

listication in

One project developed a solid 6

week training program for its paralegals (emphasizing
study of community resources and institutions);

another

combined its in-house training with 3 weeks of study at
a program specially developed at a law school.

In general, training has been a variation
apprenticeship model.

of the

The results of apprenticeship to

young lawyeri in Legal Services programs, unskilled
themselves in many aspects of their profession and
inexperienced as trainers, have been generally unsuccessful.
1

17

.
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Paralegals aie seldom satisfied with such training, and
project directors, lawyers, and paralegals all express
ehe need for outside training.

Because NPI, with a limited budget, could not meet
all the training needs of Legal Services projects, it
attempted to develop alternative delivery systems.
Training on a Troject-bi7project basis held little
promise, with a few notable exceptions discussed below.

Therefore, bver the last yey and a half!NPI has experimented with a regional training model, designed to export
training via teams of trainers composed of lawyers and
experienced paralegals selected from Legal Services
regions.

Teams of trainers were assembled in Regions

III, V, and VIII and provided with curricula and written

and video materials. NPI staff trained the trainers and
helped the deliver their initial training programs.
The trainee-paralegals were drawn from projects in
the same regions.

The results of theseoxperiments,

while favorable in part, have demonstrate

that this

regional model, has drawbacks.

One drawback is that operating projects (even when
organized into a consortium) have neither the expertise
:\

ncr the time and resources to perform the multiple
activities necessary to Organize and conduct effective
training.

POI- example, in Region III, although one

projecI assumed responsibility for organization and

17d
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logistics, there has been only one training session in
the year since the training of trainers.

The CSA

regional office could supply only-limited assistance,

'

In Region VIII, a carefully selected law professor not
directly connected with a Legal Services project,
organized the training and these sessions went considerably-better.

However., this was done under a supplemental

grant from CSA with enough money to hire an outside

coordinator to handle logistics.
i

In Region V the trainers were trained and' the

initial program delivJred with heavy NPI.participation
over a year ago.

Since thatltime no ftirther training

haslbeen organized, and the training team seems to be
permanently disbanded.

'

There is evidence that problems arise from inadequate
regional resources and, the vicissitudes that beset
operating projects:- expanding caseloads, staff turnoy.er,

inadequate funds, and organizational crises.

Moreover,

since the principal expense of training is room and board,.
plus travel, of trainees and trainers,' the cost of regional

training (about $8,000 for 24 paralegals) is about the
same'whether presented by NPI staff or by regional trainers.
.Another reason for opting against heavy reliance on
regional or project-consortium training teams is that the

1 7I
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.

,

quality of trainers selected by project directors tends
1

to be uneven--directors Sometimes select inexperienced
o
.

or'e:spendablepeople.

Moreover, it is difficult to
Sven those with

assess trainer 'candidates in advance.
I?otentia

to be eefective teachers usually need more

training ekperience than NP,I can provide.

CSA evaluators.at one NPI training program have
urged that expor'tation of training through regional
,

offices or project consortia not tie substituted for MP'
training programs..

)

:n searching for, the most efficient way te,deliVer

training, mueh consideration has been given te the

regional model. Throe factors seem to be necessary for
.'successful regional training.

first a coord nator must

be chosen. from within the region who has th

time,

motivation, and understanding of training VI set up the
,event and handle the logistics.

Second, thq training

team should consist of paralegals and attorneys with
'proven training skills and who are familiar with training
materials.

This means reliance on a cadre] of about '25
;

trainers dgveloped by NP1 over the last 2 yeari, instead
of trainers nominated

the projects.

Third, one or

two 0111 staff should work with the training team to-

provide expertise on materials and logistics.

While such an approach might render regional training,
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..1

feasible, it would involve np significant savings of
funds over the existing approach,

It would, howevet,

pezmit-increased training activities by NPI and would
-also free NPI staff to develop additional :raining
w

materials.

Since maintaining.a permanent regional

training staff would be inordinately expensive, NPI
.

.

would assemble the.trainers'as needed and maintain the.
,.

othet functions it performs on a national basis.

NPI

° might organize training sessions involving 'several

regions for example to de'iver highly specialized
;programs.*

4

1

Given the limitations of regional exportation NPI
has considered other forms/ of delivery.

The first is

exporting smaller, more manageable training packages
directly to projects that can effectively use them.

These packages, while no substitute for the full
* It is unlikely that paralegal training costs will
fall much below what they are now so long as paralegals
are given intensive training. To train a paralegal in
basic 'skills in a substantive specialty area costs a
minimum of $250 to $300 (travel, room and board,
materials). These figures are comparable to the cost
of LSTP lawyer training. Such costs are noteut of
liie witIrgeneral education costs around the country.,
The Federal'Government, asta rule pays $100 to $150
a day for training employees. At the Federal rate,
NPI training would cost $606 to $900 par person.fgr
a 6-day training program.

7
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Fj

training programs, are structured e tbfr to improve
on-the-job apprenticeship training 1r .,:l proceed and

1

- ..

follow NPI training

a supplemental, dOntinuing

education program.

They would also provide materials

i

to train paralegal coordinators aadsugersors.
Paralegals need_avallety of kn wledge

skills, and
\

experience to progress from beginne

to a f lly competent

practitioner, and intensive trainin

supplie

of those needs.' Foriliple, only

only part

he projec s in a

given state can provide an effectivf knowledge of
state and local law.

supplementation of

I

To support anid encourage

intensive,

roject

trainiing, NPI has p epared

a guide for training, utiliiing anc supervising
paralegals for use by projects.

ee section II off this

report.)

An alternative, which would p ovide considerable
eifiCiency, would be to train par legals from the
easterL half of the country at a permanent training
site in WashingtOn, D.C.

A cost analysis made by NP1

im January 1975, indicates that some savings would
result despite increased paralegal travel .coSts.

\

An

.4

important facto-r in considering this approach is that\

the staff,could provide more training because substan\

tially less energy would be

travel and logistics.

ex+ded

in exhausting

r

This-approach should 'permit NPI\

to add three or four training

1. 8 )

rograms a year for the

\,
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extra cost of paralegal travel, room, and board.

No

-

additional staff would be needed, since ,some of the
outside cadre of trainers developed in 'the last.2 years.

liOuld be used.

.

Since NPI currently trains appro4jmately

150.paralegals wyear (b programs for groups of 2' to
26 each), this increase would mealV training aboi

250

4

paralegals a year.'

If the decision is made to expand paralegal training
resources, a permanent-facility has much to recommend it.
4 logical extension would be to develop a training site
in the West.

The two training centers could work with

stable training agenda free from the demands of excessive
logistical problems.

An.inereas'ed.flow of regularly

scheduled training should result.

Serious consideration also-has been given to

.traning paralegals in groups of up to 100 in order to
achieve economies of scale.

Wile such an increase does

not reduce the number of trainers, travel costs, or

costs ofood, lodging, and materials per trainee, it
does redLce other costs.

,

Such training is feasible;

however, the slight increase in savings per trainee .is
not worth the iliminished results.

NPIand its evaluatOrs

agree tint approximately 24 trainees is a "critical` mass".

for providing the right interchange of ideas, experiences,
and energy.

In larger groups, these important forces tend

to dissipate.

18i

Another development in the delivery_of paralegal
training should' be ,discussed.

Approximately 8 major

projects around the country have developed paralegal
units of up to 24 paralegalsilMost of these projects
use VISTA volunteers or have received major grants from
non-CSA sources.

Many Of these projects have appointed

full-time paralegal coordinators who are experienced,
trainers..

Given the curriculum preparation of NU,

the presertCe- of an experienced, full-time trainer/

-coordinator, and, usually, supplemental funding, these

projects can perform their own training.

Sometimes

they can assist neighboring projects as well.
in most ,cases," need

NPI,

Only supply materials and occasional'

technical assistance.

These projects' are a major

exceptith to the rule that projects cannot conduct fullscale training.

(See section III for a model for such

Vraining.t)

A drawback to the training these proierts offer is
"tat the -training must usually be spread out over

several months with 'a resulting loss of intensity
role-play sequence.

in

the

This loss is offset by the fact

that the program can cover more of the available
_curriculum than can be encompassed in a single intensive

program and can focus heavily oh state and local law.

X82

C.
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As the paralegal movement continues to expand,

.

additional large projects may be able to conduct in.::

depth training With minimal NPI assistance.

This stage

will'be:characterized by utilization of a sizable num-

ber of paralegals, designation of afuLly qualified
trainer/coordinator, and separate paralegal grants
supplementing ;he basic project grant.
.
.

To aid in this development, NPl_is involving four
project-based paralegal trainers fn-e-aCrof its training
programs.

The intention is -that the large projects in

Legal Services will be able to train their own paralegals,
just as under tutelage from LSTP some can now train
their own lawyers.

With NPI continuing to develop courses

and materials and to train project-based paralegal
trainer's, this development may substantially increase the
amount of available paralegal training.

Most projects, however, will continueto look to
NPI for training, supplemental materials, and guidance
...

in utilizing paralegals.

In this fast-breaking field,

a national organization will have to continue to
coordinate developments, produce new materials, develop
new training techniques, and refine roles and functions.
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MODELS FQR ORIENTATION, SUPERVISION.,

AND UTILIZATION OF OUTSIDE RESOURCES

The information in section II on- structure aid
s

i

utilization is relevant to almost all projects.

It is

at the training stage, after hiring and orientation,
that distinctions arise.belmeen projects of different
sizes.

A model for paralegal trainingifor large projects

4

with substantial resources is found in section III.
This section, while relevant to all projects
employing paralegals, is particularly directed to the
small to medium-sized Legal Services programs that
establish paralegal components but lack sufficient
resources for a full-scale training prograt.

Such

progra.ns are still obliged to provide training

opportunities to their paralegals.

If programs are

unwilling to make such a commitment, paralegals should
not be employed.

It is a disservice to clients, and

a violation of the Legal Services mandate'," to provide.

services by untrained persons who learn at the client's
pense.

An initial expenditure of resources should

ave a'long-term payoff in both quality and quantity of
/services to clients.

184
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TRAINING DURING THE VIENTATION-APPRENTICESHIP STAGE
The orientation-apprenticeShip stage should be .an

intensive leaTningand evaluative stage.

The supervisor

must make an initial assessment of t' attitudes,
knowledge, and skills the paralegal brings to the job.
Dased on that assessment, assignments can be made and
tentative goals established.

Since supervi ion is an

ongoing process, learning tasks can be accelerated or

slowed down, depending on the paralegall.S progreSs.
Ultimate responsibility for cases rests with the
supervisor.

The supervisor is also responsible for

meshing assignments with other parts of the orientation
and training'program.

Developing learning experiences involves combining
different ways, of learning,'such_as observation',..

simulation exercises such as role playing; study;
4
writing; dis-C4SSion; and doing.

A learningsequence might be developed as follows.
The,supervisor selects a client with an interesting
problem which seems clearly presented from the
1

infoi-mation in the case record.

The paralegal reads the

case record, as well as study material' selected by the

suviificiiiViti'eholp from the .paralegal coordinator)
in

Ilto..-s-4115tantve
i

law related to the problem.

Supervisor and paralegal then discuss the problem,
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as well as the kind of questions that must b'e asked.in
order,to act on it.

The paralegal then sits in on the

-

fact-finding interview as an observer.

Before this can

be done, the client's permission, must be gained, thus

providin6 ah oppbrtunity to discuss "confidentiality."

---TheParalegal_is_aaked_to_write up what occurred
during the inter4iew, including a description of the,
client; a summary of the informa'ion gathered; a determination of the problem or problems- a plan of action;
1

and impressions of interviewing skills, such as.

establishing rapport and listening to the client.
Supervisor and paralegal,disucss the written
material, clarify the issues, and engage in role-play so
that the paralegal can demonstrate how he might have
,

handled the interview.

When dealing with skill-such as

interviewing it is important to engate the paralegal in
a

doing, rather than just talking

.

It is equallr'important

to support the paralegal's efforts in role-play so as
not to discourage him.

,

This means that Criticism must

be given in a positive context o' emphasizing good
points asiwell as bad.

The supervisor might next assign the paralegal
investigative work, such as. securing documentation.

When

the documentation is secured, there is discussion about

IU
8

4
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the completeness,of the documentation and any problems
encountered in securing it.

Again, such issues as,

getting the client's written authorization to secure
documentation can be discussed.
The next step might be either to hive the paralegal
sit in on a followup interview or start on a new case
with an initidl interview with another client.

Ideally

the paralegal should follow a few cases from observation
to final-resolution of the problem.

At some point the Supervisor decides that the
,

1

paralegal i5 ready to int,erview a client himself with
the supervisor as observer.

The same careful process of

study, discussion, writing, analysis, and role-play
takes: place.

Finally, the supervisor decides that the paralegal
can interview a client alode.

At this stage, study,

discussion, writing,. and role-play become even more
important.

AFTER THE APPRENTICESHIP STAGE
When the orientation-apprenticeship stage ends,
there should be a thorough written and oral evaluation
of the paralegal's performance, analyzing his strengths
and weaknesses.

At. the conclusion of this stage there should be a

1
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discussion of the ongoing supervisory process.

With

the paralegal's gradual assumption of more cases and
.

responsfbilities,'there may be a gradual withdrawal of
very close supervision.

Instead of discussing every

case extensively', the supervisor may review written

case records, selecting for discussion only those
- cases in which the supervisor has questions.and/or

in which the paralegal has requested help.

Those areas"

pinpointed during evaluation as'needing strengthening
are given special, attention.

At least once a yearthere

should be a formal evaluation similar to the one at the
end of the apprenticeship period.
- .There should be continuing consultation between the

supervisor and the coordinator about ongoing educational
needs.

And, of course, the supervisor is responsible for

providing.followup'for outside training.
FOLLOWtJP BEGINNERS TRAINING PROGRAM

It is asstaned,based on recommendations in prior
sections of this report, that new paralegals will be

'

sent to NPI's Beginners Training Program sometime
around the third month on the job. 'Paralegals usually
return to their programs from NPI training very

enthusiastic about both the trainiu and utilizing
their new knowledge.

-

However, unless there
is follow,

1 8 (3
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up on the training, much ofthe benefit is lost.

In

order Ito maximize learning, it is necessary, first, for
the paralegal- coordinator and supervisor to know.what
was taught:

The next step is to plan a progr m,

together with the paralegal, which will build on the
outside training.
1.

\.t4

I

4

3.

0

Some 0Ossibilities are:

Legal research:
Develop research assignments
and help paralegals to 'use the 'law library and
other resources.

Unauthor ized practice: Review with the
Daralepl specific state laws and also the
safeguards built into the Legal Services
program to protept the paralegal, e.g.,
superivisiom Emphasize he mutual
responsibility of paralegal and lawyer.

Skills training: _Provide opportunities in
the supervisory process for developing
skills, through rode -play and critiquing,
as well as through observing the.paralegal
in the actual performance ofosuch skills,
with followup critiquing.
,

1

4.

ay,

Substutiye law:" 'Depending on the specialty
of the iparalegal, plan to have sessions
reviewing the law, as well as assiming
selected studylnaterials:- Since the
paralegals shOuld understand the basic.
concepts,iit should be much easier to
teach specifics of the law. Again, a
combination oc,lecture, study assignments, V
and role-play should be used.

UTILIZING RESOURCE MATERIALS

NPIlhas been involved fbr the past few years in
developing a range of teaching and study materials,
films, and video tapes, many of which are available

I
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'N for rent or sale.

A list of these materials is

,attached as appendix

D.

The.paralegal coordinator should review all,

available material to see how it fits in with the
educational' needs of the paralegals.

Orm; set of material, designed for in-house training,

focuses on skills training.

It includes both trainee

and trainer handbooks, as well as a film ent/itled

Fact-Gathering and the
P
The trainer's handbook othrs

",Paralegal Interviewing:

Human Perspective."

suggestions on training in general and provides
exercises

developing interviewing Skills.

The

sectionon role-play should be particularly useful to
supervisors who want to utilize this technique with
0

their paralegals.

Several advocate's handbooks on substantive law,

are 4vailableoincludingone on SSI and another on
AFDC which are Suitable_farjpardlegals to use both for.
training andofor'yeference.

4

Another book, Teaching Advocacy:

Learner-Focused,

Training for Paralgals, deals with a range of
eduCational issues and focuses especially on 'the role of
the supervi,sor as educator:

role-play exercises.

It, includes a number of

'v

0
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USING OUTSIDE RESOURCES
.

The use of outside resources is especially important

in developing an ongoing training program.

The

paralegal coordinator should be aware of any training
programs sponsored by other agencies, including nearby
Legal Setvices offices and other social agencies.

He

should seek out the programs that might be useful to
paralegals.

Another long-term resource possibility is the
comijrunity college system.

t,"

Most community collegeg Are

making greater efforts to meet the n eds of adults,
arid there has been,aisurprising increase in the number
t

or paralegal programs.

Most of these programs, however,

hive developed withoqt input from the public sector,
including Legal Services programs.

Most community

(Aleges would be happy to allow a Legal Services
representative to serve on an advisory committee.

In the

evenethat no program has been deyeloped, the community
;ervik .s.division or adult education division of the

pudic school or community college ,system should be
t

4ntacted and asked about the potential for developing
1

such a program.
I

0

Possibilities range from summer workshops to a full

19
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2 -year course for credit.

In some colleges programs

have been develope'I which give credit for an-the-job

performance with other courses being given at night
for the convenience of wo.'cing paralegals.

In view of the national move toward accreditation,

it is important to take part in the deverapmentof.
training programs to insure that they meet the needs of
Legal Services.
Finally', NPIldoes advanced specialty training.

NPI

already has p ogi4ms for teaching substantive AFDC, SSI,
and Social S sui-ity disability law coupled with skills
training it

interviewing, investigation, negotiation, and

representation at an administrative bearing.

These

programs should be made available to paralegals involved
in specialization.

New programs in consumer law,

unemployment, and 'areas paiticularly important,to senior

citizens will be developed in the next year.

I1
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:MODEL FOR TRAINING By LARGER PROJECTS

INTRODUCTION
.

Thiijtport assumes that every Legal Servicei

program which employs paralegals is willing to make a
commitment to paralegal training. oThe preceding section
described types of training avai',ble for small to mediumsized programs that lack the resources for a full-scale

training program.' This section will discuss additional
training possibilities for thosk Legal Services projects
with 'the capacity to conduct their own in depth training
I

programs.

It will also present a model training format.
.

ELEMENTS NECESSARY FOR FULL-SCALE TRAINING CAPABILITY
Every Legal Services project can and should conduct
the type of in-house training and supervision discussed
in the preceding section.

Necessary elements to make

full-scale training feasible are money, large numbers
of paralegals, and the capacity to develop localized
training materials.
Money

There have been no Legal Services projects to our

knowledgethatbameb'een able to organize a full-Scalp '

19J
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paralegal training, program* without receiving

supplemental funds.

This funding has come from

Federal and state sources as wellas from private
foundations.

One important function of the paralegal

coordinator is to try and locate supplemental funding
sources.

Large Number of Paralegals
To, justify thb investment necessary for full-scale

training, a prdject should have.a sizable .number of
paralegals to train.

These may include CSX=funded

.

paralegals, VISTAs, or paralegals on loan from a CAP
agency.

According to a 197S NPI survey, there are

approximately 25 projects that meet the criteria for
conducting full-scale training.

Design of.Training Materials
Once a project has the desire and ability to
conduct full-scale paralegal training, it must determine
an 'appropriate training format and design materials to

be used.

The following section offers a model training'
format which a Legal Servicds project could adopt to
deliver its own paralegal training.

It explains how

* "Full- scale" is a relative term, intended to mean a
number of carefully designed sessions lasting'3 or more
days, using. materials written particularly for Legal
SeYVIOersparalegals: -Aprogram...roughly equivalent to a
semester course (4S hours). of organized teaching wciurd-

be full scale.

I9
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such a prpgram should be organized and discusses, some

necessary materials.

Following presentation of the training model, some
of the training materials developed by NPI will be
discussed.

These materials have been revised and refined

through actual delivery of training and evaluation of its
impact on paralegals.

An, individual Legal Services
I

0

project can dras4 in whole or in part on these materials
as it develops its own model.

Over the past 3 years NPI has developed ari approach
to training which has been well iseceived by paralegals
and by

sev/ eral

teams of evaluators.

NP -I's training

philosophy is that skills relating to substantive law
should be integrated through hypothetical problems,
role-play, and analysis of the problems posed by a

simulated case.*
DETERMINATION OF THE NEED AND PLANNING FOR THE TRAINING

Before developing a comprehensive training program
for paralegals, the need for training should be assessed.

The first step in such an assessment is to evaluate
*In a study funded by the Office of Education, the American
Association of Community and Junior Colleges similarly
,concluded that the education core of paralegal training
should emphasize skills development.
.
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the service needs of the client commin.ity.
of. legal problems. do the clients have?

project meeting their needs?

What kind-

How is the

Will systelpatizing

divorce cases and turning them over to paralegals free
lawyers for other f unctions? ,Qr is the administrative

caseload such-that AFDC and SSI specialist paralegals

are needed?Will paralegals function best in specialty
1
'units or in smaller neighborhood. offices?

Onc e a project has dedided what paralegal functions

will be, a training plan can be developed.

The plan

should reflect offic'e structure, degree of available

lawyer supervision, educational level of paralegals

to be hired, and functions they will,perford (and
'where known, the an ticipated duration of their employ.

ment).

Trained paralegals are usually specialists, but
some projects use them as generalists.

The training

needs of the two differ, just as training needs for
TUI-1-time, permanent staff may differ from the,needs of
°temporary staff.

PARALEGAL COORDINATOR
The success of a paralegAl program is probably more
'dependent on the paralegal coordinator than on almost
any other factor.

'Section II of this report dicusses

19d

the coordinator's respasibilities.

In a project which

7,
.

conducts intensive, full-scale training, a coordinator

will also be esponsibIe for organir:ng the training
program.

Other responsibilities will include seeking

additional training funds; coordinating design of the
materials; organizing and preparing a training team;
designing a schedule; acquiring facilities; and
supervising the training program.
PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

This training model is designed for paralegals who
will specialize in administrative law.

It provides for

training in basic legal skills, such as interviewing,
investigation, fact-law analysis, negptiation, and
presentation of evidence at 'administrative agency
hearings.

In addition to skills it allows a prOject

to tr ?in in twc areas of substantive law.

Thismodel

is designed for training paralegals in groups or
multiples of four.
!iubstantive law.

Each group covers one area of
Basic methods of training are lecture,

open discussion, and role-play.

The following summarizes the sequence of events for
11 4-day intensive training program.

Every session begins

with the trainer presenting a summary of the session,
including purpose of the session, material to be'covered,

19/

method of presentation, and how the session fits into
the overall training program.
they occur.

Events are listed as

Sample master and trainee schedules follow

the narrative.

THE CURRICULUM
Introduction to the Training Program
This session is scheduled for 1 hour.

Its purpose is

to provide an overview of the training program and
logistical information, introduce the training staff,

and allow the trainees to ask general questions about
the training.
Social- Hour

A social hour is scheduled for the first night to
enable the trainees and,trainers to meet informally.

.

The project should pay for refreshments and all trainers
should attend.

Unauthorized Practice

This session is scheduled for 2 hours and,is taught
to all trainees simultaneously.
paralegals

The session acquaints

.th theconceptg of authorized and

unauthorized p-nctice of law.

It begins with a

description of the session and an explanation of the
yurces of unauthorized
are then

practite rules.

dramatized.

19
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In order to highlight and discuss these key issues
P

NPI has designed a hypothetical, three-count cohplaint
charging a paralegal with unauthorized practice of law.
After the paralegals have had a chance to discuss.a
count, two trainers, playing the roles of counsel for
the bar association and defense attorney for the
paralegal, present arguments.on each sicke of the issue.

A third trainer serves as judge-moderator and leads
the discussion.

The moderator also tells the paralegals

what the prevailing legal rules are for each issue and
highlights any local or national trends.
Advocacy and Professional Responsibility
This session is scheduled for 2 hours and 15 minutes.
Both groups participate simultaneously.

Three trainers

are needed.

The purpose is to get the trainees to discuss some

of the basic ethical questions encountered when performing as an advocate in a Legal Services project.

The

Ald Code of Professional Responsibility, particularly
the nine Canons, and ABA Formal Ethics Opinion 334,
dealing with advertising and solicitation rules, are
discussed.

Next, several situations are presented

through role-play by the trainers.

These situations

illustrate such problems asa client who lies,

.
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confidentiality, conflict of interest, disagreement with
the goals of the client, dislike of a client, and
caseload management.

The trainees can engage in

dis',

cussion and participate in role-play as they seek an
understanding of the issues raised.
c.

Review of the Substantive Law and Introduction,to
the-Problem.
41

In this session, scheduled for 4 hours, the group
are divided into two specialty groups.

One trainer is:

required for each substantive law settion.
The purpose of this session is to provide a comprehensive review of substantive law concepts; describe

the role the paralegals will assume during the next stages
of the training program; and distribute anddkscuss the

law of the problem (usuallyestatutes and/or regulations).
Documents that will be used during the rest of training'

will also be described.
1

The design of the two substantive law section
should be based on loocal or state law.

Before the actual training session trainqes should
receive an overview of substantive law and familiarize °'

themselves with the specific area they will be working
x

with.

This should include information about the

structure of the agency(s) administering the law,

the regulations governing the agency, and the procedures
...

usqd by the agency.

ft

0
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Review of the Law of the Problem

This session-is scheduled for 1 hour:

One trainer,

well acquainted with the law% should conduct this session.
Its purpose is to review the law to make sure ghat each
participant can understand and use it.

This can-best be

achieved by devefoping a set of programmed-learning
problems, based on the law, which are distributed after
the introduction to the probl6m.

The trainees should

complete these problems before this session.

.

This

4

review then reinforces ghat the trainees have alreadyworked through.

Introduction to the Legal System
and Ltral Terminology
Legal 1Zr:search;

This session scheduled for 2 hours, is conducted by
one trainer.
44'

this has always been one of NPI's most popular
courses.

Paralegals generally come into the course

quite mystified about the structure of the legal system,
legal terminology, and legal resources.

They should

leave with a clear understanding of the legislative and
judicial systeins, both,state pnd Federal, how to use a

series of law books, and how those tools relate to
each other.

NPI provides a simple welfare problem.

The trainer can lead the trainees step-by-step through
the United States Code Annotated:(and its pocket parts),

.3
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United States Reports., Shepard's United States Citations,

the Code of Federal Regulations, and the,Federal.
Register.

As a result of this course, many paralegals

gain the confidence to use the resources of the law
library.

Interview Components
It is

This session is.scheduled for 1 1/2.. hours.
conducted, by one trainer.

The overall' purpose of the

interview seAuencesis to teach paralegals the importance
,

of conducting a skilled client-interview, including
.

.

such elements as the relationship between the client find
/

the paralegal and gathering and assessing facts.
The session concentrates on three parts of an inter-

view that have been troublesome to paralegals
paralegal's greeting of the client,

(2)

(1) the

the explanation

giy,en to the chelit regarding the paralegal's role, and
-

-

(3) the paralegal's explanation of the procedures,

necessary to resolve the problem.
Interview'Role:Pla

and Comments

Two hours are alloweil for this session.

The purpose

of interview role-play is to enable the paralegals to
conduct a c3iert interview with a trainer present to
offer constructive comments( The interview should be'
4
based on a carefully constructed set of facts. The average
interview lasts 45 minutes tar an hour; the remainder of

t
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'.
e

-the time is devoted
to comments.
.

An actress should play

ole of the client (sie p. /Di, ssupra).
role
:
.

.

Each paralegal should have, an ihdiVidual,room in

which to conduct hie interview.

The room 'should be

arrnnged so that.the,trainer is .as ..unobstrusixee at

possible.

0

The trainer-observer Must remain silent,

taV.ng'detailed and, where possible, verbatim notes on
the interview.

Notes are essential for making specific

comments on the trainee's performanCe.
The critique after the interview role -play must gg
' conducted with extreme delicacy and sensitivity.

Comments should emphasize good points.

The paralegal

should give a Self-evaluation of the intentiew before
the trainer's

comments.

Time might also be spent

discussing basic eleMentS of a good interview, relating
them to the trainee's performance where possible.
At the end of this session, the paralegals shopld
receive a set-rof stiphlated facts upon whiqh the rest:

of the training problem Joni be based.

They should be

informed that fpr purposes of t1/4ontinuf.ty these facts
will be used for the remainder of the.training

regardless of what they have discovered in their
individual interview role -play.

2 '3.3
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Investigation

6

o

Three hours and 45 minutes are allowed for this
session.

Its purpose is to TrIppnt various techniques

foT gathering, evaluating, and "analyzing data.
session should begin

The,

discussionof simple,_

straightforward definitions of what evidence is, how
it is gathered, and how it.a used in an administrative
case.

41

The second phase, "Fact/Law Analysis,"is an.

O

exercise in setting out and analyzing the facts and law

t

' of the case, keeping i.n,mind,the concepts of gathering
Paralegals
e'vidence to support the client's claim.
and are
are given blank Fact/Law Analysis sheets
two,of the issues of the
allowed to work through one or

At this point the

case with the trainer's assistance.

witnesses.\
paralegals have identified several potential
witnesses.
There should be a discussion of interviewing

Preparation and Instruction for Negotiation
The, pcurpose of this 3 hour session is to-teach

to negotiate.
some of the concepts and skills necessary
frame:
The session must establish a.general conceptual
negotiator,
work for negotiation, such as the role of the
situation,
role of the client, analysis of the bargaining
of p
"development of the bargaining range, development

negotiation strategy, and use of negotiations as a
,

2

.

.0
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1

vehicle for discovery.

The conceptual framework must

then be related to the fact's of the case.

At this point much emphasis must be placed on
organizing the facth and the law.

The trainees need

the opportunity to thidk about and prepare tactics and
settlement positions.
J

This session should also provide general
instructions for the forthcoming negotiation re,__ -play

session; therefore, discussion should focus on
plepa iirg 'the case problem.

Negotiation Role-Play and Comments
The session is pcheduled for 1 hour apd IS minutes.

The trainees represent the client at the negotiation
role-play whqe.the trainer acts, as the agency
representative.

Issues should be.negotiated with a

discussion oreritique fo.11Pwing.
The paralegal should be allowed to discuss and
analyze his performance and the trainer' should focus on
qoliiiogeneral skills of negotiation.

It may be 'helpful

for the trainer to first allow the trainee to discuss
the performance.

Then4the trainer can trace the course

of the,negOtiation through its various phases and discuss
the trainee's plan and whether his strategies were
successful.

v.

2'J3

4
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Preparation and Instruction for
Administrative ifearing
This section prepares trainees fbr an administrative
hearing.

Training materials should reflect the actual

procedures used by state or local agencies in their
hearings.

Preparation for a hearing is quite sophisticated
and complex.

Four hours are allowed for the session.

The preparation and instruction phase should show
trainees what actually happens at an administrative
hearing.
Trainees are taugikt,J

to analyze the legal

elements of the client's case, including applicable
regulations; legal'requirements which the other side
must satisfy; and how to antizipate the. opposition's
case.

At the beginning of this session the trainer should
0

review certain terms and rules of evidence used in the
proceeding.

The hedring preparation also incluU thei
following:

1. .Organizing a hearing notebook.
2.

Outlining the legal issues of the case.

3.

Discussing each legal is'sue and the facts
needed to prove the trainee's case and
to disprove the opposition's.

2 it;

'1'

.
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°

Considering possible objections and crossexamination strategy
.

5.

Developing opening and closing statements.

Introduction for Client Preparation:

.

After working on individual preparation of the
case, the t ;ainees meet with the trainer for 1 hour to

receive instruction on.client preparation.

The lack of adequate witness (actor) preparation
has sometimes been a problem during trainee - conducted
hearings.

Immediately after this preparation session,

an hour is spent preparing the witness.

At that time,

the trainees should explain the hearing procedures and
brief the witness for direct and cross-examination.
Major themes of the case should be discussed, including
the strong and weak arguments of the case.

Hearing Role-Play and Comments
.

The session for hearing role-play and comments is
.

3

3

2 hours long.

The trainer serves as an administrative

law judge or hearing officer.

The basic problem for

the hearing officer is strikingaa balance between
,

.

letting the trainee present his case and giving enough
direction so that the trainee does not go off On
tangents.

The hearing officer should rule on evidence

submitted by the trainee and, if the trainee is mistaken
.

about a certain procedure, the trainer must be able
.,

2 '.)

1,
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correct him without leaving the role of hearing officer.
0-

The trainer should allow at least 45 minutes for
comments at the end of the hearing.

Closing
Training may end in various ways.

NPI recommends

thit the paralegals be brought together to discuss the
training and to make suggestions and recommendations.

SELECTION OF PARALEGALS FOR TRAINING
.

The model provides for intensive and sophisticated

skills and substantive- law training and is recommended

for trainees with at least 4 to 6 months of Legal
Services experience, including some client contact and
direct :experience working on client problems.

Although selection should not be based solely on
aptitude or,educational levd1, a trainee must have good
reading comprehension skills to deal with the case
problem.

The paralegal's job assignment is the most important
The project must be prepared to allow a

factor.

paralegal to use the skills acquired in training.

While

some skills *mild be appropriate for almot any paralegal

work, this training is-aimed at those who do, or will be
doing, administrative law work.
.

.

Before the paralegal's arrival at the training site,
trainhe should have received precise information on the
...
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ing.program, facilities and living arrangements, travel
reimbursement, as well as some of the training materials.
In addition, trainees should receive an overview

of the substantive law to be covered and should have an
opportunity to become familiar with the specific law to
be used in training, including the statutes, regulations,
and proc6dures of the agency administering the law.
THE TRAINERS

Once a project has decided to offer a major training
program, it must assemble a training team.

Good trainers

are essential for good training.
A trainer mist be thoroughly skilled and experienced
in the subject'he is to present.

In order to discuss

health law, a trainer should know substantive health law and
be an experienced health law.advocate.

In order to.

teach Interviewing, the trainer must have had interviewing experience and have analyzed the skill
sufficiently to be able to make an orderly and cogent
prdsentation.

Knowledge of basic substantive law is not enough
to make a successful trainer.

Trainers must be

interested in and committed to utilizing paralegals.
They must be able to perceive the needs of individual
trainees alnd be sensitive to those needs.

Where

\
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possible, paralegals Should be part of the training'
In addition, to their substantive knowledge,

team.
.

paralegals provide effective role models- and can deal

with unique problems trainees may have in defining their
jobs and status.

Paralegals who haN4 participated in

NPI training as trainees might be potential trainer
candidates.

A trainer must spend sufficient time preparing fa;
He should review all training materials and

the course.

prepare an outline of each presentation for which he
is responsible.

A trainer should also participate in the

trainer-preparation session. described below, if the
project will be using NPI materials.
Each trainer shoUld be totally freed from regular,

duties to prevent conflicts between training and office\
work,.

This is essential where short-term, intensive

In the case oflong-term training,

training is involved.

the trainer should have'his normal workload reduced so
that he can spend the necessary time in training.

A trainer should he able to organize and present
paterial,and information coherently and in a stimula,

ting manner.

Training must be viewed as more than

traditional classroom lecturing or informational
teaching.

Each paralegal must have the opportunity to
t

present views and develOp skIlls.

,
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RECRUITMENT OF TRAINERS
The training coordinator will need to deivote

substantial effort recruiting the training team.

The

coordinator should look for the qualifications mentioned
above.

The training that has been described works well

only if trainers are concerned not only with the
presentation of an individual training component but
also with the success of the entire program.
P

rollolviiqg are potential source's for recruiting

a training team.

Attorneys and Paralegals Within the'Project
The coordinator might first look to project personnel.

Project staffshould be part of the training

team since they can explain how the project works and
how"various cases,,are handled.

In choosing staff

personnel, the coordinator will have to take into account
not only the competence and interest of the individual
but also the relationships between potential trainers
and trainees.

Outside Trainers
Outside trainers may include attorneys of paralegals
from other Legal Services projects that have done paralegal
training.

They may also include agency officials, court

personnel, or private attorneys.

2
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NPI Staff

NPI has a training staff that has developed and
presented NPI course materials.

Members of this staff

are available to assist in individual training sessions,
conducted by a Legal Services project.
NPI Consultants

Ovdr the past 3 years NPI has been assisted by
outside consultants who have helped design and delive;
A list of these. consultants,

paralegal training programs.

who serve as part-time trainers, has been compiled and
is available to any project conducting an individual
training session.

NPI considers any listed ,terson to be

a skillful, experienced trainer, fully familiar with
NPI materials.

TRAINERS MANUAL

By using the training format described above, a
project can use NPI materials to deliver its own program.

In order to explain its materials and teaching
techniques NPI has developed a trainers manual.

This

manual supplies a detailed, session-by-session description
of how to conduct a training program, including a summary

of each training document to be uSed.
The trainers manual explains the rationale for the
curriculum's structure,- its general goals, and the

,

G I. 4
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logistical considerations of running a program.

It also

describes concepts which can be communicated by the
trainers and particular teaching.techniques and exercises which have proved successful.

This manual can be used by any trainer who uses
_

NPI training materials in whole or in part.
TRAINER PREPARATION

-

p

From experience in distributing training materials
nationwide, NPI and CSA evaluation teams have reached
0

the conclusion that using NPI materials along with' the

trainers manual may net he sufficient to enable a
Legal Services project to conduct a successful training
program.

The individual trainers need a personal

orientation to an NPI ,program in order to deliver it

effectively. To meet this need, two methods,of training
trainers from Legal Services projects have Ween developed
One method is to invite trainers from the field to
a regularly scheduled NPI training session.

Trainers

receive the materials, trainers manual, and schedule a
few weeks in advance and are asked to arrive 1 day before
the conference.

This day is spent studying, with NPI's

help, the techniques and materials to be used during
training.

At the conference, project trainers are

primarily observers; however; they are also asked to

213
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help teach some of the sessions.

After this. 5 to 7 day

'

period of observing and participating in the program,
project trainers become familiar' with the materials

and how thpy are presented.

Over the past 6 months NPI has invited trainers
from Regions,'.I, II, III, IV, V, XIII, and X to serve

as observer-trainers.

Each NPI session has included

approximately four observer-traiders who were selected
by the regional directors on the basis of their
These trainers, having observed and participated_ in an

NPI session, should be prepared to use'NPI training
materials within ,thir project of region.
this method also helps create a cadre of qualified
trainers in the field available to work with other
prclfects.

The second method is to.schedule a 2 to 3 day
session explaining NPI materials and techniques to an
entire training team.

During'this orientation NPI

staff trainers explain the format of the program and any
scheduling problems that may arise.

The trainers manual

and training materials are discussed with suggestions
on possible changes to make the program more applicable
to the individual project or region.

'2.14

Special attention

.14
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4.

is given to'the techniques of getting trainee
-

pa"rticipation with emphasis on the role-play simulations

throughout the training$4
This method, used by NPI to train-regional and

.

state training teams in Regions III, IV; V. and VIII,
could also be used for individual_or joint- project
.00

_training.

This method of training is preferred when

trainers are to take a leading (rather than observer)
Tole in presenting a training program.
LOGISTICS

To in$ure smooth operation of the training Program
the coordinator must ne aware of the many-logistical

details arising before and during training: Following
are suggestions on how to avoid problem areas.

0

Facilities

Because of the intensity and demands of the training
program, it should be conducted at an overnight retreat
or conference, center rather than at or nZar the office.

This alleviates burdensome commuting, all6ws the
trainers and irainees to get together for discussions
and exchangles of ideas after class hours, and eliminates
the distractions of work and family.

If long-distance

travel is required to reach the site, it is advisable

2
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that prearranged travel plans be made.

Piepaid

reservations made by the project will ,,insure that all

participants arrive and depart at the designated time,
In addition to sleeping rooms .for the trainees and

trainers the training site should have classrooms and at
-

least one social area for participants to use after
class hours.

The number and size of the classrooms will

vary with the number of trainees,
---Scheduling
A copy of the schedule used for this 5 -day training
model follow; this section of 'the report.

The, master

schedule should be diAributed to each trainer.

The'

model is designed howeVer, 'to be.utikized to train ins,
multiples of four.

The number of participants may be

increased by adding multiples of two io each of the
groups (A and B).

It is.important that each class

.

or subclass be limited to 12 participants. 'This assures
full trainee participation,.

The schedules of the trainees hre staggered so that
Group B receives Legal Research at the beginning of
training,, and Group A'receives it at the end.

Staggering

insures that- the two groups nevr.have a role-play
_session at the same time, thus reducing the number of
necessary trainers, rooms, and actresses.

An example

of an individual wiralegal's schedule is attached.

216
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Actresses for'Model Training

Actresses will be needed tooplay clients during
role -play.

They can be hired from the client community,

university drama departments, and amateur or community
theater groups.

In order to hake the role-play as

realistic as possiple, the actresses should be unknown
to the paralegals.

portray a client in

They should he able to credibly
hypothetical case.

For the schedule designed for eight-paralegals,
four actresses are needed.

,

.

Each paralegal will conduct an initial interview
with the client, have a chance to prepare her for the
hearing, and have her serve as a witness at the hearing.
.9

At least

1 week before the training, each actress

should be given packets of materials for the roles.

iacket should contain the faCt

the'case, a

.

Each
"

civonologial case history of the client, anany
documents.or'torms that the client will posseSs in'the
r; hypothetical

case.

Actresses should be,thoroughly

familiar with the materials before-they medej the trainers.

;A day or two before the first role-play, two trainers

.

,should fleet the ,actresses and discuss their roles and

schedules.

It is helpful for the trainers to1116strate

protions of a typical role -61ay situation to give the
actresses some idea of how i,t will go.

211
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about the rale should be discussed at this time.

It

shbu)d be str,essed ..that the actresses must use only

,

the given facts and not ad to or change 'them.
Theactresses should understand their impoitance-,

to

tlfe'entite training

program.

The part they'play

in the interview, client preparation, and hearing is
rinpOrtant to the paralegal's learning experience.

They must be prompt and know the facti thoroughly.
The cost, of'hiring, actresses will vary depending

son what region and group!-they 'are from.

At MOO per

hour, the, cost of actresses for the model schedule
wouldibe $240.

NPI recommends that funds be set aside

to pay actresses.

commitment io the

A profe.ssional performance and

job

Learning experience.

makes role.play a Valuable,
If money is not available, effort

should be made to rind a group sympathetic to the
,goals of Legftl Serlrices that would' donate 'fhe %necessary

' time.

THE BUDGET
The bUdget reflecti the cost of training for 1
.

project with 12,paralegals andlIptrainers.'
The budget assumes that:
1.

o
,

The project willuse,NPI training materiRls.'

72.8

.,

-

,
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The project will select trainers in consultation with NPrand that two NFl staff
will be part of the training team.
4

2.
'

NPI mill have staff time available an d
perilssion.from,CSA to devote staff time to
the program.

3.

NPr staff time can be provided-free, but the
project will 'pay for,NPI staff travel, `rooms

.

and'boarli,

The project will ,pay for training materials
and'otherexpenses related to training.

5.

Budget

Preliminary 1 daiia-iner.sessjon,
)..

,

a

5 trainers,. room, and boara @'$30
.

$

}50

.

Travel:

.

120

12 trainees @$10'
A

,

30

3 @ $10
2 @ $150

5 trainers:

300
$

.

'Maferials
18 copies @ $30
,3 video tapes @ $25

540

O

75

Room'and'board
.

.

18 foe 5 daya.@ $30
5 days @ $25
Classroom rental:
supplies, refreshments,
Miscellaneous:
,

etc.

.

Total

'2700
125
200

'0
4,090

This-is.a. minimum estimate and, does not include

the' possible expense of preparing local law materials,
using outside. consu) tants, or transporting ,materi'al's'

to the training site.

0

s

0

.

I

.

2.19
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Three years ago, NPI was established to conduct
studies and surveys, design training material, and
.prepale reports and recommendations for 0E0.

Since

,then, NPI has also been mandated to provide technical
assistance, prepare and offer.training programs, and
experimlent with various modes of training.

In 1972 the need for analysis, experimentation:
training, and technical assistance was cleAr.
as clear today.

It remains

The paralegal occupation is still

evolving and its potentialis far from fulfilled.

The

movement has emerged as a new occupation and paralegals

are bringing about fundamental Chum in the delivery
of legal services.

Five years ago there were a handful

of paralegals in Legal Services.
1,200.

Today there are about

In some projects they handle almost 50 percent

.of the caseload.

The recommendations which follow are aimed at
.

strengthening the utilization of paralegals in Legal
'Services, expanding knowledge about paralegals, increasing
available training, and conducting experiments as a
prelude to future policy.

The greatest single need is for training.

The

fpregoing report establishe.5 that paralegals are widely

used, extremely effective, and desired in great numbers

220
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by projects., A paralegal is a layman trained in skills

44

1- and-substantive areas of law.

this time are insufficient.

Training resources at
Withqut.fraining, both on-

the-job and formal, Legal Services will be.snbject to

4

the charge that it is imposing unskilled and unqualified
_

"Te_ople on its clients.

Many steps need to be taken in addition to increasing
the, number of trainers.

The following recommendations

are not necessarily consistent with each other, and

recommendations concerninglraining in particular require
some choices among them.

The recommendations are

addressed both to the Community Services Administration
(GSA) and the new Legal Services Corporation.
Y .
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SECTION IV

RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE
COMMUNITY SERVICES ADMINISTRATION
AND THE
LEGAL SERVICES CORPORATION

r
I-

i

.

.RECOMMENDATIONS

-STATUS OF-PARAtEBA1
1,

ESTABLISH COORDINATION WITH FEDERAL AGENCIES
FUNDING_ ARALEGALS
As the report, shows, slightly less than, half the

Legal Services paralegals are funded by outside sources,

such as CETA, Older Americans Act, and VISTA. _There_
.;

has been little national coordinatibn between the
Legal Services program and these funding sources.

As a

result there is scant Federal agency policy on Legal
Services or on paralegals, even from those agencies
from whom substantial funds are allocated for Legal
Services and paralegals.

There should also be coordination with potential
sources of funding for studies and training, such as the

Office of Education and other divisions of HEW and the
National. Science youndatie.
2,

ASSIST IN ESTABLISHING BROAD BASED ACCREDITATION
AND CERTIFICATION BOARDS
It'is likely that, in the near future, rules for

accreditation of. paralegal training and for

certification of paralegals will be formulated at,state,
and national levels.

These, rules will have an important

2
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impact on shaping the paralegal occupation--who can be

in it, what training paralegals should receive, and
limitations on what they can do..' There is great risk
that protectionist and narrow policies in these areas
will severely limit the.rold of paralegals in Legal
Services.

Many bap associations around the country kave begun
to take control' of accreditation and certification..

These efforts have been widely opposed by paralegals,
educators, Legal Services programs, and citizens
generally.

The prevailing policy in 'accreditation

circleS is that such rules should be esItablished by a
firoaitly representatrite goUpo-flawyerS, paralegals,

.ed4cators, and citizens.

Such, is also the view of the

Association of American Law Schools and the American
Association of Community and Junior Colleges.

CSA

and the Legal Services Corporation should work with
various national organizations to establish broadly
representative rule making bodies.
3,

FUND A. STUDY ON THE USE OF PARALEGALS IN
ADMINISTRATIVE REPRESENTATION

The greatest single use of paralegals in Legal
Services is for administrative representation, in which
paralegals are authorized by various''Federal and state
.

,

regulations to handle cases through administrative

224
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hearings.

Hdwever,.the Federal and state regulations

are sometimes unclear and there is a further question
of--theboundaries te such paralegal -work imposed hy--

unauthorized practice laws.

In a number of_instances,

private attorneys and bar associations have sought to
reduceland limit such work by. invoking unauthorized

practice laws or proposing legislation to modify the
present rules permitting Tay representation.
Further study is needed so that policies and actions
can be initiated to preserve this most important area
of paralegal work.

A study should be made of:'all

Federal and state laws permitting lay administrative
representation; tinautherfied-practidb-rdWS;-fliT

functions paralegals perfoim in.hearings; and the
general,structure of such hearings.
4,

ENCOURAGE EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS TO TRAIN LEGAL
SERVICES PARALEGALS
Almost without exception the colleges, universities,

and law schools engaged in paralegal training offer
exclusively private law courses.

As a result, millions

of dollars of educational resources are bAing devoted
to paralegals, but virtually none for the benefit of
Legal Services.

This results 'in part from lack of

knowledge about the nature of Legal Services, absence

of Legal Services training materiaLand uncertainty

22.5
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about jobs for paralegals trained in the public sector.
The offering of public law training by even a small
number-of-colleges could markedly correct- current
training deficiencies.

'

Steps should be taken to inform

schools of the public sectortraining need, provide
them with materials and technical assistance, and

'

insure that their graduates have reasonable job
opportunities.
5,

ISSUE, A CODE OF CONDUCT AND RULES FOR LEGAL
SERVICES PARALEGALS

Legal Services attorneys and paralegals have no
clear guidelines for paralegal conduct.

Issues'of

_ethical_responsibilities of paralegals, confidentiality,
signing correspondence, and identification to the public
regularly arise and no .guidance is. available.

Many bar associations are drafting and
promulgating proposed rules of conduct for paralegals.
'These proposals are geared to private law paralegals and
either do not addre'si or unwittingly interfere with the

functions of Legal ServiCes paralegals.

Unless this

void is filled, rules of conduct will be set by others,
to the probable detriment of Legal Services.
6, ,APPOINT A BROADLY REPRESENTATIVE ADVISORY COMMITTEE
ON PARALEGAL MATTERS
The numb'er of paralegals in Legal Services. has

reached a magnitude which justifies special attention.
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Aside from the studies, experiments, and recommendations,
of NPI, there is -no source of Poldcy, advice, and
recommendations to the national program.

An advisory

committee of Legal Services -attorneys, clients, citizens,

paralegals, and paralegal trainers should be established
to give the national program regular advice and insight
froM those working in the field.

EMPLOYMENT, UTILIZATION, AND UPGRADING
l',

FORMULATE AND ISSUE MIMES TO ENCOURAGE
EMPLOYMENT AND UTILIZATION OF PARALEGALS

'While many Legal,Services programs have employed
paralegals on their own initiative, they have only
demonstrated rather than exhausted the potential.
In the past, 0E0 developed policies requiring
)projects to analyze and take'steps to accomplish certain
goals.

The most notable example is the law reform

requirements issued by the national office in the late
1960's.

A similar policy is-needed for paralegals.

Projects could be required to analyze functions
related to divorce, landlord-tenant, administrative
cases, and so forth, which need not be performed by a
lawyer, and then be encouraged to assign those functions
tb paralegals.

Very few projects have analyzed the

division of work possible between paralegals and lawyers

22,
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and a national directive will be necessary to bring

about such analysis, on the project level.
As a variant of this, some projects could be
required to demonstrate that they are handling cases as
g.fficiently as.possible.

There are examples around

the country of systemization and use of paralegals
which greatly expand caseload capacity.

These more

efficient projects could be used to set standafds which
other projects would be required to meet.

Most often,

this would involve increased utilization of paralegals.
A simple approach would be to indicate that

-1

experience has shown that projects can function more

efficiently with a certain minimum number of paralegals
and require projects to expend a certain percentage,
perhaps 15 percent, of their budget o'n . parategpls..
2,

PROVIDE FUNDS AND INCENTIVES TO EMPLOY PARALEGALS
As an alternative to the above recommendation, the

national program could invoke the incentive of additional
funding and benefits to those projects which employ

paralegals and use Ihem effectively. .Thus, a project
might be offered a 5-percent funding increase to be used

exclusively for paralegals, provided the ppject develops
an approved plan for training and utilizing paralegals,
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3,

DEVELOP NATIONAL POLICIES ON PARALEGAL
SALARIES' AND CAREERS

As the report indicates, paralegal salaries are
extremely low, frequently less than those of secretaries.
Legal Services paralegal salaries are almost always far
below the salaries of private law paralegals.

Moreover,

there is no policy for salary increments, promotions, and
career ladders.

There is an abundance of talent available

for

paralegal work and public interest in the occupation is
high.

This infusion of talent could have dramatic

consequences on the quality of legal services to/the poor.

However, inordinately low salaries and absence of a
career structure will cause Legal Services to lose the
best paralegals.

One efficient, well-pap, and

motivated paralegal is worth two timeservers.
The national program should. design guidelines and

todels for paralegal salaries and career ladders.
4,

FUND EXPERIMENTS IN THE UTILIZATION OF PARALEGALS.
Legal Services programs have utilized paralegals

creatively, but they seldom have fundsiforexperimentotion.

Experimentation requires not only some risk

taking, but a careful data gathering and evaluati)n
process.

Some possible experiments are:

2 2.O.
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.

.

A.
A,

I
B.

Conduct a demonstration, in conjunction with
other Federal agencies; for training and
utilizing retired," disabled, blind, and othei
clishdvantaged people as paralegals. NPI has
trained one blind paralegal at onetog its
regular training programs with amazingly feW
problems. HEW is .known to be interested in
paralegal work for the blind.

C,

subprofessionals to perform some of the
routine, work which requires knowledge and skills,
but is not paralegal work; for example, intakes,
interviewing, outreach and community liaison.
Some of this work 'might be performed by college.
and law students who have taken a specially
designed short training program.

D.

5,

Establish an experimental office of 10
paralegals and 2 attorneys, with the attorneys'
principal responsibility being supervising
and training paralegals. This office would
attempt to demonstrate how systemization,
supervision, and large iiolume work can allow
paralegals to handle most Legal Services
(Similar experiments have been tried
.problems.
with great success in the priirate law sector
Witheven more paralegals per attorney.)

Set up a clinical training center, similar to.
law school clinics, where paralegals are
brought in to work under the supervision of
trainers on a few selected cases and to receive
organized instruction as well. Paralegals
might be rotated through such ar.clinic in groups
af 15 every month for a total of 180 a year.

PROMOTE,THE USE OF PARALEGAL. SPECIALISTS

As shown in this report, specialion'is the
most efficient way to use paralegals.
programs use them as generalists
interviewers).

However,'many

(or primarily as intake

Massive caseload pressures combined.wifiv

a small number of attorneys often dictate this use.

01,

-
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The most extremelellift not unusual) situation is where

one lawyer and Ole paralegal function in a neighborhood
office.

Such aj)arallegal is. often expected, with little

or no training', to nindle consumer, landlord -enant,

Social Seourktp, AFDC, and unemployment compenSation
cases'all within a single day.

One possible experiment

would be to have paralegal specialists rotate, among

various neighborhood offices, handling only particular
'cases,'in eaqhopi,ce.

There has been no national Office of Legal Services
policy regarding the virtues of paralegal specialists
VQXSUS generalists.

Such a policy would promote better

utilization of paralegals.
6,

41

PROVIDE TECHNICAL.ASSISTANCE TO PROJECTS TO OBTAIN
OUTSIDE FUNDING FOR PARALEGALS
Many projects have successfully obtained outside

funds for pal.alegals.

However, little technical

assistance is available in this area:

In particular,

the project's need-'coordination and direct assistance with

the funding agencies in state capitals, from *which most

such funding flows.

It is often insufficient, to call to

a Ayoject's attention the possibility of outside funding.
They lack appropriate access to fupding sources and the
funding sources are not ,sufficiently enlightened about
Legal Services.

23

I.

Being based in Washington, D.C., and having other
a

priorities, NPI,i

unable to help projects obtain 'fate

funding.

In some states where statewide Legal Services programs
are responsible for coordinating and promoting oUtside
fUnding, considerable suceess,has been ackeved.

It i4_

recommended that the national program establish regional
teams to help projects obtain state funds for paralegals

and to(expnd serNiices in geneal.

TRAINING P
1..

FUND TUE DESIGN AND TESTING OP MORE
PARALEGAL MATERIALS
When NPI began oesigni!ng paralegal training

materials in 1973, it developed a comprehensive

'curriculum for paralegals..7t then,nroceeded to develop
three training programs:

for beginners (including.

dom'stic relatidns, landlord-tenant, and welfare);

.

administrative representation; and Social Security/
,

Supplemental Security Inme,

These programs h4ve.

,bt;en tested and refined around the country and NPI has
dissemiltated them lento the field.
.

Mueh of the tra nin& encoMpassed within the
originai.comi,rehens ve curriculum ,has not' ye: been

developed.

Fully developed materials are not yet

.

_available in :.uch §ubstantive areas as consumer, domestto

232
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relations (aside from divorce), workmens' compensation,
unemployment, motor vehicle, juvenile, health care,
and mental health.

Specific subjects, such as due

process,'legal writing, and office administratiOn have
been omitted from training because of time and money
constraints.

More training is also needed in skills

including drafting, community education, reading of
documents, and advanced administrative representation skills.

As the par&lefal occupation expands, other training
needs will undoubtedly arlse.,

The national program should continue to fund
development of training materials since there is no
ti

ndication that any other organization will develop
such materials.

(In its refunding request for September

1, 1975, NPI offers to develop additional-training
ials and programs.)
matermaterials

'2,

ESTABLISH PERMANENT TRAINING CENTERS FOR PARALEGALS
As shown in this report, the most appropriate

training for working Legal Services paralegals.is*.a short,

intensive training program at a training retreat.

While

there are many variations as to how training can be
presented, certain basic elements are necessary:

an

,appropriate site, carefully designed materials, and

experienced training teams.

233
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assembled ins various places arouhd the country for

regional and statewide training or can be centrally
I

u

located.

4

(.1

A'e s advantages of a single location are

substantial.

To take a training program on the road

requires complicated logistics, loCating ne sites

tsome of which may be inadequate), transporting materials,
and'other time consuming arrangements,

Bringing paralegals

to a central training site would allow-for more training
sessions and would be less wearing on personnel.

A

central training site does not preclude use of project,

based trainers and can be consistent wi th a policylof
giving people in the field responsibility for training.
It is recommended that the national program finance
a single paralegal training facility, ,operated by NPI,
offering regular' and frequent training to paralegals and
relying on trained trainers in the field' as teachers.

Such a site might be established id Washington, D.C.,
D.

for paralegals east of the Mississippi.

If successful,

a second program on the West Coast might be indicated.
3,

REQUIRE THAT EACH PROJECT[HAVING FOUR OR MORE
PARALEGALS DESIGNATE A FULL,,TIME PARALEGAL-COORDINATOR
Without a paralegal coordinator, project paralegals

often flounder.

Busy attorneys, whose priorities are

their own cases, seldom have time for supervision,
much less training.

Paralegals are not properly

234
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structured into the office, receive little direction-,

have no access to training, and often fail to reach
their potential.

Any full-time paralegal needs a

supervisor; four or more justify designa'inn of a
full-time cdordinator.
4, -PROVIDE TUITION FUNDS FOR OUTSIDE 'PRA
.

LING

1

At those many projects having a single paralegal _
or where no training is qvailable.paralegals can often
locate a training program available on a tuition basis.
..'I

While'very few colleges and universities offer training
programs for public paralegals, some individual courses.

in colleges would be appropriate.

Moreover, short

training is offered by such groups as welfare rights
organizations, tenants organizations, consumer groups,
city and state agencies, the National Lawyers Guild, and
ba7r associations.

At nominal cost, paralegals could

travel to.and pay for such training.

Few can afford

to do so on their own and, thus, many go without training.
The national office could provide training-expense funds
1

through regional offices to be allocated among paralegals
in each region.

PROVIDE FIXED STIPENDS TO PROJECTS TO SUPPORT
PARALEGAL TRAINING'

5,

A slightly different approach to the above

.

recommendation would be to give each project a set amount
t,

I'

'2
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of money (for example, $500) for each paralegal in the
program.

These flinds would be used for purchasing

training materials, paying for outside training,

consultants, and sending paralegals to training programs
and conferences.
6,

FUNiA GROUP OF PARALEGAL TRAINING SPECIALISTS TO
OFFER TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE TO PROJECTS WITH
PARALEGALS
Many projects have asked NPI for help in setting

up training programs within the project.

NPI's funding

level support's, with all its other activities, very few
.

technical assistance visits.

Thus, it can seldom provide

the kind of assistance many projetts need--receiving
available NPI training materials and a visit from an
experienced trainer who can explain

how the materials

can be used.

Over the last 3 years, NPI has worked with
approximately 20 paralegals and attorneys from the
field who are experienced trainers and who are'now

familiar with NH materials.

With relatively modest

funding, these people could be employed as technical
assistance specialists in paralegal training to visit
various projects.

Selecting consultants' from near the(

pilojects would reduce travel costs and provide an \

economical way of prOmoting in-house training for
paralegals.

1

i

7,
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FUND THE TRAINING OF PARALEGAL TRAINERS FOR
THE PROJECTS
A number of medium and large projects have

appointed paralegal training coordinators.
0-

Such designees

seldom havetraining experience or the resources and
time to develop substantial training materials on their
'own.

One efficient way to help these people do their
I

Yob would be for groups of trainer-coordinators to be
brought together by NPI for an introdUction to NPI
training materials'and for classes on'tiaining devices
and techniques.

(In its refunding proposal for

September 1, 1975, NPI requests funds-for such trainer
training sessions.)
8,

INCREASE THE FUNDING FOR PARALEGAL TRAINING
AND EMPLOYMENT
0

i

Many problems discussed in this report and

reflected in these recommendations can be solved by
money.

A number of good paralegal training programs

exists on paper; however, there is insufficient money to
deliver them.

Many projects would employ substantially

more paralegals if they had sufficient funding.

There are compelling arguements for devoting
substantially more funds to paralegals.

This report

indicates, by data and -by opinions of project directoii,
,

.

that paralegals can handle. a substantial citiantity of

231
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Legal Services work at a reduced cost.

Thus, increased

employment of paralegals will mean providing more service
for the same money.
The. training needs of paralegals are clear.

Lawyers

arrive at Legal Services with 3 years of expensive
education and sometimes-with additional experience.

In

comparison, paralegals generally arrive with neither.

Nevertheless, CSA spends approximgtelyfive-times as
much' training Legal Services attorneys than it does
paralegals.
training.

This is not to argue for less lawyer
However, the contrast indicates that within

the overall Legal Services budget, paralegal.training
has been severely underfunded.

Three years ago, there was no way for OEO to fund
paralegal training since materials and training
techniques did not exist.
cured this.

The investment in NPr has

There are now more materials and more

experienced paralegal trainers than can be, used within
he funding limits.

The return an the OEO investment

will come when more training funds are made available.

2 3(3

APPENDIX A

__.

PROJECT DIRECTOR QUESTIONNAIRE, 1974
Name
Position

Office Phone
(Area Code)

Name of Project

Office Address

(Zip Code)'

If your office is not the central office of your project, please list below the
address and telephone number of the central office

(Zip Code)

Area Code)
Na me-of Project- Director

1.

lbw many people are employed in your office within each of the job types
listed below?

PartTire
Full-Tin*
Salaried NuelSalaried Salaried NonSalaried
)

a)

Lawyers

b)

Secretaries and Receptionist

c)

Social Workers and Corrunity Workers

d)

Paralegals (see cover sheet definition?

e)

Investigators

f)

Other (indicate)

Please answer question 02 through r21 only if you have paraleeals employed in your
office.
2,>

3.

lbw did you select the paralegals in your office
a)

Advertisements in newspapers, 1V, etc.

b)

Local anti-poverty agency (specify)

c)

Private employment agencies

d)

State employment agencies

e)

Local neighborhood group

f)

Word-of-mouth

g)

University or college referrals

h)

Other.

Please identify, where indicated on the next pages, the name, job title, and
legal specialty (if any) of each paralegal ersployed in your office. Then check
the box(es) below the name of each paralegal to indicate his or her job duties.
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Other

Maintain

Ig

ln ait

.

thy lay library

Office again!

record

divorce caw. nyletten caste. etc.)

Conpleting standard ferns (ex.. far

genic writing and communic eeeee
, means, etc.)
(I

Representing client, at Fair
Hearings. List type(s) f Hearings

llllll stimg with rrrrrr nest agencies
r ether parties to
grievance

i rrrrr i rrrrr I. for facts, v

1.0.4.11.COS

Referring client. to other community

Counselling clients

Legal drafting

Leant rrrrrr eh

rrrrrr loving client.

inducting initial intake 1 ..... Ism

JOS DUTIES

AREA(S) OF SPECIALITY

JOS TITLE

MAME OF PARALLCAL

I

,

,

.

N

.

e

.

.

,

!sttee. ter facto, vICh eeeee

grievance

---"---

Other

Maintains the law library

keeping

Office admimt eeeee ion and record

Completing standard fere. (ex., for
divorce cases, eviction uses, etc.)

Baste vrttIng and coesunicatios
. memo.. etc.)
(I

Hearings (List type() of Hearings

A eeeeee nting client. at Fair

or other partiee'to

Negotiating with pavement agencies

'1

Referriss client. to other commumity
rtSOUrCaL

Counselling client.

Legal drafting

Legal research

1 eeeee levimg client.

Conducting initial intake interview
to determine eligiVillty: etc.

JOB DUTIES

AREA(S) Of SPECIALITY

JOB TITLE

MAME or FARALEC,..L

I.

.

'

-

4.

Are full-time paralegals in your office salaried by project funds or by
4
outside agencies (VISTA, etc) ?

5.

Is the average salary Of full-time paralegals above or below the starting
salary ofthe secretaries employed by your project?

4

6.

What tasks do you think the paralegals should perform that they are not now
performing?

7.

What tasks do you think the paralegals could perform at the present?

.8.

9.

10.
'

11.

What percentage or portion of the office caseload is handled by the paralegal?

Itis the presence of paralegals effected an increase in the volume of your
office's caseload?

If you have provided training opportunities for the paralegals working within
your office, what was the nature of such training:
a)

In-house (by staff lawyers)

b)

In-house (by other than staff lawyers)

c)

Elsewhere (specify)

d)

No training

.1f you have provided in-house training for your paralegal:
a)

Please describe briefly the content:

Nature of the training (monthly meetings, daily consultations, etc.)

No

How long?
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What subjects are covered?

at materials are used, if any?

b)

Who provides this training?

Did you pay the trainers fees?
Stipends?

6 lbw did you select the paralegals for this training?

d)

12.

13.
.

In your opinion, how useful was this training?

If you have prmided your paralegals with opportunities with outside training:
a)

Briefly describe the nature of this training,

i,,

How did you select the paralegals for this training.

c)

Source of funds for this training.

d)

In your opinion, how useful was this training?

If_you have not r
training opportu
providing such t)

.

ded or are not able to provide either in-house or other
es for your paralegals, what are the reasons for. not
dng?

2.13

-6-

.

14.

.

How yould you improve.yOur own methods in training the paralegals employed by
'your project, given that you had a sufficient amount of time and/or money for
the training that you feel is necessary?
C'

-0
15.

Now many paralegals working in ;our office halve received substantial training
in any of the following areas?
infmsviewing techniques
investigation for facts, witnesses, etc.

Begotiation
advocacy
fair,heatIng
basic wilting and communication (letters, memos, etcr)
legal writing

brief writing
legal research

-7r
exploring community resources (outreach and referral).
using "systems" (forms and set%guidelines for handling cases)
study of the structure of the legal system
contracts

4

torts

due process

record keeping
law office administration
relating to attorneys
introduction to the 'paralegal world:

developments, issues, credentialing,

'licensing, status issues
basic office psychology and ways to get along and work effectively,

Consumer Law
Social Security
O

Landlord-Tenant\
Domestic Relations

Juvenile'
Welfare
Food Stamps
Health,(medicare, medicaid, etc)

Unemployment Compensation
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\7
s-16.

How oftep do the attorneys in your office review the work of the paralegals?
a)

After each case

b)

Daily

c)

Weekly

d)

Monthly

e)

As needed

f)

Other (please specify)

.

17.

Are office attorneys oriented or instructed in supervising, working with or
utilizing paralegals?
If yes, by whom and for how long!

18.

If there is a paralegal supervisor in lour office, describe, his /her responsibilities and functions in this position?

19.

If your lawyers have had no orientation to the effective use of paralegals,
do you feel that such an orientation will be useful?

Would youleloase such lawyers for a two day regional training'conference
on the use of paralegals?

\

-If no, why not?

4.
4

20.

21.

Which of these statements best describes your feelings about any paralegals
now working in your office?
a)

They have generally fulfilled high expectations

b)

They have generally done well,'but not as well as expected

c)

They have generally done well, but somewhat better than'expected

d)

They have generally been di§appointing______

Please give us any suggestions you have as to how performance of your paralegals might be improved

.r`
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,1"210t.,slanater all questions below whether or not you have paralegals employed in
your office.

hhich of the following kinds of paralegal work does you office most need
(or need more of)?

22.

/roods

Most
a)

Ganyttnity legal workers, knowledgeable
in group legal rights (e.g. rent
strikesp'powers of a corporation,
urban renewal) to organize and work
with groups

b)

Technicians who'specialize, in handling'
'Volume cases in routine areas such as
divorce, eviction, applitat on for
public housing

c)

Advocate who can prepare and resent
administrative hearings in wel are,
workmans'compensation, etc.

d)

Other (specify)

Needs
rare of

Has No
Need

t
If secretaries, investigators, or social Yorkers and community workers in
your office engage in any of these tasks listed below, please check on the
appropriate line:
\

23.

Secretary

Investicator

Social
Yorker

Commlnily
Worker

Conducting initial intake interview
to determine eligibility, etc.
Interviewing clients

Legal research
Legal drafting
COmilelling clients
Referring clients to other
coarmnity resousces
Investigations for'facts, witnesses
Negotiating with government agencies
or other rorties to a grievance
Rep.esenting clients at fair
hearings. List type(s) of hearings
Basic writing and ccreuriicatIon
fletters, memos, etc.)

Completing standard forms (i.e.,
divorce cases, eviction cases, etc.)

Officeadministratidn and record
keeping
Maintain the law library

Which of these statements hest describes your feelings abOtit paralegals in
general:

4'24.

. :0

'

a)

They are of great valpe

b)

Thec are of some value

c)

They'are of slight or negligible value

d)

They, are of n6 value

e)

Doli't, know, no experiehte

.
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At present, do you have a staff person uho could train paralegals?

2$.

a)

Yes,

b)

No, not available

c)

No, personnel available but too busy

Which of these statements about paralegals best desctibesY'our situation?

26.

a)

NO need for any paralegals

b)

No need for additional paralegals

c)

No need for additional paralegals, but need fbt additional training

d)

Need for additional paralegals, but no need for other than present
available training
.

e)

Need'for both additional paralegals and help in training

271 :If you checked off either 26c or 26e:

;-

hbuld you be able to send them

,elscuhere for training:
Yes
No
28.

Do you have (or could you arrange your budget to create) funds to vaploy any
No
If yes, how
Yes
people who uvuld be used as paralegals?
many could you hire?

29.

are there personslpresently on your gaff who are neither attorneys nor
paralegals, uto could be developed into paralegal and whom you could free
for such work?
Yes
NO
If yes:

Give numbers of such persons and their ,;,b titles

hlat technical services should the National Paralegal Institute engage in for
(Please number the services that should be
advancing the paralegal concept?
supplied in the priority you have assign, (1 as the highest priority through

30.

10)

.

a)

Preparing training manuals

b)

Supplying instructions on how to recruit, train, supervise and use Paralegals yourself

c)

Providing office systems and manuals covering office administration and
handling of divorce, landlord-tenant, etc., with form and instructions.

d)

Offering training courses, for paralegals at a national center or at
regional centers

e)

Offering training courses at the local level

f)

Supplying technical P'ersonnel for training at local level

g)

Recruiting paralegals

h)

Disseminating,information about paralegals

2:1,7

4,tr' ,t41

31.

i)

Helping locate funding for new paralegal jobs in legal services office

j)

Getting conniuiity colleges and universities started in training and
graduatingsilualified paralegals whom you could then hire

k)

Others (Please list)

Additional Cements:

Please return the completed questionnaire to:

Ms. Anne Welsh
National Paralegal Institute
2000 P Street, N.W.
Suite 600
20036
Washington, D.C.

2 -1a

APPENDIX B

PARALEGAL QUESTIONNAIRE, 1975
1.

Name

Job Title ,

Project
Address

(ZIP)
Teliephone

(Area Code)

If dour office is not the central office in your project, please give the
address and telephone number of the central office.
Address

(ZIP)

'Telephone

TArea Code)
2.

Number of fully-staffed offices in project
Number of "circuit" offices, if any

4.

a.

Under 21 years old

d.

41 to 50 years old

b.

21 to 30 year

old

e.

S1 to 60 years old

c.

31 to 40 years old

f.

61 years or older

Ethnic origin (Optional,
to provide it.)
.a.
b.

S.

Black

Spanish descent
---(except Mexican)

c.

Chicano

d.

Caucasian

Educational Background:

this information will be useful to us if you care
e.

Indian

f.

Oriental

g.

Other

-c

Check where appropriate

Some high school
b.---Completed high school or obtained equivalency diploma
c.---Some college
d,---CoMpleted junior college
e.---Completed fouryear college or university program
f.---Some post-graduate courses
g.---Completed Master's degree program
h.
Attending paralegal training program offered by a college, uniiersit>,
---law school, or paralegal school or Institute
i.
Completed aeparalegal training program
j.---Attending law school
k.---Completed lau school
1.---Other (Specify)
a.

24J

6 Employment Status:
Full time

a.!

Number of hours in work-week, excluding overtime
Part time

b.

Number of hours in average work week, excluding overtime
7., Length of time performing paralegal work before being employed by your
`project, if any:
months
sw

months

8.

Total length of time witPthe project:

9.

Length of time in paralegal job position in the project:

months

10.

If you have been employed by the project in any other capacity than as a
paralegal, what was your job title prior to becoming a paralegal'

11.

Source of funds for annual salary and dollar amounts from each source
3.

a.

Project funds (0E0 legal services) $

b.

VISTA funds

$

c.

UYA funcls

$

d.

Senior citizen funding source
Specify source, if known (e.g.,
HEW, AOA, etc.

e.

CAP' (Community Action Program)

$

funds
f.

Other (Specify)

g.

Source of salary: unknown

$

h.

TOTAL SALARY

$

1.

I earn no salary

,

$

.....

(Che-k only one if you specialize primarily in
Main area ofIspecialty.
If you do a i.ubstantial amount of work in more than
one area of the law.
one area, indicate ptimaty, secondaraTyiirriir third owls of specialty by
writing in the numbers "1", "2", andioi "5" on the appropriate lineq,)
a.

Bankruptcy

i.

.6.1---Community-Iducation,

Organization, Public
Relations
Criminal Law (Pre-conviction)
c.
d.---Consumer Law
e.---Divorce Law

F.Domestic Relations
g.---Departncia of Motor
h.

--Vehicles Law (DMV)
Imployment Law

Harm Workers

j.---Walth Law
--(Health & Food Problems; Mental
Health; Food & Nutrition)
Housing .and landlord -lenant Law
1.---Immigration
m.---Indian/Tribal Law
n.---Interviewing
o.
Invtstigation
p.---Juvenile Law
q.---Legal Research
k.

(Question 12 continued on next page)
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r.

Post-conviction Remedies
---and Correction Law

t.

s.

Publid Benefit Prograris/

u.

---Administrative Law
4
(AFDC, GA, Food Stamps,

Secretarial and/or clerical work
---and/or Office Management
Senior Citizen Problems
.

v. ---General

w.---Other

'

SSI, etd except for
Senior Citizen proixis.4,__________________

13.

Job Duties
For each of the job functions listed below, please indicate whether you perform each function
1.
2.
3.
4.

?

regularly and frequently
sometimes
seldom
very rarely or never

by writing the number 1, 2, 3, or 4 in the space provided.
(For example,
if you interview clients on a regular'bnsis, write "1" in the space pro-i
vided.)
Conduct initial intake. interviews to determine eligibility, etc.
b.---Interviewing clients
c.---Legal Research
d.---Legal drafting
e.---Coumseling clients, other than referrals to other community resources.
f.---Referring clients to other community resources
g.---Investigations for facts, witnesses, etc.
h.
Negotiating with government agencies or other parties to a grievance
1. ---Representing clients at Pair Hearings
type(s) of hearing at which you represent clients on a regular
and frequent basis.
a.

'Basic writing and communication (letters, memos, etc.)
k.---Codfleeing itandard.forms (ex., for divorce cases, - eviction cases, etc.)
1.--70ffice administration and record keeping
j.

m.-7Maintain the law library
n.---Other (Please specify)

14.

If you have been provided with structured training programs by your project,
please place a check beside each type of training program with which you
have, been provided, descrite the nature of the training, and if possible to ,
\estimate the number of hours spent in these training programs.
,

a.

Inhouse, by staff lawyers or paralegals, other than just supervision

--of your work

,

Nature of the program(s):
a

Estimated number of hours:
b.

Inhouse, by trainers from outside the project
--Nature of the progran(s):

Estimated number of hours:

251.

'c.

Elsewhere (Specify)
Nature of the program(s):

Estimated nuMber of hours:
training other than case-by-case supervision
Estimated number of hours per week:
By placing a check in the appropriate column(s) beloi., please indicate ..hether
you.have received substantual training (i.e., approximately one day or more)
i any of the followtng, areas listed below.

IS

COfirn 1.

Training session given In4the project, other than thoe connected
with case supervision

Colunn 2.

Outside training conferences tr prograris, such as special training
seminars, community education programs, etc. (1 or 2 days)

Column 3:

Outside, short-tern intensive training programs, such as those
offered by Dixwell Legal Rights, the National Paralegal Institute
(2 days or longer)

Column 0.

Courses in paralegal studies offered by a college, university or
paralegal training institute

Column S.

Lay school courses

SKILLS TRAINING
a.
b.

,

Interviewinc lechniouec
Investigatton for acts,
vitnessIss, etc

Negottation
_
Advocacy
e: Repzesenting clients at lair
hearings and/or in tribal courts
Basic writing and conmuntcation
t.
fletterct_mcnos, etc.)

C.
d.

1-7"CTTa,--17,7TI t Inc

h;

Brier74riticr

1.

Legal refarch
hxploring communttre-outces

J.

-

(outreach ana referral)

LEGAL CONCEPTS

-

A

Study of the structure
of the llgiA cystem
157--MTitacts

'

a.

c

.

o tr-7r:-

--e7-Vie

ocei,

1

'

OFFICE ADMINISTRATION AND (UNCTION

.

A.

law Wire a4PinitratInn

767--11m-rtoni
c.

vtfl, atiolwals

.

.

.

.

,

wiarll-Tii,,,

J7-7bsIng

*.stcnv (rOms ata-M

puidciim.0
C.

Bdslc °lace FTFEarbgy an w5

,

to Ot alpno and wort. effectively
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fl

3

2
.

SUBSTANTIVE LAW

.

',

a.
b.
c.

Bankruptcy Law
Consumer law
Social ecurity Law

7710uTra,lord-Tenaht -taw
Divorce Law
e,
7---UEMestic Relations
Law

_V__4;p2e
k

Law

1

1.

Food stamps
MeJlcareiMedIcald
Unem,,TO-TFFFi3FTiensatioh
EmpAyment tat.

o.

SSI

1,

k.

IlmASil.

a.11arT/1717.7r-

L

.

as

577-Pam Workers
q.
r.
s.

Ethics/Unauthoriteo ractice
Health Law
Otental Health; Food 6 NutritioM
Other (Specita
.

t

.

.

PARALEGAL ISSUES
a.

16.

Introduction to the paralegal:world:
developments,'issues, crcdentialing,
licensing, status issues

.

How ofte'n do the attorneys in your office reView your work?

After each case or assignment
b. --Daily
,c.---Wcekly
a.

d.' Biweekly

1

o.

---Monihl
f.---As needed
g. --Other (Specify)
11.

What are your plans to remain a paralegal at the project?
Plan to stay at the project indefinitely
b.---Plan to stay at the project at least a year
c.---Plan to stay at the project less than a year
s
d,---Plan to leave the project soon
e.---An in VISTA or IIIJA and will leave the project when my tern is over

,a.

f."---"AM in VISTA of UYA and hope to terrain with the project when my is m% is

--over

;

.

An planning to attend la.: school within the next two ycar.s
h.---11.1ve been accepted into law school and will continue to work to the project tittle attending law school
Have been accepted into law school and lease the project to attend school
1.
_ -----__j.---An now attending law school while working at tt- project
.k. ---.Am completing law school within the next year and_will Yerukin in the pro------ject as, an attorney
An completing law school within the next year and will leave the project
1.
m.---Am leav-ing the project within a year to go hack to school
g.

,
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lte

Be tJ,..: working for tne project, were you

In school (and either unemployed or working)
b.---Unemployed
c.---Employed part time'or irregularly
d.---Working full-time elsewhere asa paralegal
e.---Wcrking full time elsewhere, not as a paralegal
a.

19.

20.

If you deal directly with clients in any other capacity beside
viewing, please complete the following questions:

intake inter-

clients per day.

a.

On the average, I see

b.

cases (i.e., I an working on this
I handle an average caseload of
number of cases, average, at any given time).

C.

I harfdle an average of about

d.

I settle,.or assist clients to their satisfaction in abour
cases per day.

administrative hearing p r month

My feeling about training
a.

b.

I need structured training courses in skills (interviewing, negotiation,
investigation, hearing representation, legal research and uri ing).
I need structured courses in general law (ex., contracts, due

roceis,

'"- torts)
"torts)
c.

I need structured training courses in substantive specialty areas
--Welfare, landlord- tenant, consumer, divorce law, etc.)

ti

d.

have' no need for structured training courses.

Please return to the address below by May 30, 1975:

Anne Welsh
National Paralegal Institute
2000 P St., N.W., Room 600
Washington, DC 20036
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(ex.,

6:00

7:00 - 9:00

. S:00' -

SOCIAL HOUR

DINNER

Introdmction to the Training Program

4:00 - 5:06'

.$

REGISTRATION

(8-12)

2:00 - 4:00

SUNDAY

"

MODEL TRAINING SESSION

2:00

4:00 °

4:15

6:00

700

1:00 -

2:00 -

4:00 -

4:15 -

-

CIS

t\D

1:00

-10 :45 -

10:30 - 10:45

S:30)-- 10:30

MONDAY

Substantive Law and 1
Introduction to the
Problem-

BREAK

1

3

3

e of
Trainers

Review of
Substantive Law el

Advocacy &
Professichal
Responsibility*

Unauthorized *
Practice

GROUP A

1

1

1

DINNE R

L U N C R

; of
Rooms

Review of
Substantive Law i 2
BREAK -

Substantive Law and
Introduction to the
Problem

4:1S

6:00

4:00 -

4:25 -

Advoadcy
Professional
Responsibility*

4:00

1:00

BREAK

UnaUthdrized Practice*

2:00 -

10:45

10:30 - 10:45

8:30 - 10:30

altOUP' fs

1

(Joint Session with A.)

(Joint Session withA)

of
4 of
Traih4rs. Roc=s

9:30

3:00

1:00 -

3:15

3:13

6:30

3:15 -

5:30 -

"

3:00 -

L.
Z.

Interviewer

1:00

12:00 -

4:00 - 12:00

9:30 - 11'100

8:30 -

GRCUP A

Trainer

Investigation'
Fact/Law Analysis

Introduction ,to

BREAK

Actress

1

1

1

- R
of
Trainers.

Interview Role Play
and Comuents

Individual Prep.

Interview
Components

Review of Law
and Regulations

TUESDAY

1

4

1

LUNCH

DINNER

i of
Rooms

.

3:15

-

3:00

1.
2.
3.

I-

Interviewer

3:15 -.'8:18

3:00

-

1:00

11%00 - 12:00

9:30 - 11:00

. 4.

'

.

9130

r

r,

Actress

Trainer

'Interview Rble Play
and Comments

/114ak

Legal Research

Individual Prep.

Components

-Interview

Review of Law
and RegulaZions

-.GROUP B

1

1

F of
Trainers

4

1

T C.

r.

fe

2:30

3:45

2:30

-

CNN-

tri

.

6:00

7:00

3:45 - 5;45

4.

2.
3.

1.

Negotiator

1:30

1:30 -

'

1

1

f of
Trainers

Preparation &
Instruction for
the Hearing

Trainer

1

4

Negotiation Role_Play,
and Comments

Individual
Preparation
for Negotiation

Preparation G
Instruction for
Negotiation

10:30 - 12:30

'12:30 -

BREAK

Investigation
Continued

GROUP- A

10:15 - 10:30

8:30 - 10:15

WEDNESDAY -

4

1

,1

DIN Ii ER

L U N C H

Rooms ,

k of

%.

.'

5'45

4:30

3:30

1.
2.
S.
4.

Negotiator

4:30 -

,3:30 -

1 :30 -

10:30 - 12:30

10:15 - 10:30

8:30 - 10:15

I

0

Trainer

Negotiation Role Play
and Comments

Individual Prep.,
for Negotiation

Preparation &
Instruction for
Negotiation

Investigation
Continued

BREAK

Introduction to
Investigation

GROUP B

4

'1

e'
TrainerA

Roc=

Final Hearing
Preparation

5:30

3:30 -

I

rt

6:00 - 7:00

Individual
Preparation

3:30'

1:30

1:30

1

1

1

Client Preparation

11:30 - 12:30

12:30

1

1

Instruction'for_
Client Preparation

1

# oft
Rooms

10:30 - 11:30

1

# of
Trainers

BREAK

Preparation
Continued

GROUP A

10:15 - 10:30

S:30 -.10:15

Cie

THURSDAY

DINNER

Instruction fof
ClientPreparation
Client
Preparation'
Individual
Preparation

2:30
3:30
5:30

2:30

3:30 -

1:30 -

1

1

1

Preparation
Continued

10:30 -* 12:30

LUNCH'

(

1.

1

BREAK

the Hearing

Instructim for

Preparation

10:15 - 10:30

8:30 -110:15

GROUP 2,

-c4

10:30 - 12:30

4.

3.,

2.

Representative

8:30 - 10:30

12:30-

Legal Research

Client

# Oe

-'Trainers

2:08

.4

..

Trainer

Hearing Role Play
and Comments

-GROUP A

e,

'

r.

-LUNCH

4

of
Roams
if

4

.

CLOSING

2.
3.
4.

1.

Client

Hearing Role
and Commedts

10:30 =112:30

RepresentatiVe

Pihal Hearing
Preparation

GROUP E

8:30 - 10:30

r

R

-

Pi'a

Trainer

.

-

.

4

1

4

1

4 oE
cE
Trainers ,Ro'cms

MODEL TH.11NING SCHEDULE

GRUM; A

RO

;SUNDAY

4:00

2:00
4 :Q0

.5:00

-

6:00
9;0p

3:00
7:00 -

i--J-

Registration
Introduction to the Training Program
Dinner
Social Hour

MOND AY

/0:30
10:45
1:00
2:00
4:00
4:1S

8130 :40:30 -

10 45 1 :00

-

2:00 4;00- -

15:00

6100 -

7:00

4:.15

Unauthorized Practice
Break
Advocacy & Professional Responsibility
Lunch
Review of Substantive Law
Break
Substantive Law and Introduction to the Problem
Dinner
'

n

TUESDAY
I

8-:39 -

9:30

9:30 - 11 :00

11:00 - 12:00
1:03
1.:96 3:00
3:15
:-'--3:00 5:15
"',73:15 ,-,
--12:,00

k.

Review of Law and Regulatigns
Interview Components
Individual Preparation
Lunch
Interview Role Play andACominents
Break
Introduction to Investigation
Fact/Law Analysis
Dinner
\
,

-5:30 -

G:30

:

--WEDNESDAY
.7*.,0

8:30 ,; 1P:15

10:15,'
10:30 12:30 1130 2t30 3:45 6:00 -

10:30
12:30
1:30
2:30

.3;5
.5:45
7 r00

Investigation Continued
Break
Preparation & Instruction far Negotiation
Lunch
Individual Preparation for Negotiation
Negotiation Role Play and Coiuents
Prepar:itien & Instruction for the Hearing
Dinner
.

.
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MODEL

RArRINt.: SCHEDDLii

citptIv A
ROOM

THURSDAY

-

4:30 - 10:15
10:1S - 10:30
10:30 - 11:30
'11:30 7 12:30
12:30-1:30
1:30
3:30
3:30 5:30
`6:00 7:00

PrCpnrrtion Continued
ItreaL

Instruction for Client Preparation,
Client Preparation
Lunch
Individual Preparation
Final Hearing Preparation
Dinner

FRIDAY

8:30 - 10:30
-10:30 r 12:30
12:30 2:00

Hearing Role Play and Comments
Legal Research
Lunch
Closing
t

MODEL TRAINING SpY.DULE
1

GROUP B
ROO:,

44UNDY'

2:00 .4:00

:

5:00

-

70 -

Regh;tration
Introduction to the Training Program
Dinner
Social Hour

4:00
5:00
6:00
9:00

MONDAY

8:30,-0:30

Unauthorized Practice
Break
Advocacy F, Professional Responsibility
Lunch
Review of Substantive Law 112

*10;30 - 10:45
10:45 - 1:00
1:00 - 2:00
2:00 4:00
4:00
4:15
:6:00

--

-

-

4,:15

Brea'

6:00
7:00

Substantive Law and Introduction to the rroblem*
Dinner

.9:30

Review of Law and Regulations
Interview Compose is
Individual Preparation
Legal Research
Break
Interview Role Play add Comments
Dinner

TUESDAY
8:30 -9,130

- 11:00

1:00 - 12:00
-

3:00
3:15

3:15 .-

5.:15

5:30

6:30

1:00
3:00

-

-

'

c)

inmN ESPA);

8:30 - 10:15
0:30
10 p0 - 1 2:30
3:30
1:30 4:30
3:30
4:30
5:45
6:00 7 00

`10:15

ti

-

Introduction to Investigation
Break
Invce.tigation Continued
Preparation f Instruct. on for Negotiation
IndIvidu-21 Prcparation for Negotiz.tion
Comments
Negotiation Bole Ploys of
Dinret
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h101) 11. TRAINING scurtfulz

GROUP B

THURSDAY
8:30
10:15
10:30
12:30

.

1:30
2:30
3:30
6:00

ROOM

..

- 10:15
- 10:30
- 12:30
1:30
2:30
3:30
5:30
-' 7:00

Preparation & Instruction for the Hearing
Break
Preparation Continued
-.
Lunch
Insttuction for Client Preparation
Client Preparation
'Individual Preparation
Dinner
_

,FRIDAY

8:30 - 10:30
10:30 - 12:30
2:00
'12:30 -

Final Hearing Preparation
Hearing Role Play and Comments
Closing
Lunch

1

1
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APPENDIX D - PUBLICATIONS 4 VIDEO TAPES AVAILABLE FROM NPI
C.

Make check payable to:

National Paralegal Institute

2000:P Street, N.W., Suite 600

Washington, D.C.

20036

1

ATTENTICN:

CAROL Sy.r.TH

SHIP TO:
ADDRESS:

CITY:

-STATE

ZIP

BASIC INFORMATION AdD Di:DUAL TRAINING MATERIALS

I. What Have "oral:main Done?: A Dictionary of Function(1973)
An analysis orrnaraltgal activities in--2-77iTeiis-7)Fra-w, both
I
genera", e.g., legal rt.:L.:iamb, litigation assistance,
investigation, as well as °pacific areas, e.g., corporate
law, consumer law, welid:o lab', etc. Bibliography included.
2.

A Short RtView of the Pare.ILaal Movement (1975)

a prTale of public and private
paralegals, and discussion of some major paralegal issues.
3: Introduetic to
r.zoi nynte- A Shnrt. Story for Paralegals
IPM-171 Short. stTiz y concCrniturtge legal problems encountered
by one ramly. As .he problems are identified and resolved, the
reader is c;ivon
infctmation about subject such as the i
function:* of different levels and branches of government,
administrative preceJare, d4e Protest(, court hearings, function
of a lawyer in the legal syt.tert, conflict of interest, advorsay
-Aslir.m4-17-77-61-ae-17-elort..771.7t7,

i.00

1.003.00

system, jurisdiction, ctc

4.

T: aiming for Par-aleeals

Teach:n.1 ;.da ocacv,:

/147-37-A text o..-ivate., rn ',tech: ibrralr.ors oniarMg.irs in
advocac1, art ion la. Ly
r 1st -iti-e aevocacywhere paralegals'
are atItho.-:2.d by 1 a to ree?ss nt citizens. The text Is
appron-iat,' for ur
inctitutior:-.1 training programs, e.g.,
colleges, or 09 ryas of le.-'.0,1E0 training efforts.
Dibl ic ;gal by is c in.:.

5.

6.

ftndaentz41.1 of lga. reef.. c.. -ml writing.
Levi Int"rvi.,...i-7 , P,rt 1,170.s 0973)
A text 1-ntrm.e./. et 1..-r7:117.-.71s,-Tithor for self-instruction or
in a zlassrc.r. as ,, -it o' t .rainir.4, program. The text focuses
based on
ayp.thet
problems, i r
;4 is,

7.

in.1:-.t1. a' -,r
tr.i

evidenr,
8.

9.

.

Writi.,- and :.nalvtir. for Law Students and
pa:ale:ail: FTI :hLr-ti;0, Potw..y. (,97j)
17CO
IITZT)::1
.7.:V1111.7;r7.. the variety, use and interrelations'..%, of a
irSv cave materai Is. Daphasis on the
Leg-9.

on an anoly.L. L. of a

Introductife, t
"Nrircrie
pre-tr 14:1 , tr.!
considered.

.

"La".

erview conducted by a paralegal
ca.-c: throu.)11 discussion, a number of
td..1 Ines ba interviewing e, ergo.
-..
Ma.4tal for Paralegals (I.974)
. 21;.) ar.: analysts: sources for,

3.00

3.00
3.00

aspen :, 1.41 pnforcoment/compl lance stage

Basic .5:th .var-ivc Law r.r

Contracts, Torts,
3.00*
cos.oiincs 441 eve. view for paralegals of the basic
legal concept.; 9SSIt.:15' found in introductory law courses
in contract:., for tr, and the due process area of constitutional
and MU' Prix*.

(IVIII-tRAINLin MANUAL

law.

AND

Contracts, Torts,
Companion piece to Trainee's Manual; discussion of the
theory; underlyine that nanu.,1, and recommendations on how
to conduct training uninj this manual.
Basic Subs! :rlt iVe TAW for Paralegals:

ant ne Proces:7-T11'!3) TRAINL:PS MANUAL.

2

,cod

ceal

w.rg t.eLniques, access to records.
tn.*. Criminal
Roles for the
t' et:sir:tent in litigation, agency,

.

5.00

4

I

10.

The Role of the Welfare Advocate (1975)
Overview of a wafare advocate s role and responsibility to
clients.

13_

Summary of the AFDC Program in the U.S.A.: (Dcc.1975)
A comprehensive advocate gulabook on the Federal Requirement's
of the Aid'to Families witn Dependent Children Program (AFDC).
Covers all cligibil;ity conditions, the application and appeals
process and outlines the rights and responsibilities of
applicants anerecipients. The handbook is designed to be
used in the training oft the welfare advocate and as a reference
book.

6.00

12.

Summary of the Anc Program: Florida (1975)
ComprebeniWe advocate-Ilona-66k on AFDC law in the State of
Florida (Florida Residents only)

5.00

1.00

THE rorzowrnr, PUBLICATIONS AR, SPECIFICALLY Di-SIGNED TO HEFT THE

NEEDS OF SENIOR cITIms
13.

Paralegal Interviewing:

rdct gathering_4 the Numan Persnective

:(1-9771

1.25
1.25

TRAINER'S HANDBOOK
TRAINEE'S HANDBOOK

These
Handbooks usedito 'train older persons drs paralegals.
handbooks are designed as one part of a training packet on
interviowing skills that includes a film, a trainee's

handbook and a trainer's handbook. qilm: Rental $25.00 for
twoo weeks)
14.

15.

The Santa Cruz Story (1974)
h practijaf7Tne on how to not up a legal services project to
meet the needs of senior citizens. An important comp:nit:lit of
this plan is the utilization of senior citizens a legal
assistants. Information includes: Devoloping.the idea,
Getting-tht:mformation, Locating and designing the office,
Training of staff, the office procedurci., Staff Training
and development.

2.50

6.00
Srpiemental :,curate Income: An Advocate's Handbook (1975)
T e parpono ki thte. Handbook is to give paralegals in legal
services offices and lay advocates in social services and health
agencies a basic uudetst,anding of the Supplemental Security
Income Program. This handbook is designed to be used in
training and also as a reference book.
.

I

16. Ropresentntion at a Social SecUrity Ho,ring: Focus on
Disability
instructions on how to inwstigate, organize, and make a
presentation. At i disab.lity healing (Social Security or
(Companion film
Includes many useful advocacy tip:SSI).
of disability hearing: Rental $25.00 for two weeks)

6.00

COMPREHENSIVE TRAINING PROGRAM ATERIALS
The Mary Thdnos Case
All materinlarer o- VC-to .even day intenblvt training program in
Include; trainer' guide and Instrucadministrative rep: ..oliation.
tion schedule, matelials tb be distributed to tiainccs and instruction
folder for actrenscs used in iLterviw and hvoling rule ploy sequences.
Includes all documents nucessa.y to handle Mrs. Thomas' Case from
initial interview through final administrativc hearing decision.
16.

17.. Generic Tratning Materials
InTi.iuCET6A and mat, r141 to be distrlbuied to.
Train-67731111M
trainees for shot,' courses in: Folt6 of Paiolgdls, Unauthorized
Practice Of Law, Advocacy and Profesolonal RustrAisibility, and Legal
Research and the Structure of-the Legal System. These courses `
include problems and mini role plays. Also included is a piece on
(These materials are included
Teaching Tips for aralkoal Training.
in the Mary Thomas Caw: package.)
.

2'

;k3

The folloising videotapes are available on a limited basis, from the
National Paralegal Institute. -There is a minimum rental fee of
$25.00, pert tape, PAYABLE. 1N ADVANCE, for a rental period of fourA-fourteen-day rental pt:tiod begins tife day NPI puts
teen days.
the requested materials in the mail and ends, fourtt"en days thereVideo mateiials must be returned and in the NPI office %
after..
,within the fourteen day time limit.

If you plan to keep all or part\of the video material for more
than fourteen days, specify that fact in your order and reflect
Include, in addition to the $25.00
it in your prepayment.
minimum rental fee per tape, $3.00 per day for each tape that
you plan to keep out of the NPI office over fourteen days.

In the event video materials are not returned to the NPI Office
within fourteen days, without prior notice an'd prepayment, there
will, be a $5.00 per day, per tape, late charge.
When ordering.videotapes, please specify the title and order
number of each tape you wish to receive.
Due to the limited number of videotapes available for rental purpose
video material may NOT be kept out of the NPI office for more than
twenty-one days.
We, will do our hest to fill all orders on lime, but again, due to
thellimited numbcr of tapes available at any one time, we cannot
guarantee delivery of tapes on a specific date.

Please make checks payable to The National Paralegal Institute.
NOTE:

THERE WILL BE A CHARGE FOR ANY DAMAGE TO VIDEOTAPES.

.
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fThe subject matter of the following group of tapes is the Supple.mental Security Income Program.
I.

Title

Au Overview of Major Benefit Programs

Time:

17

'Cast

Content

Use

Wanda Collins
Terry Donnely
Clarissa Ward

Discussion of major benefit progtams-as potential
Includes a discussion of
resources for clients,
insurance and pension programs as well as,welfare
programs,

.

Introduce paralegals to the variety of public
benefit programs, their interrelation, and their
general classification as insurance or need-based
programs.

ORDER NUMBER A001
'2, .Title

An Overview of SSI

Time

25

Cast

Wanda Collins
Terry Donnely
Clarissa Ward

Content

Discussion of the major concepts in the SSI
program, i.e., means test, income and resources,
"living in the household of another," etc.

Use

Teach. SSI cohcepts.

ORDER NUMBER. A002

1.

title

Initial Client Interviek and Techniques

Time

30

Cast

Client, Jack Eeefauver
Paralegal, Clarissa Ward
Narrator, Wanda Collins

Content

Initial client interview in an SSI disability case
The tape demonstrates and the moderator comments)
good interviewing techniques in defining the clien
problem, fact gathering and developing a plan of
action.

Use
,

ORDER NUMBER A003

Teach gOod interviewing techniques.

4.

ClienttRepresentation at Social Security
Administrative' Hearing

Title.

Time

30

Cast

Client, Jack Keefauver
Paralegal, Mrs. Franklin
Narrator, Wanda Collins

Content

-

Use

e."

A Social Security Administration SSI disibiltty
hearing followed by a discussion of SSI administrative hearing proceddres and good techniques
used by the paralegal in the hearing.Teach hearing techniques in non-adversarial
hearings. The tape may also be used to illustrate the functions of paralegals (particularly_
in legal services to the elderly).

ORDER NUMBER A004
5.

Title

An SSI Hearing Role Play at Training Session

Time

60

Cast

Hearing Examiner, Wanda Collins
Jack Kefauver, Al Hester
Paralegal, Abby Kotelenek

Content

Use

A role playing hearing done at an actual training
session; includes a critique of the paralegal's
performance during the hearing.
Illustrate hearing techniques in non-adversarial
hearings. The tape may also be used to show
the functions of paralegals (particularly in
legal servicas to the elderly).

ORDER NUMBER A005
The subject matter of the following group of tapes is the AFDC
case of Mary Thomas, a welfare recipient,
1.

Title

Interview of :a Client

Time

40

Cast

Actress, Mary Thomas
Paralegal, Wally Oman
;

Content

Initial client interview'in an AFDC case. The
tape covers good interviewing techniques. iin
defining a client's problem, fact gathering and
developing a plan of actiin.*

213:)

0

Use

Teach genera., interviewing skills.

ORDER NUMBER
2.

B001

Title

Negotiations

Time

16

Cast

Paralegal, Katherine Jermany
Welfare Obpartment Representative, Peter Sissman

Content

Pre -fair hearing negotiations of issues in
AFDC case between a paralegal.and a representative of the welfare department.

Use

Teach general negotiating

tills.

ORDER NUMBER 18002
,3.

Title

Fair 4earing

Time

43

Cast

Paralegal, Katherine Jermany
Hearipg Officer, Actor
Client, Actress

Content

A fair hearing in an AFDC case demonstrating
correct techniques to be used by a paralegal.

Use

Demonstrate skills necessary at fair hearpg.

ORDER NUMBER B003

1

The following tapes are referred to as "generic" pieces because
they deal with basic issues that relate to paralegal practice or
teach basic skills.
1.

Title

Fact Management

Time

1S

Cast

Narrator, Eleanor Kopecky

Content

Demonstrates techniques used in fact gathering,
identification of legal problems, relating
facts to legal rules and presentation of facts
Uses the Leo Leahy unemployin. making a case.
ment insurance case.

Use

For use in any.skills training program to provide
basis to discuss fact-law management and
evidentiary rules.

4

ORDER NUMBER

C001

2`70

' Paralegals, A New Level in.the Legal Profession

2a. TitlpTime

12

Cast

Narrator, hill Pry.

Content

Roles paralegals fill in -Legal Serviceoffices.

2b. Title

Ethics and Unauthorized Practice

,

Time

12

Narrator, Brad Gottlin

Cast

Ethics for paralegals; discussion of scope of
responsibility paralegals may assume in a law
office; raises and illustrates ethical issues.

Content

ORDER NUMBER C002

3'.

Title

Juvenile Hearing

Time

15

Cast

Judge, Larry Schwartz
Police Officer, Actor
Child, Actor
Child's Mother, Actress

Content

Hearing in Juvenile Court, which is designed
:ess issues.
to raise basic due p

Use

As Wasis to discuss and teach due process concepts.

..

ORDER NUMBER

C003

I

1

e

2 74C
I

